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Abstract
An outline is given of the geological history of the. Lower 
Greensand Escarpment in South East England up to and including 
the Pleistocene# A review, is then made of historical and recent 
landslips that have occurred along the escarpment and a survey 
is included of the landslips that are currently visible#
Details are given of the investigations into failures 
involving the Lov/er Greensand Escarpment at the Sevenoaks 
Bypass* Bayleyss Hill and Ide Hill. These investigations 
established the widespread distribution of slip surfaces 
associated with large movements, superficial structures and 
deposits all of.which occurred or were formed in a periglacial 
environment •
Details of these discontinuities and structures are given 
and their implications on the stability of the escarpment are 
discussed#
The field trials and measures adopted to overcome the 
difficulties that they presented to road works are detailed.
The field trials included pore water pressures measurements 
which allowed:
(1) the determination of the efficiency of counterfort drains 
as ground water lowering devices.
(2) the comparison between the pore water response of embank­
ment foundations with and without sand drain installations.
(3) the comparison between in-situ and laboratory geotechnical 
properties*
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The Lower Greensand Escarpment in the Wealden District 
of South East England has a long history of instability,
Chapman (1596) was the first to record a landslip along this 
escarpment in Kent and the latest which occurred during 
February 19&9 3-s included in this thesis.
In the past frequent field trips have been made to the 
escarpment by the various Geological Societies for the 
purpose of viewing some of the areas with landslips and other 
superficial structures. Over the years the landslips have in 
their turn affected fields, houses and roads causing 
considerable damage, loss of property and amenity. Recent 
failures have caused the severance of roads at the Sevenoaks 
Bypass, Bayley?s Hill and Ide Hill in Kent. In endeavouring 
to find solutions to these problems very thorough 
investigations were necessary which resulted in a consider­
able amount of detailed knowledge of the superficial structures 
in and below the escarpment. These structures were induced 
in a periglacial environment and they have been ascribed to 
various Glacial Stages during the Pleistocene.
In the first instance the thesis reviews the extent of 
the Lower Greensand Escarpment, the deposits that form the 
escarpment and the post-depositional history of the area.
This is followed in Chapter 2 by all past and recent references 
to instability along the escarpment in Kent and Surrey and 
also by the results of a survey, of landslips to be seen in 
Kent» I
From Chapter 3 to Chapter 7 the thesis details the 
investigations and field trials that were carried out on the 
Sevenoaks Bypass following earthworks failures immediately 
below the escarpment. Chapter 3 includes all the field work 
data that resulted from a programme of trial pits and bore­
holes. From this information extensive cambering, valley 
bulging and landslipping was recognised. Slip surfaces were 
found below the escarpment and within all the clay slopes to 
the south.
The stability of the area is related to the surface 
geometry, the shearing resistance of the slip surfaces and 
the piezometric head at the slip surface. Chapter 
summarises all the piezometric data obtained at Sevenoaks 
and also includes the results of a counterfort drain trial.
The efficiency of the drains was assessed by comparing the 
results with an area in which no drains had been installed.
Chapters 5 and 6 detail the geotechnical properties of 
the material present which were obtained from laboratory 
testing and from the analysis of site failures. The in-situ 
parameters indicate that the laboratory tests give optimistic 
values for the residual shear parameters.
In the final Sevenoaks chapter the in-situ and laboratory 
consolidation characteristics are compared. The in-situ 
values were obtained from a trial embankment and a final 
construction embankment, the foundations of both having been 
instrumented with piezometers. The in-situ coefficients of 
consolidation were always greater than the conventional
oedonieter test values, An additional comparison is made in 
this Chapter between two areas of an embankment foundation 
with and without sand drain installation^.
In Chapter 8 the results are given of investigations at 
Ide Hill and Bayley* s Hill where these two roads climb the 
Lower Greensand Escarpment* These results in many ways 
confirm the work detailed in the previous chapters concerning 
Sevenoaks Bypass but some quite significant variations are 
also to be seen.
inhere applicable conclusions have been given at the end 
of individual chapters but in Chapter 9 these have been 
collected together and the more important points concerning 
the effects of the Pleistocene are further discussed.
CHAPTER 1 OUTLINE OF THE GEOLOGY OF S>E. ENGLAND 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE LOWER 
GREENSAND ESCARPMENT
19i The Lower Greensand Escarpment in the
Y/ealden District
The Wealden District covers a large part of Kent, half of 
Surrey, the whole of Sussex and a small area of 'Hampshire. The 
district is enclosed by the North Downs which run v/esterly 
from Dover in East Kent across to Farnham in Surrey, and the 
South Downs, from Petersfield in Hampshire to Beachy Head in 
Sussex.
The enclosing structure formed by the Chalk Downs is a 
marked topographic feature and within, this feature is repeated 
by the Lower Greensand escarpment which runs parallel to the 
chalk as shown in Fig. 1.1. The development of these escarp­
ments is considered in greater detail within ensuing sections 
and it is, therefore, sufficient to say that they are the 
denuded remnants of the Wealden Anticline which was formed by 
the Alpine Orogeny. The magnitude of the Lower Greensand 
Escarpment is related to both the lithology and the thickness 
of the Hythe Beds strata, of which it is composed. The beds 
thicken progressively going westwards from Folkestone to reach 
their maximum thickness of 300 ft. near Farnham. From there 
the beds thin southwards to Midhurst (200 ft.) and eastwards 
to die out near Ditchling (TQ 355 155)• The most dramatic
features of the escarpment are found in those areas where the 
very resistant chert (cryptocrystalline silica) seams are 
present and Blackdown (918 ft.) TP 915 290 and Leith Hill 
(1000 ft.) TQ 135 -^28 are the most prominent sections. In 
contrast, the length from Dorking to Reigate is very subdued 
where the Hythe Beds consist largely of sand. Proceeding 
eastwards to Reigate the incidence of chert again forms an 
escarpment and this feature is maintained through Kent with 
an increasing content of Ragstone, although the Bed thickness 
is reducing. At Sevenoaks, the detailed study area, the 
escarpment is at just over 700 ft. and this progressively 
reduces to the comparative insignificance of 300 ft. at 
Egerton TQ 900 U75®
Landslips are a marked attendant feature of the escarp­
ment and these occur at positions all along its length but 
reducing in frequency with the reduction in height towards 
the east.
1.2 The Palaeogeogranhy of South East England
The most recent pictorial representation of the 
depositional environments covering the Jurassic - Cretaceous 
Successions may be found in Wills, L.J. (1952). The earliest 
similar presentation of such information was by Ramsay A.C. 
(189U) in which he proposed that the marine Oolitic series was 
separated from the maribe Lower Cretaceous series in South
East England by a thick succession of terrestial and fluvatile 
deposits, the Purbeck, Hastings and Wealden Beds. This 
geological evidence was interpreted as implying a gradual rise 
in the land from the end of the deposition of the Oolitic 
strata so that an enormous river, flowing from the North Y/est, 
deposited the freshwater Purbeck Beds. West, I.M. (196I4-) has 
since established that only the uppermost part of the Purbeck 
Beds were freshwater deposits.
Wills still accepted the suggestion that a large river 
flowed from the North West but proposed that this river in 
Purbeck times met marine conditions before reaching South East 
England (Pig. 1.2a). During the Hastings and V/ealden times 
this river discharged at about the same place, i.e., the 
present South Coast of Devon, but into a 300 mile long neck of 
water which v/as constructed at its southern end where it met 
the Tetliis Sea (Pig. 1.2b). Although not completely severed 
from the sea, the length of the neck and the constriction made 
the conditions for deposition effectively fresh water. Allen, 
P* (195b) has indicated that the river shown by Wills was not 
as significant as two other rivers which discharged just West 
of London and near Dover.
At the end of Wealden times, submergence of the area 
began to take place and gave rise to the marine deposits of the 
Upper Cretaceous, the Lower Greensand, Gault, Upper Greensand 
and Chalk.
Although the movements of South East England were slow the 
boundary betv/een the top of the Weald Clay and the Atherfield
Clay, which forms the lowest part of the Lower Greensand, is 
usually quite clearly defined by either colour or llthology*
The junction between the Atherfi eld Clay and the overlying 
Hythe Beds is less distinct as the colour and lithological 
changes are gradual.
Throughout South East England the Lower Greensand, which 
includes Atherfield Clay, Hythe Beds, Sandgate 3eds and 
Folkestone Beds, is overlain by the Gault Clay, It has been 
considered advisable by Ramsay, A,C. (18914-) to draw a marked 
line between the Lower Greensand and Gault Clay partly from 
palaeontological considerations and partly because the Gault 
Clay sometimes lies unconforrnably on the eroded surface of 
the Lower Greensand and extends beyond its limits to lie on 
Jurassic and older strata. The Wealden Beds and Lower Green­
sand are grouped as Lower Cretaceous, whilst all beds above 
them to the uppermost Chalk Beds are grouped as Upper Cretaceous, 
The present study is not concerned with the Upper Cretaceous 
so it is sufficient to note that there is a clear distinction 
between it and the Lower Cretaceous.
1.3 Depositional Environments of the Lower
Greensand Escarpment Strata
The Lower Greensand Escarpment involves the Weald Clay, 
Atherfield Clay and the Hythe Beds,
The Weald Clay was deposited under terrestial conditions 
whilst the Atherfield Clay and Hythe Beds were shallow marine 
deposits. After the deposition of the Purbeck Beds in marine 
conditions, the land rose so that the neck of water (Pig. 1,2b) 
in which the Wealden Beds were deposited was almost cut off 
from the sea to the South and became effectively fresh water.
According to Topley, V/. (1875)> Pitton, W.H. (182I{.) was 
the first to recognise the freshwater origin of the Wealden 
Beds but also Webster (1811) referred to the suggestion by 
Woodward in 1702 that Paludina (found in the limestone bands 
in the Weald Clay) v/as freshwater. With the elevation of the 
land the rivers* eroding powers were increased and the 
lacustrine deposits of the Purbeck Beds were succeeded by the 
predominantly deltaic Hastings Beds of the Wealden and then 
the Weald Clay.
The subsiding neck of water, the Anglo-Paris Basin, was 
supplied with sediment by the three large rivers mentioned 
previously to form a composite delta which extended into the 
Wealden ’Lake*. The Wealden Beds are remarkably rhythmic in 
response to what must have been a series of rapid minor 
transgressions and slower regressions, probably caused by 
eustatic changes in sea level or climatic changes. The 
typical rhythm consists of dark lacustrine shales gradually 
overlain by siltstones, fine sandstones and then the delta 
complex of massive crossbedded sandstones. This delta was 
then drowned by the transgression and the lacustrine deposits 
heralded the next' cycle.
The Y/ealden Beds, totalling up to 2,500 ft. thick, consist 
of the Ashdown Sand, V/adhurst Clay, Lower Tonbridge V/ells Sand, 
Grinstead Clay, Upper Tonbridge Wells Sand and finally Weald 
Clay illustrating the deltaic cycle from sand to clay.
The Y/eald Clay is itself composed of approximately 1,000 
feet of deposits of shales and mudstones which must have been 
formed during largely stable conditions. Towards the end of 
the Y/eald Clay times the change from a freshwater to marine 
environment took place, in the first instance gradually, as 
the connection with the sea became stronger, until a sudden 
event finally caused the area to become a shallow marine bay.
It was Godwin-Austen (18U3) who showed that the clays 
at the base of the Lov/er Greensand were marine clays whilst 
Pitton, Y/.H. (*l821i), gave this stratum its name - Atherfield 
Clay.
According to Jukes-Brown, A.J. (1911) the change from 
the lacustrine shales of the Wealden to the marine clay of 
the Lower Greensand was a sudden one. Forbes, E., and 
Ibbotsen, Capt. (l81|-5), showed that shallow marine fauna was 
present in the top layer of the Weald Clay, although the 
completion of the marine condition must have been quite rapid 
as it destroyed the shallow marine fauna with an increased 
depth of water, probably of several fathoms.
In general the relation of the Lower Greensand to the 
Y/ealden Beds is that of disconformity rather than unconformity, 
although Holmes, S.C.A. (1959) and Edmunds (1956), have noted 
unconformities near Haslemere and Ashford respectively, where
the Atherfield Clay oversteps various marker bands in the 
Weald Clay. Casey, (1961) also mentions signs of gentle 
folding and erosion of the Wealden Beds before the Lower 
Greensand deposition began and confirms that the fauna of 
the Weald Clay shows an increasing saline influence as the 
succession is ascended, the highest part being of near marine 
fascies.
The basal sandy silt layer of the Atherfield Clay, was 
deposited in this shallow marine bay. A sudden change in the 
environment to quite brackish conditions occurred, resulting 
in a rapid lithological variation to the clay forming the 
upper layer of the Atherfield Clay. A gradual transgression 
followed, resulting in the coarser sand of the Hythe Beds 
being deposited.
A further cycle occurred with the deposition of Sandgate 
Beds* silts and Folkestone Beds’ sands.
1 .Lj. Variations in the Strata across the Study 'Area
(a) Weald Clay
The study area involves only the top layers of the Weald 
Clay and the variations of these layers over the length 
of outcrop from east to west through Kent are listed in 
Table 1 .1.
From Table 1.1 it may be seen that the top beds of the 
Weald Clay have a similar lithology across Kent. Generally 
the top 1 to 5 ft. consists of very dark grey clay with 
white silt laminae followed by a light grey laminated 
clay with white silt laminae. This is then underlain by 
dark grey fissured clay.
At Sevenoaks the change from the clay with silt laminae 
to a fissured clay was quite sudden as may be seen in 
Plate 1.1.
The scale of the silt laminae varied from a trace to % in. 
thickness. The silt laminae illustrated in remarkable 
detail depositional slump structures and these may be. 
seen in Plates 1.2 and 1.3#
Where the Weald Clay has been subjected to weathering it 
becomes yellow brown to red brown in colour with inner 
areas of the fissured clay lumps, and the clay between 
the now brown silt laminae, still retaining some of their 
original grey colour as shown in Plate 1.1}-.
Atherfield Clay r
The exposures of Atherfield Clay are very rare, due to 
the outcrop being largely covered by Head deposits and 
disturbed by landslips. The best available data is that 
obtained from boreholes where the samples are unweathered. 
This data is detailed in Table 1.2.
Plate 1,2 
Weald Olay
Pepositional slump 
structures shown 
by silt laminae 
in U.4 sample.
Plate 1.1 
Weald Clay
U.4 showing sudden 
lithological change 
from dark grey clay 
to clay with silt 
laminae.
laminae
In the East, the Shakespeare Colliery Borehole is the 
best record available and the details of the U2 ft* 
thickness indicate that some 32 ft. of grey and brown, 
clay overlies 9 ft« of chocolate brown marly clay which, 
in turn overlies 1 ft. of dark blue clay with seams of 
sandy grit*
There are similarities between this borehole and the 
data available from Sevenoaks, Bayleyfs Hill and Ide Hill* 
At these three sites the top layer of the Atherfield Clay 
consists of brown grey fissured clay or silty clay* At 
Ide Hill only this is separated from the bottom layer of 
dark grey fine sandy silt with oysters (Perna) by a 
layer of red-brown silty clay* It appears likely that 
the three layers at Ide Hill match the three at 
Shakespeare Colliery but with quite significant variations 
in thickness, particularly of the sandy bottom layer*
The chocolate brown or red-brown .layer is not present at 
Bayley’s Hill or Sevenoaks but seems to be present at 
Wateringbury, Hunton, Linton, Bradbourne and Seabrook 
Road.
The topmost layer of grey-brown clay is the most per­
sistent of the Atherfield Clay and would seem to confirm 
that the Hythe Beds lie conformably on the Atherfield 
Clay. By the same logic there v/ould appear to be some 
slight unconformity between the Atherfield Clay basal 
layer and the underlying Weald Clay, which confirms the 
previous comments hinder 1 *3* where the Atherfield Clay
oversteps marker bands in the Weald Clay. The distinct 
change in lithology of the basal layer of the Atherfield 
Clay from that of the top layer of the Weald Clay and the 
erosional features in the top of the Y/eald Clay may be 
seen in Plate *105, showing a TJ.ii- from a borehole at 
Sevenoaks«
Hythe Beds
The Hythe Beds contain, three materials of quite different 
petrologies. They are: the Ragstone - a hard grey 
glauconitic sandy limestone* Hassock - a grey to'-brown- 
grey-glauconitic argillaceous sand or sandstone and Chert 
a crypto-crystalline silica frequently containing numerous 
sponge spicules0 There are transitional types of each of 
these three materials which, if cemented, are locally 
termed ’borderstone*« These petrographic fascies may be 
best represented by the following diagram.
-  SoLndy lime£h©r><£..
<arg ill<3C<20US
lying Weald Clay*
From the figure it may be seen that the 1borderstone1 can 
cover anything from a silicified limestone to a siliceous 
or calcareously cemented sandstone*
From the section and borehole details in Table 1*3 it may 
be seen that the By the Beds increase in thickness in a 
westerly direction* They are 35 ft. at Hythe, ho ft* at 
Great Chart, 70 ft* at Egerton, 120 ft. at Boughton, 
reaching their maximum of 160 ft* at the Sevenoaks Bypass* 
At Bayleyfs Hill and Ide Hill the thickness reduces to 
12|2 ft* and 136 ft* respectively* The basal layer appears as 
a sandy clayey silt material consistently over the whole 
of this area and no unconformity has been found between, 
this layer and the underlying Atherfield Clay.
Marked variations in lithology of the upper layers are 
apparent from East to West* In East Kent they consist 
entirely of 6 in* to 12 in* bands of Ragstone and Hassock 
but proceeding westerly the top layers gradually contain 
bands of the very hard and weather-resistant Chert.
A single 8 in. band is seen at Egerton, three"such bands 
are present at Bearsted and this top Chert-containing 
layer increases to 11f ft. at Boughton. This layer reduces 
to approximately 5 ft* at 3orough Green and Ightham, only 
to increase again to 12 ft. at Bitchet Green, reducing 
slightly to 10 ft. at Sevenoaks but increasing to 20 ft. 
over the rest of West Kent.
In traversing Kent the amount of Ragstone reduces so that 
at Sevenoaks' it is present only in the lower 60 ft. 
section of the Beds.
At Bayley5s Hill there is some 12 ft. of Ragstone present, 
in the bottom layers, whilst at Iae Hill there ceases to 
be any at all. The main body of the Beds consists of the 
lightly cemented Hassock bands and silty sands.
The variations in lithology and thickness of the Hythe 
Beds have had a considerable effect upon their history of 
instability as is discussed in Chapter 2*
1.5 Post-Denositional History - Mesozoic & Tertiary Eras
During the Upper Cretaceous the relatively local 
subsidence of land which started during Lower Gault times 
increased in magnitude to involve much of Central and Y/estern 
Europe and included nearly the whole of the British Isles. In 
this region chalk was deposited and only minor earth movements 
occurred which failed to raise the sea floor above water level* 
Towards the end of the Cretaceous period earth movements 
increased in magnitude causing a major uplift and with the 
regression of the Chalk Sea, so the Mesozoic Era ended and the 
Tertiary began. The sub-Eocene chalk surface is remarkably 
flat and uniform and is evidently a peneplain, which was locally 
trimmed by the Eocene sea.
The pre-Eocene movements resulted in an island in. the 
Central Wealden area v/hilst the London and Hampshire Basins 
were subsidiary areas within the sedimentation areas. In the 
Eocene deposits are found Chert pebbles from the Lower
Greensand indicating that sub-aerial erosion of the Weald had 
cut through the Chalk cover during this period*
The major formation of the structure of South-East England 
then followed, extending from the middle of the Oligocene to 
the early part of the Miocene* During this period the South 
of England experienced only ’the outer ripple of the Alpine 
storm’ (see Y/ooldridge & Linton P*1h), which was far more 
violent in Europe* Here the ripples of the Alpine Orogeny 
gave rise to anticlinal and synclinal, structures which were 
responsible for the present disposition of the strata of 
South-East England*
The main synclines of the Hampshire and London Basins 
were deepened while the V/ealden Anticline was raised so high 
that subsequent denudation, has generally removed the crest*
The structures induced were very complex units, consisting of 
many minor elements, in particular the Y/eal&en Anticline is an 
anticlinorium, including at least six lines of anticlinal 
uplift*
Since these Mid-Tertiary earth movements, depositions! 
phases have been very restricted and the products of such 
periods have been largely destroyed by subsequent erosion*
This has resulted in very little evidence being available to 
cover the events of the Later Tertiary and Quaternary* However, 
Wooldridge and Linton have justified the existence of a late 
Miocene-Pliocene sub-aerial peneplain (first propounded by 
W.M* Davis: 1895) over a large part of Southern England* In 
and around the Weald the higher ground above 700 ft., which
includes Ide Hill, formed part of this peneplain*
During the Pliocene a marine transgression took place 
cutting a bench at a level below the Mio-Pliocene peneplain*
In Kent the Pliocene deposits are represented by outliers of 
Lenham Beds which rest on a bevelled surface on the Middle 
Chalk near the escarpment in East Kent. As the Chalk escarp­
ment is followed westwards, so the Pliocene bench is found on 
the northern dip slope flank, with Wrotham Hill and other hills 
to the west standing quite clear*
The drainage pattern that has evolved in the Weald is 
related to both the Oligocene Orogeny and the Mio-Pliocene 
peneplain* The Central or High Weald headwaters of the rivers 
exhibit ’subsequent’ characteristics related to the structures 
of the area and dating from the Orogeny* The drainage of 
Northern Weald and Central North Downs is essentially 
’consequential* following the peneplanation and was formed with 
little influence from the structure* The Medway is such a 
consequential drainage and it has a subsequent stream, the 
Eden, feeding it from the Weald* As a subsequent stream the 
Eden is considered to be post Mio-Pliocene as compared with 
the Rother, which is also thought to be subsequent but post- 
Orogeny and unaffected by the peneplanation*
During the late Pliocene an uplift of the North Downs 
occurred which possibly brought into existence the bridge of 
land between England and Prance*
Zone of Influence of the Pleistocene
Following the Pliocene uplift further sea level changes 
occurred during the Pleistocene and these appear to have 
consisted of a gradual lowering on which have been superimposed 
local fluctuations resulting from the formation and subsequent 
melting of large ice caps during each of the four glaciations* 
(see Fig* 1.3)* This gradual lowering has been recognised 
from the investigation of the Thames Terraces which were formed 
at the end of the glacial period and show a drop in level from 
the Boyn Hill (Hoxnian Stage) to the Taplow (ipswichian Stage) 
to the more recent Flood Plain Gravels*
During the cold phases of the period the sea level fell, 
with the growth of the ice cap, and this resulted in. the 
formation of channels below the levels of the preeeeding 
Interglacial* With the general fall in sea. level, all the 
channels but those formed during the Devensian Stage # (Proc* 
G*S* 1969), have been removed by subsequent erosional 
activities*
It is stated that at no stage did the ice sheets extend • 
to the Weald* Hov/ever, periglacial conditions did prevail and . 
these have been important in moulding the inland topography to 
almost its present day form*
The periglacial zone is defined by Zeuner (1959) as that 
zone surrounding an ice sheet in which the cooling of the ice
produced a frost climate* Such.a climate produces the tundra
i
areas, to-day seen in Horth Europe, where the average
■ Ii
* According to the * Re commendations on Stratigraphical Usage* - for the 
Alpine equivalent Stages see Fig* 1*3*
temperature is below freezing for a large part of the year 
and v/here the warmest month averages less than 10°C*
In such an environment a permanently frozen (permafrost) 
horizon exists down to considerable depths Siberia today 700m. - 
Holmes 1965. This permanently frozen soil is mantled by a layer 
of soil that thaws each summer to a depth of a few feet only* 
With the impervious permafrost present below, and saturated 
with melt water, this top material flows down-slope on quite 
flat (1°) slopes* It is then termed a *solifluction deposit1* 
The most easily recognised are the large quantities of frost- 
shattered rock debris that have been soliflucted from, their 
parent cliff slopes and the Chert fragments on the Hythe Beds 
dip slope , to the north of the escarpment are such an example* 
Where the soliflucted material is locally derived it is termed 
fHead* and details of many of these deposits are discussed by 
Dines et al (I9I4-O)* Other phenomena are the formation of 
polygon shapes in plan, either silt-filled in fine-grained 
material or stone rings in mixed soil of coarse and fine 
debris. Ice wedges may form in cracks and fissures where 
temperatures are below -10°C* With the expansion of water 
upon freezing, cracks are exploited with each season of 
freezing and they may reach to a depth 10 m*
Other large scale superficial structures, termed cambers, 
gulls and bulges, were recognised by Hollingworth, Taylor & 
Kellaway (19M+) as having been formed during the Pleistocene*
A  cambered slope is usually formed either at an escarpment 
edge of a resistant bed or where such a bed is deeply dissected
and in both cases overlies a soft rock* The beds have been 
fractured into massive blocks which tilt doY/nslope towards the 
escarpment or dissection, each block being separated by a 
partially silt-filled fissure or ’gull*. At the downslope 
limit of the cambered blocks the underlying clays are then 
found to be bulged above their previous levels. Kellaway and 
Taylor (1953) ascribe these structures, with the associated 
dip and fault structure, as the result of frozen ground 
tectonics*
In Kent, solifluction deposits, cambering, gulling and 
bulging have all been recognised along the Lower Greensand 
Escarpment around Maidstone by Worssam (1963) around 
Canterbury and Folkestone by Smart et al (1966)*
Table 1.1 
Weald Clay Variations 
Details of Sections and Boreholes
Ref. Location Grid.Ref. Depth below Description
base of 
Atherfield 
Clay, (ft.)
7- Shakespeare
Colliery TR296393
1. Lympne TR186353
7• Bradbourne TR077423
1. W. E . TR039394
Kingsnorth
2. Maidstone TQ771556
TQ760554
0 - 5 Grey blue, dark
blue & black clay 
with silt laminae
5 - 13 Dark blue, . brown
& greenish lamin­
ated clay. Two 
beds of clay iron- 
stone
0 - 1 0  Lt. grey clay with
thin seams of 
bluish black clay. 
Two bands of clay 
ironstone nodules.
0 - 1 7  12 ft. of alterna­
ting bluish black 
clay and streaky 
grey clay & silt 
on 5 ft. of grey 
laminated shaley 
clay.
0 - 5 Bluish black silty
clay on finely 
silty bluish grey 
to brown clay.
0 - 4 Black and brown
shaley clay with 
some silt streaks
Nr. top Blue grey shaley
- 10 ft. clay with layers
thick. of fine floury
silt.•
2. Tovil TQ750548
2. Teston TQ700529
TQ710529
10. Sevenoaks TQ535525 
Rly.Tunnel
Sevenoaks
By-Pass
B.H.25 TQ525520
Bayleys Hill 
B.H.2 TQ51-5518
Ide Hill 
B.H.2/1 TQ485514
0 - 1 1  Blue grey and
brown clay with 
silt laminae
Hr.top- Blue grey silty
2 ft. clay and black
thick clay.
Hr.top- Grey-brown clay,
23 ft. blue grey silty
thick clay, silt and
fine sand beds 
1 - 3 ft. thick.
Top ? black clay
? green, buff & 
brown shaley 
clay.
1 ft. dark grey 
0 - 1 0  clay with silt
laminae.
5 ft. grey lam- 
inated clay with 
numerous silt 
laminae.
3'ft. 6 in. Dark 
grey fissured, 
laminated clay.
6 in. grey clay 
with numerous silt 
laminae.
1 ft. 6 in. dark 
0 - 6t grey silty clay
with silt laminae 
5 ft. grey lamin­
ated clay with 
silt laminae.
0 - 8  4 ft. dark grey
silty clay with 
silt laminae. 6 in. 
grey silty clay 
with silt laminae 
1 ft. dark grey 
clay with silt 
laminae . 2 ft. 
dark grey fissured 
clay. 6 in. dark 
grey clay with 
silt laminae.
Table 1.2
Ref.
7.
1 .
Atherfield Clay Variations
Details of Sections and Boreholes
Location Hat.Grid 
Reference
Atherfield Clay 
Total Thickness
(ft.)
Description
Shakespeare
Colliery
TR 296393 42
Dover Ho.1 
Borehole
TR 295396 Top 16$
Seabrook Rd. TR 186353 Bottom 8v
.1ft pale greenish 
grey clay.
.23ft. banded 
marly clays -pale 
& dark bluish 
grey, brown grey 
& brown with some 
dark silty and 
sandy layers. .
.7 ft. brown ban­
ded clay with 
small brown con­
cretions.
.2 ft. blue black 
clay.
.9 ft. chocolate 
brown marly clay 
.1 ft.dark blue 
clay with thin 
seams of sandy 
grit.
Dark grey and 
brownish grey 
silty clay.
.4 ft. pale grey 
glauconitic clay.
.1v ft. dark grey 
& grey brown clay 
.3ft. red-brown 
clay.
8. Nr. Salt wood TR 155365 
■Tunnel
491 Sandy clay with 
indurated layers 
and some Pullers 
Earth.
7 & 9 Bradbourne TR 077423 53t - 634- ? Pale grey silty
clay.
. 18 ft. brown clay 
. 31 ft. blue clay
6. £t. Chart 'Q 987416 ? Blue sandy d a y  
? Brown clay.
9. Leeds TQ 826538 Top Blue slightly 
sandy clay.
6. Maidstone
2. Linton
TQ 771556
TQ 746499
20 Clay with large
Oysters (Pema 
Bed.)
over 20 .? green grey
glauconitic clay.
.10 - 15 ft. grey 
clayey sand.
•3 ft. green-grey 
sandy clay.
.5 ft. red-brown 
and dark grey 
silty clay.
.5 ft. red-brown 
clay.
2. Hunton TQ 728504 Base ? greenish white 
glauconitic clay 
grey & yellow 
sand chocolate 
brown clay.
6 & 2 Watering- 
bury
TQ 698532 Base .? brown clay 
4- ft. dark grey 
fine sand with 
Oysters.
10 & 9 Sevenoaks 
Tunnel
TQ 535525 50 , ? dark clayey 
sand (possibly 
Hythe: see Ref.9)
Sevenoaks Bypass 
20 No. Boreholes
Bayleys Hill 
2 No. Boreholes
Ide Hill - 
3 No. Boreholes
TQ 525520
TQ 515518
485514
Varying .104- to 21 t ft. 
from 21f brown grey
to 32t fissured clay.
.7 to 154“ ft. grey 
sandy silt with 
oysters.
Varying 
from 23t  
to 26
14- to 3 ft. Grey 
brown fissured 
silty clay with 
some red-brown 
silt.
.13i to 14t ft. 
Grey fissured 
silty clay.
.8t to 84*ft. Dark 
grey fine sandy 
silt with pockets 
of white sand & 
shells.
Varying 
from 28t 
to 41
.14 to 19 ft.grey 
fissured silty 
clay.
. 0 to 4 ft.Red- 
brown silty 
clay.
, 1 4t to 19 ft. 
Dark grey fine 
sandy silt with 
shells..
Table 1.5
Hythe Beds Variations
Details of Sections and Boreholes
Ref. location Grid' Ref, Hythe Beds 
Total . 
Thickness
(ft.)
Description
9. Hythe
1 . Hythe
TR 150 560
TR 165 552
35
Top 18ft 5 ft. Hassock
6 in. Ragstone &
chert
1 ft. Hassock
2 ft. Ragstone 
4 ft. Hassock 
2 ft. Ragstone 
6 ’in. Hassock
1 ft-. Ragstone
2 ft. Hassock 
2 ft. Ragstone
9. Otterpool TR 112 566 
Quarry
35 7 ft. Hassock‘
5 ft. Ragst one 
1 ft. Hassock 
5 ft. Ragstone 
5 in. Hassock
16ft.6in.
1ft. Ragstone
layer with 6 in. 
Hassock partings
8 ft» bluish sand
clay.
1 . Addington TR 059 372 
& TR 065 369
40
approx
50 ft. of alter­
nating beds of 
Ragstone and 
Hassock exposed.
6. Smeeth TR 065 385 basal 1 ft. Hassock
8 ft. brown clayey 
sand.
1. Sevington TR 046 411 near 20 ft. of alter-
bottom nating beds of
Ragstone & Hassock 
exposed.
1 . Collier TR O56 581 
Hill
basal ? grey & brown 
clayey sand.
1. Ashford TR 005 456 approx. 18ft.? Ragstone &
50 Hassock alternating 
layers.
12 ft. grey green 
sand.
1 . Chilmington
TQ 985 408
Top 22 22 ft. of alternat
ing bands of Rag­
stone and Hassock.
1 & 2 at.Chart TQ 975 426 approx. 55ft .-of alt e m a t - 
40 ing bands of
Ragstone & Hassock
2. Egerton TQ 916 486 Hear top 15ft. of alternat- 
(70 approx) ing beds of Rag­
stone & Hassock 
with 8 in. chert 
band near top.
2. Ulcombe TQ 852 496 Basal 50 Bottom 5 ft. sandy 
(approx. 80) clay.
Bearsted
Boughton
Maidstone
Preston
Hall
W.Mailing 
Offham
Offham 
Comp Farm
Borough
Green
TQ 790 561 
TQ 777 516
TQ 763 540
TQ 724 578
TQ 676 571) 
)
TQ 660 582)
TQ 655 572) 
TQ 645 571)
TQ 606 567
Top 35
Top 48 of 
approx. 
120 feet.
Top 62 ft.
Top 27 ft.
Hr. top
Hr. top
Hr. top
35ft. of alternat­
ing beds of Ragston 
& Hassock with 3 Ho 
9 in. bands of 
chert in top 7 ft.
14 ft. 6 in. chert 
bands alternating 
with Hassock.
34 ft. alternating 
bands of Ragstone 
and Hassock.
18ft.9in. chert 
bands alternating 
with Hassock.
44 ft* alternating 
9 in. band of chert 
at 30ft. depth.
16ft. ragstone & 
Hassock with many 
bandsof chert.
11.ft. alternating 
bands of Ragstone 
and Hassock.
Ho accurate details 
but many chert 
bands.in Hassock 
at each site.
Ho accurate details 
but many chert 
bands in Hassock at 
each site.
5 ft. bands in 
hassock. 60 ft. 
alternating bands 
of Ragstone and 
Hassock.
3. Ightham TQ 602 565 Top 3 ft. chert hands 
in hassock.
67 ft. alternating 
beds of Ragstone & 
Hassock.
3. Ightham TQ 590 562
3. Bitchet TQ 565 541
Green
3. Riverhill TQ 543 527
Sevenoaks Bypass 
Borehole GT*87 TQ 525 522
Top ‘4 ft. chert bands
in Hassock.
2 ft. Ragst one.
Top 12ft. chert bands
in Hassock.
Hr. top 10ft. massive chert 
beds in silty sand.
62 ft. Hassack Bands 
in silty sand.
1ft.6in. Ragstone
6 ft. Hassock
2 ft.6in. Ragst one 
64 ft. alternating 
bands of Ragstone 
and Hassock.
6 ft. light brown 
clayey sandy silt.
Bottom 
142ft.
of 
160 ft.
3. Sevenoaks TQ 520 524 Hr. top 8 ft. chert bands
By-Pass in sandy clay.
35 ft. silty sand
with some bands of 
Hassock.
Bayleys Hill 
B. H. 1
Ide Hill 
B. H. 1/3A
Toys Hill
Chartwe11
Goodley Stock
limpsfield
Common
TQ515 519 142
TQ485 516 136
TQ469 517 Hr.top 
TQ457 522 Top
TQ441 527 Hr. top 
TQ 425 517 Hr.top
21ft. chert in 
sandy silt.
69ft. some Hassock 
hands in sandy sfi 
2ft. Ragstone 
40ft. some Hassock 
in sandy silt 
10ft. some Ragstone 
and Hassock in 
grey-brown clayey 
sandy silt.
22ft. chert & Hassc 
25ft. Hassock 
20ft. some Hassock 
bands in siltyv sand 
15ft. Hassock 
4ft. Hassock beds 
in silty clay.
6ft. Hassock
35ft. Hassock bands
in silty sand.
9ft. grey brown 
clayey sandy shit.
8ft. massive chert 
layers in silty san
13ft. che rt layers 
up to 14in. thick 1 
clayey sand.
19ft. chert layers 
up to 2 ft. 6 in. 
thick in clayey 
sand.
20 ft. chert layers 
up to 12 in. thick 
and Hassock.
15ft. Hassock, hard 
and soft layers.
References to Tables 1 ei : 1 „2 and 1,3*
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CHAPTER 2 HISTORY OP INSTABILITY OP THE LOWER GREENSAND
ESCARPMENT IN SOUTH EAST ENGLAND
2,1 Historical References
The earliest reference to a landslip along the Lower 
Greensand escarpment is one by John Chapman in 1596 which is 
included in Topleyfs (1875) Geology of the Y/eald, Chapman 
describes in great detail how, over a period of eleven days 
from the 18th December 1598, nine acres of land immediately 
below the escarpment at Crockham Hill (Grid Ref: TQ l\b€> 509) 
slipped.
The landslip involved a tongue of land approximately 
1300 ft, long and between 200 and 1+50 ft, wide. This moved 
130 ft, down slope during the eleven days, but further move­
ments continued after this time for an unknown period. The 
head slope of the slip coincided with the source of two 
streams emanating from the base of a steep sided embayment in. 
the Hythe Beds,
Quoting from Chapman’s report:-
’The land began, with the hedges and trees thereon, to loose 
itself wholly from the rest of the ground lying round about 
it, and with all to move, slide and shoot southward, not 
with any sudden shot, but creeping by little and little, so 
as the motion and stirring thereof was not discerned nor 
perceived by they that were presently standing upon it and 
working about it, but only by the sundry effects that 
followed, as the cracking of the roots of trees, the 
breaking of boughs, the noise of the hedge wood breaking, 
the gaping of the ground, and the riving of the earth 
asunder, the falling of the torn furrows and huge trendies 
after it, some It foot deep, some 5 and some 7 and more 
whereby they were made in it at the least not so few as
11,000 furrows, rifts, cracks and clefts in diverse places 
here and there. This moving and carrying of the ground 
southward continuing still both by day and night for the 
space of 11 days together sliding aslant sometimes as it 
was noted 1ij. handfulls by measure in one hour and a half 
did wonderfully alter and change the whole face of that 
land; for in some places thereof the hinder ground coming 
faster forward (as it should appear) than the former ground 
did give way until it caused it to swell up in round 
hillocks like unto graves, the green turf remaining still 
whole and unbroken above: In other places the hinder ground
came so violently as that it did not only tear the green 
turf above but also did rise and lift up itself and did 
roll and tumble over the other as it were waves or surges 
and so stayed as standing butfes and at the last the whole 
plot was so tossed torn and rent and with all the green 
turf so tattered and turned upside down as that there is 
scant so much as one perch (15 ft,) together of all this 
ground left whole with the grass upon it uncracked,’
In addition, it was reported that the floors of two ponds, 
situated some two to three hundred ft. below the head slope, 
were raised and the ’great rocks of stone* that formed their 
floors became visible.
From this description it is apparent that a mantle land­
slip occurred on the Atherfield and V/eald Clays below the 
escarpment but it also included an area, at the ponds, which- 
had been previously involved in a rotational landslip of the 
Hythe Beds,
The rainfall preceeding the landslip was recorded as a 
’great abundance of water and continual rain which had fallen 
for many months* and this had given rise to ’sundry great 
bournes and violent streams’ at intervals along the escarpment. 
No increase in flow was apparent in the vicinity of the land­
slip -
’Yet there have no extraordinary course of water broken out 
upon this land, nor near it by a mile any way. Neither have 
the small springs thereof during all this v/et weather been 
anything increased to speak of. In so much as the two
little streams mentioned before, being that they do carry 
most water over the moving ground, are neither of them so 
great, but that these streams might at any time all this 
year easily pass through an auger hole of an inch and a 
half broad.1
Further to the west, Eve3.yn has recorded in Aubrey (1673)
that
’Leith Hill (Nat, Grid. Ref. TQ 350 i+30) is much the 
highest eminence in this County of Surrey and a great part 
of the brow is slidden down into the ground below and the 
bare places plainly appear above i+0 miles distant.’
This rotational land slip of the Hythe Beds on the 
Atherfield Clay will have occurred at some unknown time 
previous to 1673*
In 172*4- Stukeley recorded the dislocations to the Roman 
Fort at Lympne, now called Stutfall Castle (Nat. Grid Ref.
117 3*4-3)* This fort is situated on the abandoned cliff slopes 
of Weald Clay below the Hythe Beds escarpment, overlooking 
Romney Marsh. The movements visible in the structure were 
blamed by Stukeley upon the activities of the Saxons and the 
Banes.
Work by Smith (1850 & 1852) has indicated that 
dislocations have been as large as 30 yards downslope and that 
these resulted from mantle landslips which took place sometime 
before 1066.
Collison and Gostling both record the rotational landslip
of the Hythe Beds escarpment that occurred near Lympne at Nat.
Grid Ref. 113 3*1-7 in 1725* Gostling wrote:
’The Landslip was the consequence of a very wet season v/hen 
the rain that had fa.llen on the uplands, and was not carried 
off by drains, soaked into the ground in such quantities as 
to form a quicksand 'at some considerable depth in the earth 
(at least that is what we look upon as the cause of the
■phenomena), which, not being able to bear the pressure of 
the incumbent weight, gave way at the side of the hill, 
raising by that means the flat at the bottom, and letting 
the brow, with farmhouse upon it, sink i+0 or 50 feet at 
least* What is- remarkable, it sunk in one night and so 
gently that the farmer and family were ignorant of it 
until the morning*5
Further to the east at Sandgate, Stukely (172k) recorded
the presence of many springs at the back of the beach in an
area which, if not landslipped then, is landslipped now*
The rotational landslip involved the Folkestone, Sandgate
and Hythe Beds all slipping on the underlying Atherfiela Clay®
The earliest records for this area indicate two large landslips
in the 19th Century and full details of this, and the slips
near Lympne are given by Hutchinson. (19&5)#
Another mantle landslip recorded in West Kent at Toys Hill
(Hat* Grid Ref® TQ hlh 51 k) after the Christmas of 1755 and
involved about 2j acres of ground* Granticola (1756) records
that the head slope was some 3 feet high below which many large
cracks and ponds had formed* The edges of the slip had
overridden the fields to a height of 7 ft. whilst at the toe
its height was 12 ft*
2.2 20th Century References to Instability and
Superficial Structures
During a Geologists Association excursion to Tilberstow 
Hill, Stamp (1921) expressed an opinion that the detatched mass 
of Hythe Beds at that site (Nat* Grid Ref* TQ 354 498) could 
have reached their present position by landslipping.
Previously, Cox (1915) had stated that the highly inclined 
strata indicated a reversed fault and this theory was accepted 
by Dines and Edmunds (1933)«
Further work was carried out by Gossling and Bull (1948) 
on the structure of Tulburstow Hill which concluded that a 
slipped mass of the Upper Hythe Beds is lying on a normal out­
crop of Weald Clay* Atherfield Clay and Lower'Hythe Beds* 
Gossling (1930) during a Geologists Association field meeting ' 
to Bower Hill (Nat. Grid Ref. TQ 311 497) suggested again that 
landslipping was the cause of the detatched mass of Hythe Beds 
at Bower Hill. This suggestion was investigated thoroughly 
and confirmed by Gossling (1935) in his paper to the Geologists 
Association.
In 1936, at another field meeting of the Geologists 
Association at Wateringbury and Mereworth, Brown and Himus 
(1938) recorded the existence of a composite rotational and 
mantle landslip at Roydon Hall (Nat. Grid Ref. TQ 670 512) 
and they furthermore suggested the likelihood of the entire 
1J mile by 1 mile outlier as having landslipped to its present 
position. The landslip visited is included, with two others, 
in the table of landslips in. 2.3* '
Wooldridge (1947) showed a series of landslips involving
rotationally displaced masses of Hythe Beds at Telegraph Hill
(Nato Grid Ref® SU 865 265)9 south west of Fernhurst* in 1950
Wooldridge published a detailed survey of the area in which he
recognised land slips at the following locations:-
Telegraph Hill - both flanks of the hill involving,
SU 865 265
slices o.f Hythe Beds in stepped
rotational slips*
Marley Heights - Three or four slip scars v/ith no large
SU 883 294
displacements*
Leggatt Hill - Circumlinear back slope
SU 951 240
Kindhead - Hythe Beds base at unusually low level,
(circa SU 901 358)
said possibly due to cambering*
Blackdown - mass rotational slip at southern end but
920 290 to
920 320 the rest is very similar to Tilberstow
and Bower Hills - suggests landslipping 
related to structure* not faulting*
Knowles and Middlemiss (1958), in considering the same 
areas as Wooldridge, came to the conclusion that the movements 
were largely the result of cambering and valley bulging.
Cambering has been recognised by Worssam (19^3) as 
widespread in the Hythe Beds along the banks of the Medway and 
its tributaries in the Maidstone area. Two recent landslips 
are recorded along the Lower Greensand Escarpment at Knowle 
Hill (TQ 863 493) in. 1944 and Boughton Malherbe (TQ 882 494) 
in 1947* Several locations from Mersham to Hythe have been
suggested by Smart et al9 (1966) as possible sites where the 
dips may be attributable to cambering.
Topographic Evidence of Inland Landslips 
along the Lower Greensand Escarpment in Kent
A survey was made of the escarpment to establish the 
frequency and, where.possible, the type of landslip that is 
topographically evident on and below the escarpment* The 
study was restricted to the escarpment and does not detail 
landslips along the valleys of the Biver Medway and its 
tributaries the Len and the Loose. Tlie survey involved 
reference to the I.G.S. 1 in. and 6 in. to the mile maps and 
the 1961 and 1966 aerial photographs held by the Planning 
Department.of Kent County Council. This work was then 
supplemented by field work to verify the unstable areas 
located and also to establish, where possible, the type of 
landslip. Plate 2.1 is an aerial photograph illustrating two 
areas, verified as unstable either side of the central spine 
of trees at Grid Ref. TQ 533 520.
The landslipping has been classified under two categories 
depending upon whether or not the Hythe Beds, in the form of 
large blocks, have been involved in the movements. The two 
categories are
(1) Mass movements (M) which include Hythe Bed blocks 
displaced as"part of a large rotational movement,
Plate 2>1
Aerial Photograph showing two unstable lobate forms 
emanating from the Lower Ireensand Escarpment at the 
top of the photograph and separated by the wooded 
spine. ITote the distorted hedge line at the left 
side of the left lobe.
recognised by the scarps at the head and the strata 
dipping into the escarpment (v/here visible).
(2) Lobe Movements (L) these consist of either tongues of 
soliflucted deposits up to 20 ft. thick that have been 
derived from the escarpment or shallow slips involving 
also the intact Atherfield Clay, both of which occur on 
the slopes below the escarpment.
In categorising the movements it is possible that some 
of those classified as M are composite M and L where tlie lobes 
have formed over the mass landslip toe. Without boring it is 
not possible to be definite about this.
Table 2.1 has been drawn up of all the inland failures 
located and covers the length from the Kent-Surrey Border 
TQ k35 511 near Crockham Hill to TR 050 390 in East Kent.
Pigs. 2.1A to 2.1K show the position and extent of each land­
slip and also detailed is the Atherfield Clay outcrop as 
mapped by the Institute of Geological Sciences.
2.ip Recent Road dislocations due to
Landslip in Kent and Surrey
In recent years landslips have caused trouble to roads 
crossing the Lower Greensand Escarpment in both Kent and 
Surrey.
Hail (1969) provided details of trouble areas encountered 
by the Surrey County Council, which were, proceeding from west
to east across the County
(a) Leith Hill - TQ 148 432 - the road winds through
this broken landslipped area referred to under Section
2.1 and the most recent movements occurred during January 
1969»
(b) Dorking Bypass ** TQ 174 485 - trouble was encountered
during construction in the 1930*s at the point where the 
route crosses the Hythe Beds/Atherfield Clay junction. 
There have been subsequent slight movements.
(c) South Nutfield - TQ 305 495 - The proposed route for
the M.23 has been changed following a soil survey taken 
across the escarpment. No failures have been recognised 
of the existing roads crossing this area.
(d) Bletchingley - TQ 326 497 - 15 ft. high cutting
failed during realignment work below the Lower Greensand 
Escarpment in September 1963# The natural grade slope to 
the north was 5%° and the failure extended 70 ft. from 
the roadway. Graben Structures were formed at the head 
of the failure indicating.a non-circular slip surface.
In Kent, again travelling from west to east the following 
road failures have been recorded;-
(a) Ide Hill - TQ 487 515 - During January 1969 the road
was closed by a slip dropping almost the complete width 
of the carriageway by 18 in. This slip which involved
the Hythe Beds and Atherfield Clay extended 400 ft. from
i
the headslope to the toe.
Bayley*s Hill - TQ 514515 - A slip occurred on the
slopes below the Lower Greensand Escarpment during 1967 
which was stabilised by drainage works.
Bayley*s Hill - TQ 515 518 - Only days after the
Ide Hill failure in January 1969 a similar size and type 
of failure occurred causing the closure of the road. 
Sevenoaks Bypass - TQ 526 578 - In April 1965 during
the early stages of earthworks construction a failure 
occurred involving a 15 ft. high embankment.
Simultaneously the floor slab of a culvert which was 
under construction at TQ 532 520 failed by cracking and 
separating and the shallow 8 ft. excavation collapsed 
over almost the entire length. Both these failures were 
at points immediately below the Lower Greensand Escarpment 
where the Atherfield Clay was shown as outcropping.
Bought on Malherbe - TQ 882 494 - A small landslip
during 1947 caused restriction to traffic and a minor 
diversion to the route at a point where the Hythe Beds 
failed on the underlying Atherfield Clay.
TABLE 2a1
Inland Slope Failures along the
Lower Greensand Escarpment,
Nat« Grid Ref„ Location Type of
, Instability
TQ 2+40 509 W. Crockham Hill L
TQ 445 509 E* Crockham Hill M, L Vertical 6i°
TQ 450 506 Mariners Hill M, L 15° 7°
TQ 454 508 E, Mariners Hill L -»■* 0 ( 2
TQ 468 508 W. Toys Hill L 7°
TQ 474 510 E, Toys Hill L 7°
TQ 474 514 E. Toys Hill M lit-0 8°
TQ 2+80 517 W* Ide Hill L 7i°
TQ 484 511 W. Ide Hill I*
TJ O
TQ 486 511 W # Ide Hill L “71 0 i 2
TQ 2+87 512 E* Ide Hill M, L 13° 8°
TQ 487 515 E. Ide Hill M, L 13° 8°
TQ 490 512 Hanging Bank L 8°
TQ 492 512 Hanging Bank M, L 13° 6i°
TQ 502 516 E. Yorks Hill L 7°
TQ 506 517 E. Yorks Hill M lit0 7°
TQ 512 515 W, Bayleys Hill L 7°
TQ 513 516 Bayleys Hill L 7°
TQ 513 518 Bayleys Hill M, L 15° 7°
TQ 522 519 V/eald Place L 7°
TQ 523 519 Weald Place L
-pi O
I 2
TQ 524 519 W. Hubbards Hill L 7°
TQ 529 519
I
E. Hubbards Hill M, L 12° 7°
Slope Angle 
M L~
7°
TQ 533 520 W* Sevenoaks Rly» 
Tunnel
L 7°
TQ 535 520 E* Sevenoaks Rlya 
Tunnel
L
TQ 538 520 V/* River Hill L 7°
TQ 5U0 518 Yl» River Hill L 7°
TQ 5Uk 518 
to
TQ 550 52k
E. Riverhill
M and 
series 
of L
12°
TQ 561 527 E 0 Garters Hill M, L 12° 7°
TQ 567 528 E« Rooks Hill 1 6J°
TQ 568 529 
to
TQ 573 529
Y/ilmot Hill M, L 10° 7°
TQ 575 528 Wilmot Hill L n °
TQ 583 529 
to
TQ 588 531
S. Ightham Mote
Series of L 
around Hythe 
outlie
~y1 0
12
TQ 593 528 Shipbourne L 7°
TQ 601 531 Plaxtol L 7i°
TQ 603 529 Plaxtol It 8°
TQ 667 519 Royden Hall ' L 7°
TQ 667 517 Hoyden Hall L
* 6J°
TQ 670 517 Royden Hall M, L 10° 7°
TQ 77k i+98 Deer Park M, L 10° 7°
TQ 782 1+95 Y/eirton Farm L 7i°
TQ 781+ I+95 East Hall L 8°
TQ 815 U88 Sutton Valance U, L 8° 7°
TQ 823 U87 Boy ton Court 1 7i°
TQ 826 k92 East Sutton M, L 8° 7i°
TQ 836 k95 Charlton Court M, L 12°
7 I  O  
• 2
TQ 81+9 h91 U1 combe 1 7|°-8°
TQ 852 1+95 Ulcombe M, L 12° •71 O( 2
TQ 855 U93 Ulcombe M, L 10° 710 » 2
TQ 858 2+89 
to
TQ 872 1+98
Knowle Hill 
Elmstone Place
M, L 
M, L
12° to 
50' 
Vertical 
Pace
6±°°2
to
8°
to
TQ 892 1+91 Hazel Wood M, L
20°
to
12°
6i°
to
8°
TQ 915 kS2 •
to Parbles Hill M 15°
TQ 921 1+62
TQ 922 1+56 . Plucltley L 7°
TQ 950 U36 Hurst Hill L
TQ 036 378 Collins Hill L
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CHAPTER 3 SEVENOAKS BYPASS
DETAILED GEOLOGY AND STRUCTURAL DISCONTINUITIES
3.1 Introduction
The construction of the Sevenoaks Bypass was commenced 
during -ISSh for the purpose of connecting Polhill (N.G. Ref*
TR 303 590) at the foot of the North Downs, to River Hill 
Roundabout (N.G. Ref. TQ 32+2 31 k) on the Weald Clay Vale to 
the south* In so doing it caused the trunk road A.21 to 
bypass Sevenoaks to the west.
In common with most north-south running routes in Kent, 
the Sevenoaks Bypass crossed several of the strata outcropping 
over the northern part of the Wealden Anticline * At Polhill 
the construction started in the Middle Chalk and passing 
southwards, crossed in turn the outcrops of the Lower Chalk, 
Gault Clay, Folkestone Beds, Sandgate Beds, Hythe Beds, 
Atherfield Clay and finally the Weald Clay. In addition an 
alluvium-filled valley was encountered on the Gault Clay and 
extensive mantles of ’Head1 were met over most of the outcrops,
During the early stages of the contract an alteration was
necessary to the side slopes of the Polhill Middle Chalk
cutting. This cutting was made into the Chalk escarpment on
one side of a dry valley re-entrant and the 35 ft. depth of
frost shattering in the chalk at this point caused the side
1 „
slope to be changed from. 1 on 1 to 1 on 1J. Nothing else
untoward was encountered until early April 19&5 when at Ch.
281+00 (see Fig. 3®1)* embankment failed after reaching a 
height of only 15 ft. of its intended k5 ft. At almost the 
same time the concrete blinding slab for a farm subway at 
Ch. 308+00 cracked across the full width at two places along 
its length and separated.
Both these failures occurred on the southern slopes of the 
Lower Greensand Escarpment just below the base level of the 
Hythe Beds. Bridges were in an advanced stage of construction 
at Oak Lane (Ch. 263+00), Hubbards Hill, and at the terminal 
F.iverhill Roundabout (Ch. 35^+00) and an investigation was 
commenced into finding the causes of the instability and 
selecting and designing a new, stable route between Oak Lane 
Bridge and the Terminal Roundabout.
In the first instance the original failed embankment was 
given an additional loading and the resulting movements were 
monitored. This was then followed by a series of inadequately 
mapped trial pits, a series of boreholes at various points 
between Ch. 280 and 305 and a small trial embankment at Ch. 330. 
Towards the end of 19^5 It was obvious that only rather 
haphazard progress was being made and a definite programme was 
formulated. This programme consisted of:
(1) The investigation of the lobe-like features emanating 
from the escarpment, eight of which, designated A to 
H, were traversed by the proposed route (see Fig..
3.1 and Plate 3®1)« It was on Lobe B that the 
original embankment failure had occurred. This 
investigation was to establish their nature and the 
geotechnical factors that dictate their stability.
Plat e 3 »1
Aerial photograph showing Bypass route crossing 
two unstable lobate forms separated by the spine 
of trees. (See also Plate 2.1 of the same area).
Lobe F, seen from the south-east, showing the 
'turbulent1 toe.
(2) The carrying out of field trials of any measures 
likely to assist in increasing the stability of the 
lobes and allowing limited earthworks to proceed.
(3) The establishing of an alternative route between 
Oak Lane and the Terminal Roundabout to reduce the 
number of lobes involved with the route.
(4) The designing of stable earthworks for this route.
The investigation, under the direction of Professor A.W.
Skempton of Imperial College, with assistance from Professor 
N.R. Morgenstern (formerly of Imperial College) and Mr. D.J. 
Shearman (imperial College), was pursued by means of trial 
pits to depths of 20 ft. using Hymae and dragline excavators 
and boring - continuous U.L}. in.samples were obtained from many 
of the boreholes using shell and auger rigs where clay was 
present. Where boring was required through the Hythe Beds,
rotary drilling with continuous coring was used.
v
The locations of all trial pits and boreholes are shown 
on Pig. No. 3*2.
Where necessary, open tube Casagrande-type piezometers 
were installed in the boreholes, the tips being surrounded with 
sand and sealed below and above the sand with a sand/cement/ 
bentonite mix in the proportions; 3/i/i* Closed, manometer-type 
piezometer installations were used to monitor pore pressures 
changes under the small trial embankment and for the main 
embankment constructed at Chainage 309H*
All trial pits were logged in great detail, to show all 
colour changes, litholdgical variations and discontinuities.
Samples were taken for classification and shear parameter test
The U.l+’s and cores obtained from the boreholes were all 
examined closely and detailed minutely to establish the 
stratigraphy and the presence and location of slip surfaces.
3*2 Stratigraphy and Micropalaeontological Classification. -
In pursuing the investigation it became necessary to 
differentiate between the Kythe Beds, Atherfield Clay and 
Weald Clay..
The agreed boundaries between the strata were largely 
based upon changes in Lithology, with some account being 
taken of colour change.
In progressing upwards, the Weald Clay, at its upper 
layer, was,found to be a dark grey laminated clay with 
numerous white silt laminae. This was in sharp iithological 
contrast with what v/as considered to be the bottom of the 
Atherfield Clay*s basal layer, which consisted of a grey 
structureless sandy silt with-frequent shells (denoted 
Atherfield silt). Almost midway through the Atherfield Clay 
another sharp change occurred and the upper layer became a 
grey fissured clay (denoted Atherfield clay).
In the top two feet of the Atherfield Clay^s upper layer 
the clay became progressively more silty and brown in colour 
and at the assumed boundary between the Atherfield Clay and 
Hythe Beds the material' had become a khaki, slightly fissured,
slightly sandy and clayey silt. This basal layer of, the Hythe 
Beds, 3 ft. thick, rapidly changed colour to buff and was 
followed by approximately 6 ft. of buff hassock in silty sand 
layers® Above this was some 30 to i+O ft. of persistent 
ragstone and hassock layers, followed again by hassock in 
silty aand up to the level of the overlying chert-laden Head® 
The Borehole Record fornthe rotary cored GT.75 is detailed on 
Pig® 3*3 'and describes the typical materials met and the 
assumed boundaries are indicated®
In endeavouring to justify the agreed boundaries two 
complete cores from Boreholes 09 and T2 were submitted for 
micropalaeontological examination to Mr® D.d* Carter of the 
Department of Geology at Imperial College. Carter (1969). 
states that the Weald Clay/Atherfield Clay boundary is quite 
obvious as the Weald Clay is devoid of all foraminifera whilst 
in general the basal Atherfield silt" consists o:f the 
Epistomina Zone. This zone contains a restricted marine fauna 
of forams dominated by the calcareous Epistomina with Lower 
Cretaceous megaspores and derived Carboniferous megaspores.
At the base contact of the silt with the Weald Clay, 
there was a layer of black microbones and microteeth derived 
from Wealden fish, overlain by a thin bed containing frag­
mentary polyzoa. Polyzoa are further evidence of good marine 
conditions®
This micropalaeontological evidence for the start of the 
Lower Greensand coincides with the agreed lithological 
boundary that was used®
The junction of the Atherfield silt/clay was marked by a 
further layer of brown microbones and microteeth and the 
Atherfield clay showed a marked drop in. fauna. The calcareous 
fauna almost disappeared but a flood of psaminospaera and 
ammobaculoids was present. These two forams build their shells 
largely from sand and silt grains and are restricted to a muddy, 
perhaps brackish environment, but as almost no megaspores were 
present then plant life must have been a considerable distance 
from this situation.
The Hythe Beds vie re heralded by a sudden faunal change to 
good marine fauna, which were diverse, and which indicated an 
active environment. Sponge spicules and the foram palmula 
were present. At the colour change from the grey brown to 
buff a new species, gavelimella, appeared and this indicated a 
possible increase in depth of v/ater. Neither of these junction0 
coincided exactly with the agreed lithological change, as may 
be seen below in the comparison between the site and the 
micropalaeontological classification boundary levels.
Strata
Boundaries
Borehole C.9 Borehole T.2
Site Microoalaeo Site Mieroualaeo
Hythe/Atherfield 
clay
522.0 520.5 525.0 523.5 .
Atherfield clay/ 
silt
512.0 51 3 e  0 511.0 509.0
Atherfield clay/ 
Weald clay
500.25 500.25 499.25 499.25
It may be seen that the Atherfield Clay is 7 ft. 6 in. 
thick in C.9 compared with 14 ft. 6 in. in T.2. Carter has 
shown that relative to T.2, 5 ft. of clay is missing from core 
C.9 above the 517.00 level. The reasons for this loss of 
material are discussed with Chapter 3.6.
One further material met with'was.the ’Head* which 
consisted of soliflucted Hythe Beds, Atherfield Clay or Weald 
Clay. This was seen as either a heterogeneous mixture of all 
three, when considerable displacement from the parent material 
was involved, or similar to the weathered parent material if 
only small displacements had occurred.
In Table 3.1 are listed all boreholes that penetrated 
into either of the three beds involved in the escarpment and 
the levels of the junctions are detailed. This information 
has been used extensively in the rest of this study.
3.3 Investigation of the Solifluction Lobes and Sheets
The original failure at Ch. 281+00 occurred at the head, 
of the Lobe B (see Fig. 3.1) and it was essential to ascertain 
the nature and geometry of a typical lobe. Lobe F, (see Fig. 
3.1), which had only been marginally disturbed by construction 
works, was selected for detailed investigation.
Lobe F was seen to be 1300 ft. long, by 350 ft. wide and 
standing up to 15 ft. above the ground over which it had moved. 
Its surface had an average slope of 7° and whilst it was quite
regular over the top 500 ft., it became progressively more 
1 turbulent1 as the toe was approached. Plate 3.2 illustrates 
the appearance of Lobe F when seen from the South East.
The investigation consisted, in the first instance, of 
two trial pits, F.2 and F.3, located approximately half-way 
along the length of the Lobe (see Fig. 3.2). The pits were 
then supplemented by a line of boreholes down the axis of the 
lobe into which were placed piezometers at various depths; the 
data from these piezometers is detailed in Chapter 4*
Site investigation work being carried cut concurrently on 
the Tonbridge Bypass indicated that soliflucted deposits 
extended right across the Weald and that slip surfaces were 
present (see Weeks 19&9). This information caused the trial 
pit and borehole programme to be extended to the areas below 
the lobes into what was an older solifluction sheet.
Solifluction Lobe Trial Pits 
Pit F.2
This pit was excavated to a total depth of 24 ft. below 
ground level at a point midway along Lobe F. A total of three 
days v/ere spent by Professors Skempton and Morgenstern and the 
author in logging in detail the geometry of each material that 
could be differentiated from its surroundings, either on a 
colour or lithological basis. Fig. 3.4 show's the configuration
and variations recognised.
. >
At a depth of 13 ft. to 14 ft. on the East face a slip 
surface was found to be manning parallel to the ground surface
and contained within a k in. to 6 in* thick seam of soft 
yellow brown clay* The slip surface was remarkable for its 
smoothness in the direction of movement and the striations 
which indicated the direction of this movement (bearing N.8°W). 
These characteristics are best illustrated by reference to 
Plate 3*3*
During the initial period of the trial pit, movements 
occurred along this slip surface, into the pit, which enabled 
its presence to be recorded with comparative ease* On the 
north end of the western face the slip zone consisted of two 
principal slip surfaces, (after Skempton: 1966), some in* 
apart, within the same yellow brown clay containing up to % in* 
size fissured lumps. Plate 3*2+ shows the two surfaces 
separated by a pattern of secondary slip surfaces.
The 13 ft. above the slip zone consisted largely of buff 
or grey-brown sand and silt with many chert fragments up to 
3 in© in size. The materials^9  S3 
patterns for this top mantle.
The chert fragments and the sand and silt are‘derived 
mainly from the Hythe Beds with the possible addition of some 
Atherfield silt and clay. This material was clearly unsorted 
and represented an episode of periglacial solifluction down the 
slope from the escarpment.
The topmost material, gg, is possibly a post-glacial 
colluvium. _
Immediately beneath the slip zone was a black, very organi 
silt layer 1 e!, some 2 in. thick which in one part was underlai
and g. show typical flow
Plate 5.3
Principal slip surface in Pit P.2 (eastern face) 
showing polish and striations.
Pla-
Two principal slip surfaces separated by 
2t in. of remoulded clay with many secondary 
slip surfaces — Pit P .2 (west e m  face).
by a blue grey silty clay ?d^*« This phenomenon, seen in 
Plate 3a5> was the remnant of a dossil1 pond which had been 
inundated by the solifluction material* Samples of the organic 
material were taken-by Professor Skempton for analysis 0
Contiguous with the ’fossil1 pond were d2 and d^, buff 
and pink silty clays with some roots which appeared to be 
colluvial deposits obviously predating the lobe material but 
contemporaneous v/ith the pond* The colluvium was underlain 
by between 3 ft* and 5 ft* of brown sand, silt and clay with 
up to 8 in. size chert pieces and this material clearly 
represents a previous period of solifluction* Within the depth 
of the soliflucted material, both the weathered and the top 
layers of the unweathered Weald Clay we re seen to be very much 
disturbed* The geometry of the disturbed material may be seen 
in Pig* 3 oil- and Plate 3<>5 and it appears that these are 
structures resulting from both solifluction of the clay itself 
and drag from the mantle moving above* An adjacent borehole 
reached intact Weald Clay at a depth of 29 ft*
Further work was carried cut on the western face of the 
pit to check the extent and nature of the principal slip 
surface. The surface was found to be boat-shaped in that it 
extended some 20 ft. across the pit whereupon it then started 
rising to: become almost vertical on. the v/estern face, some 
30 ft* away, as shown in Fig. 3«bA and Plate 3«6* Plate 3*7 
shows the material underlying this slip surface and this 
material was seen to be similar to C0 on the east face.
I *
Disturbed samples (were taken for classification purposes
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Plat e 3 .3
Pit P.2 (eastern face) - upper right hand is fossil 
pond at junction between upper lobe and the lower 
sheet material. Bottom left are the Weald Clay 
1drag’ st ructur e s .
Plate 1.6
Pit P.2, western face,, showing the principal 
slip surface rising almost vertically to 
ground le ve1.
from. each, of the materials recognised* In addition, undisturbed 
U.1|- in* diameter samples were taken through the principal slip 
surface for triaxial testing. These samples were taken 
inclined at 45 - 0 X ^ke slip surface, where 0 %p v/as
assumed to be 14°«
ZitJUl
Pit F.3 was excavated to a depth of 19 ft, at the position 
shown in Pig, 3*2, which was towards the eastern edge of the 
lobe and slightly to. the south east of Pit P.2, The east face 
of this pit,, detailed in Pig* 3*5* showed some quite marked 
differences from F,2 in that under the 3 ft* of ’recent*
' colluvium there was only 1+ ft, instead of 9 ft, of soliflucted 
material above the older colluvial layer. Also there was .
7-8 ft* instead of 3 - 5 ft, of soliflucted material above the 
disturbed Weald Clay, In addition no principal slip surface 
was found at the interface between the older colluvium and the 
recent soliflucted material although a large number of secondary 
surfaces were found in the latter material. These surfaces 
dipped towards the pit at between 5° and 50° and the striations 
v/ere in the direction N.50°W. The extent and frequency of the 
surfaces may be seen in Plate 3*8 whilst their secondary nature 
may be appreciated when Plate 3.9 is compared with the previous 
principal slip surface shown in Plate 3.3.
Although less dramatic, drag striations and disturbances 
were still apparent in the Weald Clay exposed at the bottom 
of the pit.
No borehole was made adjacent to Pit P.3 and only one large 
block sample of a slip surface was taken in addition to the 
disturbed reference samples.
%Plate 3.7
Pit P.2 western face, showing the almost 
vertical slip surface and the lower sheet 
material below.
Pit P .3 eastern face with the many secondary 
slip surfaces found.
Solifluction Sheet Trial' Pits
Pit 317 H .
This trial pit was excavated on the centre line of 
Revised Route H at a point some 300 ft. south of the toe 
of lohe E where the ground slope is 4°. The pit, which is 
detailed in'Pig. 3*6., indicated that some 5'ft#'of 
soliflucted material, consisting of silty clay with many 
chert and ragstone pieces up to 15 in. size, was overlying 
weathered Weald Clay. It was found that principal slip 
surfaces existed, not only at the interface with the Hythe 
Beds-derived solifluction sheet hut also within the top 
4 ft. of the weathered Weald Clay. Borehole 317 H was made 
adjacent to the trial pit and its log is also detailed on 
Pig. 3*6. From the continuous U.4fs extruded and inspected 
it was found that the maximum depth of the slip surfaces 
coincided with the interface of weathered to unweathered 
Weald Clay.
Plate 3*10 shows one half of the U.4 which was sampled 
across this interface in Borehole 317K, and it illustrates 
well the sudden change from weathered to unweathered 
material at the slip surface.
Pit 317 H was typical of a series of such pits excav­
ated at 300 H, 305 H and 309 H, which may he seen in Pigs. 
3*7, 3 • 8 and 3*9#
Plate 3*9
Pit P.3 east face - close-up of the slip 
surfaces illustrating their secondary
nature.
Plate 3.10
Borehole 317K. TJ.4 sample showing interface 
between the weathered and soliflucted Peald 
Clay and the unweathered '/eald Clay. A slip 
surface was found at the interface.
Representative disturbed samples were taken from 
the pits and inclined undisturbed It in. diameter samples 
were recovered from some of the slip surfaces.
Trial Pit M.2
In the region of the terminal roundabout where the 
ground slope is 4i°, three more pits, M/1, M/2 and M/3 
were opened up and logged. Fig. 3*10 shows the details 
of Pit M/2. In this instance the soliflucted, chert- 
containing, grey brown silty clay was 8 ft. thick. Three 
slip surfaces were found at depths of 4 ft., 5 ft. and at 
the interface with the weathered ¥eald Clay. In the three 
pits excavated in this area no surfaces were found within 
the weathered Weald Clay and no borehole was made to check 
whether there was a slip surface at the junction between 
the weathered and unweathered V/eald Clay.
Disturbed samples were taken for reference but none 
was recovered,for shear parameter tests.
3.4. Investigation at the Hythe Beds -
Atherfield Clay Junction
The Revised Route H required an embankment with a 
shoulder height of 17 ft. to be constructed over the 7° 
ground slope at Ch. 288 H. From the aerial photographs this 
was recognised as being at the head of Lobe C (see Fig. 3*2)* 
and it was, therefore, necessary to investigate this section.
Trial Pit Ch. 288 H. .
Pit 288 H was excavated downslope, over a distance of 
45 ft., starting at the point where the ground slope 
suddenly increased to the north. This steepening indicated 
the presence of the Hythe Beds* The details mapped from 
this trial pit are recorded on Fig. Ho. 3*11* important
feature m s  the presence of a principal slip surface, con­
tained within the top 6 in. of the Atherfield clay. This 
surface extended over the whole length of the trial pit 
underneath the 7 ft. thick layer of soliflucted material 
and at the pit1 s northern extremity the surface was seen 
to be still continuing under the Hythe Beds. At the northern 
end of the pit there were large tumbled blocks of hassock 
up to 3 ft. 6 in. diameter overlying the basal buff sandy 
silty clay of the Hythe Beds. The soliflucted material 
downslope of the hassock blocks m s  notable for the marked 
and sudden variations in lithology and also the concentra­
tions of glauconite in the sandy areas.
A series of boreholes was made at the same ehainage 
along the Section Line 4, to enable the slip surface 
geometry to be plotted in this area of embankment.
Weald Bridge (W.B.) Trial Pit Series
The original Hubbards Hill occupied what appeared to be 
a short ridge of land running north to south from the 
escarpment. The proposed roadworks involved the removal 
of this ridge by a cutting with the floor level below the 
junction level of the Hythe Beds with the Atherfield Clay.
In addition Hubbards Hill was to be diverted some 200 ft. 
to the east and was to cross the cutting by means of a 
bridge (Weald Bridge). Because discontinuities were dis­
covered coiitinuing below the Hythe Beds in the trial pit at 
Ch. 288 it became necessary to explore this area in similar 
detail. A total of 24 boreholes were made and 11 pits 
excavated to the west and east of the ridge. The details of 
each of the trial pits are discussed below.
Pit (W.B.) 1A (see Fig. 3.12)
In studying the eastern face it was found that at its 
northern end the pit was excavated through 17 ft. of soli­
flucted material and Hythe Beds before reaching Atherfield 
Clay. The Hythe Beds were found to be back tilted, two quite 
separate phases of such movement being recognised. In each
case a slip surface separated the landslipped Hythe Beds 
from the underlying Atherfield clay and these surfaces run 
into the principal surface-that continued the entire length 
of the pit within the Atherfield clay. In three locally 
deepened areas the Atherfield silt was found.
The western face of the northern end of the pit was 
also mapped, as in Fig. 3*15* to show similar landslipping 
of the Hythe Beds with attendant slip surfaces. Across 
the width of the pit , the upper 3 ft. layer of the 
Atherfield clay showed a fascies change to become a 
slightly silty clay.
Pit W.3./1B (see Fig. Ho. 3.14)
This pit indicated 6 ft. of chert containing soli­
flucted material overlying 4 ft. of Atherfield cla/ in the 
centre of which was a slip surface running the entire 
length of the pit. Associated with this principal slip sur­
face was a complex arrangement of secondary slip 'surfaces 
which may be seen in both Fig. 3*14 and in Plate Ho. 3*11* 
The strikes of all these surfaces were found to lie between 
H. 55°B and H.70°E, which was, on average, at 90° to the 
IT.30°W. direction of the striations on the principal slip 
surface.
Below the Atherfield clay, the Atherfield silt m s  
seen to thin out towards the south over a rising floor of
Weald Clay. Some disturbance of the Weald Clay was\
k
reflected in the slickensides found within the clay iascies
■ - . \
W 2 recorded in Fig. 3*14* ; ‘ /.
Plat e 3.11
Trial Pit ¥3.1 . The principal slip surface may 
be seen running the length of this east face 
with complex secondary shear patterns above
and below.
Plate 1 .12
Oak Lane Bridge Foundation - 210te the open 
fissure filled with red-brown silt over its
upoer length.
Pit W.B./2 (see Fig. 3*15)
Pit W.B./2 was excavated some 30 ft. to the west of 
W.B.1A and a principal slip surface was found to lie at the 
interface between the basal layer of the Hythe Beds and 
the Atherfield clay. At the northern end of the pit this 
surface diverged and one surface curved up into the H3>the 
Beds.
This pit showed a remarkable fascies change in the 
top layers of the Atherfield clay. The top 2 ft. of b^ was 
similar to the top 4 ft. of a^ in the western face of 
W.B./1A but between this silty clay and the grey fissured 
clay (bQ) there was now sandwiched 3 ft. of grey silt (b^).
The block sample was removed for testing from the 
silty clay slip surface at the position shown.
Pit W.B./3 (see Fig. 3-16)
This pit, 30 ft. south west from W.B./2,. clearly showed 
disturbances in the Hythe Beds and Atherfield clay, 
indicative of the landslipping of the former. Two slip 
surfaces were logged as running through the Atherfield clay 
at the interface between the top silty clay and the ■underlying 
grey brown fissured clay. The 3 ft. layer of grey silt seen 
in W.B./2 was not present.
Pit W.3./4 (see Fig. 3.17)
In Pit W.B./4, excavated 30 ft. south of W.B./1B, 
the principal slip surface was seen at the northern end to 
he still running within the brown and grey fissured 
Atherfield clay. Towards the centre of the pit this 
surface formed the interface between the 5 ft. of soli­
flucted material and the clay. The Atherfield silt was 
seen to feather out against a rising Weald Clay floor. .
A distorted and disjointed siltstone band was logged within 
the Weald Clay.
Pit W.B./5 (see Fig. 3*18)
A further 30 ft. to the south of W.B./4, in Pit W.B./5* 
the principal slip surface was logged along the junction 
between the soliflucted material and the disturbed Weald 
Clay. Traces of both the Atherfield clay and silt were 
found to be inverted relative to their normal sequence and 
mixed in with the Weald Clay. A disjointed band of siltstohe 
was again found within the Weald ,Clay near the bottom of 
the pit.
Pit W.B./7 (see Fig. 3.19)
Excavated 50 ft. south of W.B./3, Pit W.B./7 indicated 
that a principal slip surface separated the Weaid Clay from 
the overlying Atherfield clay. The Atherfield clay showed 
signs of severe disturbance and there was an isolated lens 
of it within the soliflucted material. The Atherfield clay
again had an upper layer of silty clay hut the underlying . 
weathered and unweathered fissured clay contained many 
siltstones.
The Atherfield silt was completely absent from this
pit •
Pit W.B./8 (see Fig. 3*20)
Pit W.B./8 was made 60 ft. to the south of W.B./7 and 
it indicated that the soliflucted yellow-brown clayey silt 
with hassock fragments, was lying directly on 5 ft. of 
Atherfield silt which was in turn on the Weald Clay. The 
Atherfield clay was completely absent from this pit.
Pit W.B./9 (see Fig. 3*21)
This pit was excavated at the Head of the small embay- 
ment on the western edge of the Hubbards Hill ridge. Both 
the eastern and southern faces of the pit were mapped and 
they show a principal slip surface at the junction of the 
Hythe Beds material and the 2 ft. of Atherfield clay. There 
were no discernible fascies changes in the clay and it was • 
overlying normally the Atherfield silt. Evidence of move­
ment of the entire Atherfield clay layer relative to the 
Atherfield silt was shown on the south face. Here the
undulations of the top of the silt represent directional
i
grooves, similar in nature to the slip surface striations 
but of a much greater Imagnitude •
Pit W.B./10 was made 60mft. south west of W.B. 9
2 ft. of soliflucted clayey silt v/ith chert fragments was
overlying 5 ft. of Hythe Beds and 6 ft. of weathered and 
unweathered silty Atherfield clay. At the mid-level of the 
clay a principal slip surface was found to extend over the 
length of the pit. Only changes'in degrees.of weathering 
v/ere recorded within this silty clay and it was also seen to 
be lying directly on an irregular surface of weathered 
Atherfield silt*
Pit W.B./11 (see Pig. 3.23)
Due to the unstable nature of this trial pit, which was
excavated 60 ft. south of W.B/9, only a traverse down the
v/est face of the pit was logged. The log shows 2 ft. of
soliflucted material overlying 3 ft. of Hythe Beds and h ft*
of Atherfield silty clay which was immediately on the
Atherfield silt. The Atherfield silt (a^) had contained
*1 iv/ith it a 2 ft. 6 in. thick clayey silt band (a^  ).
In pursuing the investigation of the Hythe Bed - 
Atherfield Clay junction it became apparent that slip 
surfaces had been formed within and also that they 
extended under the Hythe Beds. Larger scale discontin­
uities were also present in the form of sub-vertical 
fissures. One such partially silt-filled fissure is 
shown in Plate 3*12 and this fissure was exposed in the 
foundations of the Oak Lane Bridge (see Pig. 3*1) where it 
was seen to be running approximately parallel to the 
escarpment edge.
The investigation of the Hythe Beds was carried out 
by means of 18 rotary cored boreholes and two trial pits* 
The boreholes were undertaken to check the detailed 
stratigraphic geometry and the presence of slip surfaces 
both within and below the Hythe.Beds. The trial pits were 
excavated to explore the nature ;\and geometry of the slip 
surfaces and fissures within the Hythe Beds and these are 
detailed below.
This pitvwas excavated into the road cutting slope 
north of the centre line at Chainage 283 + 00 H. It dis­
closed a sub-vertical 18 inch-wide fissure over the 
entire depth of the 11 ft. deep pit. The fissure, at the 
level seen, was completely filled with red-brown silt over
the bottom 5 ft. and red-brown sand for the top 6 ft.
Vertical dislocations were found in various layers 
indicating a rotational failure into the fissure of the 
Eythe Beds north of the fissure.
Highly polished slickensided traces of red-brown 
clay were mapped over considerable distances within the 
Hythe Beds and these were approximately parallel to the 
original ground surface. There was a complete contrast 
in the material either side of the fissure. To the south 
were large hassock blocks whilst to the north only sandy 
and clayey silts were present.
Samples were recovered from the slickensided red- 
brown clay traces for laboratory testing.
lit 283/B (see Fig. 3-25)
This pit was excavated 100 ft. south west of Pit 283/A. 
The floor of the pit was found to consist of a layer of open- 
jointed irregular hassock blocks. Voids between the blocks 
were commonly 6 in. wide and black-coated. Above the 
hassock layer the material consisted largely of sandy silt 
with some included hassock. This material disclosed a 
remarkable series of dip and fault structures continuing 
over the entire length of the pit. At the northern end of 
the pit the dips were 30° towards the south increasing to a 
maximum of 60° at the' pit’s southern end. The 1 in. thick 
red-brown clay seam (kg) recorded the maximum fault throw of 
3 ft.-
Rotary Cored Boreholes
In the very early stages of the investigation a series 
of cored holes, suffix *C* and ’CT1 in Table 3*1 •> were 
made in an endeavour to check the possibility of cambering. 
Later it became necessary to know whether slip surfaces 
were present in the Hythe Beds and the Atherfield Clay at 
points away from the escarpment and also to record the pore 
water pressures. To establish these facts an additional 
series of cored holes, suffix ’G r T 1 , were made and the 
important discontinuity data from these is listed in Table 
3.2.
In all the seven cores logged the fissured Atherfield 
clay was slickensided on the fissure faces, in both (xT.74 
and G r T . 8 8  a sub-horizontal slip surface was found that was 
glass-like in the perfection of smoothness of its surface. 
Such excellent surfaces were not recognised in the other 
boreholes, possibly for the following two reasons." Those 
boreholes that were sampled with tubes as they we£e
extruded from the core barrel gave little chance for 
detailed examination, although GT.74 was one hole that was 
sampled in such a manner and the main slip surface was seen. 
In addition, the rotary action of the drilling induced quite 
frequent torsional shear failures in the clay, easily 
recognised as such by their circular striations, and the mo&t 
likely areas for such failures to occur were on the slip 
surfaces already present in the clay.
Prom this work it was concluded that a slip surface 
m s  present within the Atherfield clay, underneath the 
Hythe Beds, over the area investigated. This area extended 
for some 700 ft. hack from the edge of the Hythe Beds.
Data obtained during the excavation of 
Counterfort Drain Trenches
In the area of the Hubbards Hill ridge, and for 300 ft 
towards the west, the earthworks design required the con­
struction of counterfort drains in trenches excavated to a 
maximum depth of 20 ft. During the excavation of these 
trenches mapping was carried out to record the geometry 
of the various beds present. Instability of the trench 
sides and the necessary speed of construction made the 
detailing of slip surfaces impossible. The results of 
this work are shorn in Pigs. 3.26 to 3*32 inclusive and 
their locations are marked on the plan Pig. 3*2.
Trench CF/A - B (Pig. 3*26) shows a landslipped
section of Hythe Beds on disturbed Atherfield clay and silt 
which appears to bulge upwards at the southern end.
60 ft. to the west in (CF/B - C (Pig. 3*27) the Hythe 1
Beds appeared to have been thrust forward with a ’bow wave1
of Atherfield clay pushed up in front • Bulging of the 
Weald clay was also noted. A similar ’thrust block1
phenomenon was seen to occur in each of CF/D - E ,
F and G. (Figs. 3*29 to 3*32). In the first three of these 
the Hythe Beds block had gouged through the Atherfield 
Clay and was resting within the Atherfield silt layer.
All the clay and some of the silt had been pushed up in 
front of this block which was dipping up to 4-0° to the 
south.
In the case of CF/G (Fig. 3*32) the clay, which was 
not completely missing from -under the Hythe Beds, was seen 
to have risen in front and above the level of the ’thrust 
block’, displacing a previously soliflucted deposit.
Conclusions
The data obtained from the boreholes, trial pits 
and construction excavations has been surveyed in the 
preceeding sections of this chapter. The conclusions 
that follow are based upon the information detailed, with 
some additional fieldwork observations and aerial photo­
graphic evidence.
a) Solifluction Lobes
The trial pits P. 2 and F.3> with the row of boreholes 
that were made along the axis of Lobe F, have enabled a 
section through the Lobe (see Pig. 3*33) to be drawn. The 
section shows that the c.13 ft. thick upper lobe, still 
topographically evident, has travelled down the 7° slope
for a total distance of some 1300 ft* The lobe is lying
on an older solifluction sheet and, in the area of Pit P.2,
it is separated from that sheet by a thin layer of clay
containing a principal slip surface. The source of this 
clay is not readily apparent. It could possibly have been 
derived from the washing downslope of the fine material in 
advance of the sludging lobe material*
Pig. 3*34, which is a cross-section of Lobe P through 
Pits F*2 and F.3> is an attempt to give reasons for the 
remarkable differences between the conditions found in these 
pits.
The ’boat-shaped* surface was seen in Plate 3*7 to 
be above a rising surface of underlying sheet material.
This indicates the likelihood of a remnant lobate form 
associated with the older sheet on the western edge of 
Lobe P.
A similar remnant lobe along the eastern edge is also 
suggested by the rise in level of the underlying sheet in
P. 3.
Lobe P possibly flowed down-slope guided between the 
two subdued older lobes, with a slip surface formed along 
the entire contact face. Whilst subsequent material has 
flowed on top and spread to the sides over the older 
lobes, the mass movement has been dictated by the original 
slip surface which rises to the existing ground surface in 
Pit P.2 and which is possibly mirrored by a similar ?boatf 
surface just west of Pit P.3- Behind such a slip surface, 
and a rising intact floor, a complex pattern of related 
secondary thrust slip surfaces would be expected and just 
such a phenomenon was seen in Pit P.3 (see again Plate 3«8)*
The direction of movement of the lobe was So8°B. in 
Pit P.2, and the P.3 surfaces dipped at between 5° and 50° 
in a direction H.50°W. These directions are plotted 
overleaf.
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The date of Lobe F has been assessed as being within 
Zone III of the late Devensian (Skempton & Petley: 1967)* 
This is based on the 0 ^  test result obtained by Professor 
Skempton for the fossil soil found at the interface 
between Lobe F and the underlying sheet in Pit F.2* The 
test gave a dating of 12,200 B.P. which corresponds to the 
Aller^d Interstadial, the lobe then flowed downslope, 
inundating the area of the fossil soil during Zone III. 
Movements of the lobes still recur, during periods of high 
pore water pressures and justification for this last 
statement may be found in Plate 3*13 which shows the dis­
tortions that have been caused to the hedgeline (approx. 
200 years old) on the western edge of Lobe E. From the 
aerial photographs it was seen that the toe of Lobe F has
. ’ i
caused the deviation of a farm track. Small slip scars 
were also to be seen at the toes of Lobes E and F.
Lobe E viewed from the south to show 
the distorted hedge line on its 
western edge, (see also Plate 2.1.)
b) Solifluction Sheets
In Pit F.2 and F.3 a sheet of Hythe Beds-derived soli­
fluction material was found to underlie the more recent 
lobes . Associated with this material were either drag or 
flow structures in the top layers of the underlying Weald 
Olay. The borehole adjacent to F.2 was made before the 
series of pits through the sheet to the south of the lobe 
and because it was-not investigated with the knowledge of 
extensive slip surfaces within the Weald Clay, then there 
is a distinct possibility that such details were missed in 
the U .4 in. sample s♦
The various pits to the south of the lobes indicated a 
sheet of approximately 10 ft. maximum thickness, reducing 
towards the south. The sheet which was resting on a 4° slope, 
was found to have a slip surface at its contact with the 
weathered Weald Clay. The additional significant feature 
was the presence of slip surfaces within the weathered Weald 
Clay, which at Pit 317H continued down to form the interface 
weathered to unweathered Weald Clay. This phenomenon indicated 
that the top layers of the Weald Clay had also been soli- . 
flucted either at the same time as, or indeed prior to the 
sheet material.
Further work was carried out in Kent and Oxfordshire 
(Weeks: 1969) and similar conditions with principal slip 
surfaces, were found to occur on slopes of 3°. Below 3°> 
slip surfaces were still found, but these were usually not
parallel to the slope, appearing to form ■basins1, some 
30 ft. in diameter and up to 1-5 ft. deep with many similar 
basin-like subsidiary structures within. These 1 basin® 
formations would appear to be ice thrust and heave structures 
resulting from cyclic freeze and thaw conditions. If it 
were possible to see them in plan, they would present a 
polygonal foim. When such a structure is formed on a slope 
the gravitational component acting during the times of thaw 
would eventually cause the completion of a basal principal 
slip surface as shown below.
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It is suggested that such is the mechanism for the 
formation of principal slip surfaces, during the Pleistocene, 
within stiff fissured clays. In the case of Weald Clay,
P lo o
which has a very laminated structure with numerous silt 
laminae, the formation of ice lenses within the silt will 
have occurred readily* giving rise to principal slip 
surfaces almost parallel to the ground surface and with 
few secondary slip surfaces.
It is not possible to date accurately the underlying 
sheet, other than to say it is most likely Main Devensian. 
This sheet is seen, from the many boreholes made at Sevenoaks 
to be restricted to the floors of the valleys emanating from 
the base of the Hythe Escarpment. Prom fieldwork this chert- 
containing sheet is seen to extend some three-quarters of a 
mile from the escarpment, but there is no topographical 
evidence of its existence.
Proceeding southwards from the Hythe Escarpment, chert 
in sandy silty clay is found to be persistent on the hilltops 
These deposits have been discussed previously by Hines et al. 
(1940), Bird (1963) and Worssam (1964). Ho trial pits or 
borings were made into this sheet during the present inves­
tigations. This deposit is the remnant of a solifluction 
sheet which is older and more extensive than the previous . 
two and possibly related to the Wolstonian Glaciation. The 
formation of the post-Wolstonian drainage pattern removed 
much of this early deposit and it was on the resulting lower 
land surface that the Devensian activity took place.
Superficial Structures at the Escarpment
(1) 1Valley Bulging®
During the investigation of the Weald Bridge series 
of trial pits it became apparent that in T.P. WB/1B (see 
Pig« 3.14) the Weald Clay had risen nearly 20 ft. above 
its expected level. To resolve this problem a series of 
boreholes was also made along the line of the Trial Pits 
W3/1A, 1B and h.* In these boreholes a siltstone marker 
band was found which continued into the floor of WB/1+ and 
enabled the natural scale section shown in Pig. 3.35 to 
be drawn*
The upward bulging of the Weald Clay was most marked 
between B.H* 35 and B.H. 3k where the Atherfield silt/ 
Weald Clay contact rose by 10 ft. in 22 ft. Bulging was 
also seen of the Atherfield silt where it rose into the 
floor of WB/1A but from that point towards the south the 
silt was largely disturbed by landslips and solifluction.
The number of boreholes and trial pits made into 
this area enabled a series of contour plans of the various 
strata contacts to be drawn. Pig. 3.36 shows the contours 
for the top of the Weald Clay over most of Route H. The 
bulge varies from 15 ft. to 25 ft. high and its continuity 
along the edge of the escarpment is readily seen. One 
other detail shown by the contours is the small synclinal 
form superimposed onto the massive bulge which is centred 
immediately to the west of Hubbards Hill and involving the 
ridge of Hubbards Hill also.
The contours for the top of the Atherfield silt 
detailed in Pig, -3.37 present a much more confused 
picture. The confusion is largely resulting from 
erosion of the silt by either landslipping or 
solifluction, but a bulge is still discernible in the 
Hubbards Hill area,
(2) Landsiinning
The landslipping of the Hythe Beds at the escarpment 
edge was seen in Trial Pits Y/B/1A, 2 and 3 (see Figs.3 *12? 
13> “159 16 and 35). In each of these drawings the back 
tilting of the Hythe Beds is apparent, with slip surfaces 
extending upwards into the silty fascies of the Hythe 
Beds, delineating the rotated masses. There is no 
evidence to suggest that the landslipping of the Hythe 
Beds is any more than the relatively minor phenomena that 
is indicated in Fig. 3.35. There it is seen to affect 
only the 50 ft. edge of the Hythe Beds where they are 20 ft 
and less in thickness.
(3) Cambering * .
Fig* 3*38 shows the contours of the underside of the
Hythe Beds and also the pattern of fissures and gulls whic 
have been recognised during the investigations. Two of 
the fissures were seen in Trial Pit 283/A (Fig. 3*24) and 
the foundations of Oak Lane Bridge (Plate 3*12). The 
gulls are large-scale fissures seen topographically as 
linear depressions some 100 ft. or more wide and up to 
10 ft. deep and these were plotted from the field and by 
reference to aerial photographs.
Generally the fissures trend East-West, which is 
parallel to the escarpment, but there are also two 
running North-South at the escarpment edge where the.
Hythe Beds have been broken into blocks with distinctly 
different base levels.
The contours indicate that towards the edge of the 
escarpment the Hythe Beds are dipping towards the south.
In the area immediately to the west of Hubbards Hill 
there is a block of Hythe Beds thrusting into the 
Atherfield clay causing a dip and fault structure in this 
block and a !bow wave* of Atherfield clay to the south. 
Also to the south is an almost isolated block of Hythe 
Beds which has been raised by the *bow wave1 and the 
•underlying valley bulged Y/eald Clay. This valley bulging 
has been somewhat inhibited by the presence of this Hythe 
Bed block above.
Formation of Superficial Structures and Solifluction 
Deposits * •
Sections I, II, III and IV (Figs. 3.39> *4-0, 1+1 and 1+2) 
have been drawn, for the positions shown on Fig. 3*2, 
using the contour and trial pit data previously discussed. 
Section I shows the significance of the landslipping and 
that it is occurring in Hythe Beds that have been displace 
vertically by the *bow wave® of Atherfield clay in front 
of the 1 thrust blockV.
The valley bulging is seen also to be much greater than 
the localised turbation at' the Weald Bridge Pits, A 
marked attenuation of the normal 11+ ft. thickness of 
Atherfield clay, to 7 ft., occurs for the 300 ft. behind 
the thrust block. Section II shows also the attentuated 
Atherfield clay but at the 1 thrust block* edge both the 
Atherfield clay and silt are almost non-existent. The 
valley bulging of the Weald Clay starts some 80 ft* north 
of the ’thrust block* but is somewhat repressed under the 
Hythe Beds block which has been carried up on the 
Atherfield clay and silt *bow wave*.
Section III incorporates the 283/A and B Trial Pits with 
their landslipped and dipped and faulted Hythe Beds. The 
Atherfield clay is again thinner under the last 250 ft. 
of Hythe Beds but there is no evidence of thrusting into 
the Atherfield clay and the valley bulging is of less 
significance than previously.
The Hubbards Hill Ridge is illustrated by Section IV which 
whilst similar to Section II, the * bow wave* of Atherfield 
clay and the Weald Clay bulge are not quite so extreme. 
Another feature is the flatter profile beneath the 
solifluction material which has meant that this ridge is 
significantly more stable than the areas to either side. 
Prom these four sections it appears that the Hythe Beds 
have been pushed forward by at least the distance over 
which the Atherfield clay has a reduced thickness. As 
mentioned in 3.2, Carter has shown that the top 5 ft. of
.Atherfield clay in core C.9 is missing relative to that 
material in core T.2. The edge of the Hythe Bed block 
will have pushed a ’bow wave’ of Atherfield clay in front 
of itself as it v/as forced over this distance of 300 ft. 
Further evidence for the thrust on the Hythe Beds is the 
dip and fault structures seen in Trial Pits 283A and B,
As suggested by Kellaway and Taylor (1953) it is 
considered that the horizontal displacements have been 
caused by ice wedges formed in the fissures running 
parallel to the escarpment. No other phenomena can be 
suggested for supplying such large forces needed to 
dislocate the Hythe Beds, (see also Chapter 6).
Initially the wedges formed in the upper silty material, 
which, being unable to sustain large horizontal stresses, 
failed and formed the dip and fault structures. With 
deeper penetration into the ragstone zone the horizontal 
stresses caused a mass horizontal displacement of the 
Hythe Beds, gouging into the top layers of the Atherfield 
clay, and forming a continuous slip surface at or near the 
interface between the two beds. The total movement of at 
least 300 ft. is quite reasonable with the 100 ft. wide 
gulls present, the width of each gull representing a net 
horizontal movement of that value at the top of the Hythe 
Beds, Foster and Topley (1865) observed gulls in the 
Maidstone area as wide as 150 ft. and 1300 ft. long, 
extending down to the Atherfield clay. Four gulls have 
been recognised north of Sections I and II, but certainly
•others will be present further north, and with numerous 
minor fissures, a 300 ft, horizontal displacement is 
easily accumulated.
With the dip and fault failures through the Hythe Beds 
were found the associated slickensided red-brown clay seams 
which v;ere recorded throughout in the rotary cored bore­
holes.
The valley bulging would seem to have resulted from ice 
heaving of the saturated clay at the edge of the escarpment 
where there.was no Hythe Bed cover to inhibit the heave 
and also the frost penetration was much greater into the 
Weald Clay. .
Section II indicates with the truncating of the AtherfieM 
clay and silt on the bulged Weald Clay surface that the 
thrusting possibly occurred after a phase of valley 
bulging in the Weald Clay.
The superficial structures must have been formed during 
each successive Glaciation and then largely removed by 
erosion during the Interglacials as the escarpment receded. 
The structures apparent today are, no doubt, dating from 
the Devensian, and some are possibly residual structures 
from the Wolstonian which have been further exploited 
during the Devensian*
Samples taken from the sand and silt infilling to the 
fissure in Trial Pit 283/U and submitted to Dr. Marjorie 
Muir of Imperial College for a pollen analysis showed that 
only Cretaceous material was present.
•Prom the preceeding comments it may be appreciated that 
the solifluction deposits were formed from the degrading, 
forward moving Hythe Beds, the ’bow wave1 of Atherfield 
clay and silt and from the valley-bulged and ice-heaved 
■Weald Clay to the south of the other strata.
The whole of the Hythe Beds escarpment and the slopes 
below are mantled with this material that has sludged 
and slipped, forming a slip surface where the underlying 
material is plastic. Gradually the solifluction deposits 
became largely restricted by the valleys emanating from 
the escarpment and nov/here were they seen to be further 
than f mile south of the scarp. The older ’Plateau* or 
Wolstonian deposits are seen to persist well south of 
the Rivers Eden and Medway towards Tonbridge on what 
appears to have been a clay vale with a 1° southerly 
slope.
Table 3*1
Strata Boundary levels at.Boreholes
Fotes:
Prefix G, 0? or IT signifies a rotary cored borehole 
* indicates contact level with soliflucted material
1 " Atherfield clay missing; contact with
Atherfield silt. .
2 " n silt missing; contact with
Atherfield clay.
Suffixes to the chainages signify different routes from 
Oak lane to Riverhill Roundabout.
/O'
A
H
original route 
revised route A 
" ” H .
Borehole Location Hythe/ Atherfield Atherfield/
Ho. Atherfield clay/silt leald
1
2
80B
3
4 
6
MR 3 
MR1
m 2
251
253
250
248
Section 1
rt
Section 2
t
Lobe B
in Hythe Beds only. 
532 51 5
517
519 518
in Hythe Beds only
519
513
498*
519* 
518* 
511*
505
507
497
510
510
496
508
487
500
496
488*
502
504
493*
246 ft - 483*
G4 Ch.282 508 495 -
G T 6 7 Section 2A 518 498 -
06 " (&3) 517 501 -
G-T76 it 511 492 482
68 ft 505 492 480
69 ft 503 490 481
82 11 500 496 482
83 If 500 495 433
71 ft 502* 496 489
72 ft -p* CO crt * 485 483
G-T77 Section 3 516 497 487
07 tt 508 495 484
17 «t 505 494 490
5 t 504 499 • -
289 Lobe C/¥ - - 506*
291 tt - - 498*
293 t» - - 486*
.220 tt - - 472*
222 » - - ■ 450*
289 Lobe C/W 506 500 499*
291 rt - - 498**
293 it - - 486*
220 it - - 472*
222 tt - - 450*
G-T88 Section 4 522 -
31 tt 509 497 482
7B it 508 496 484
32 tt 511 497 481
1 2A, B , 0 , D tt 508 500 478
14 tt 509 505 ' 488
14B tt 504 500 490
9 tt 504 502 497
49 it 1 - 496 495
33
Itt m m 496
t t  ~  -  489*
50 ,f - - 471*
209 " - - 472*
C9 Section 5 522 512 500.25
G-T75 " 517 503 .490
C11 " 518 504 495
05 " 517 505 -
G-T74 " 514 499 488
012 " 514 500 490
8 " 511 502 486
11A ’ " 510 503 497
15 " 5081 - 503
10 ' " 5121 ' - 503
253 Ridge ¥. of - - 506*
H.H.
254 1 - - 502*
255 " ~ - 499*
286 Section 5-A- 522 517 508
285 ” 531 524 512
284 M 528 522 517
39 " 5091 ~ - 506 .
38 Section 520 509 506
5A/5B
46 " 531 517 505
66 Section 5B 515 510 -
37 " 517 505 ' 498
45 » 517* 513 502
GfT2 Section In Hythe Beds only
5B/5C
GT1 " 511 496 482
47 ' " 513 508 493
44 " 516 508 497
.42 Section 50 512 498 487
67 " 508 - • 5012
43 " 5061 - 498
CT2 Section 6 525 511 499
CT4 " 521 510 500
CT1 Section 6 512 494 487
CT3 " 518 497 486
36 " 508 505 504
58 " 507 - 5052
16 1 5021 - 497
25 Weald Bridge 520 509 495
0/L
30 " - 514 502
35 " 520 514 498
26 » 513. 499
34 " 518* 514 508
28 1 508* 
48 " 514* 510 509
27 " 512* - 5092
29 " 512* 509 • 507
24 " 498* -- 4942
18 : Section 7 - 510* 505
19 « - - 490*
20 " -  -  480*
21 " -  -  480*
29814 Ch.298A - - 509*
2983 ” " “ 510*
30014 Ch.300A - - 480*
300S " - 480*
300H Ch. 3OOH - - 438*
30214 Ch. 302A - - 471*
302S " - - 458*
303N CI1.3O3A - - 463*
303S Ch.303A - - 457*
30414 Ch.304A - - ,469*
304S " - - 459*
305H Ch.305H - - 401*
230 lobe D ' 5161 - 504
229 " 517 . 513 506
228 " j 504* - 5012
227
216
201
208
213
223
224
225
226 
22
30 9H 
23
31 ON 
31 OS 
312H 
165 
164
' 163 
162 
29A 
167 
160 
315N
154
155
156
157
158
159
31 6HA/3/C 
317N 
317S 
124 
123 
122
Lobe D
it
tt
t
ti
t
t
t
tt
Section 8
t
t
Ch. 31OA 
Ch.3lOA 
Ch.31 2H 
Lobe E
tt
Ch. 345/0
Lobe E
it
Ch. 31 5A 
Lobe E-
tt
tt
tt
t
Lobe E 
Ch.31 6H 
Ch.317A 
Ch.317A 
Lobe F
tt
tt
507
501
471
459*
444*
434*
422*
41 5*
403*
394*
388*
389*
378
365
464*
446*
396
5012 
4932 
483* 
473* 
4 71* 
448* 
438*
435*
455* 
417* 
410
4OO*
390* 
382* 
3 60* 
437* 
431*
504*
487*
462*
121
120
119
117
118 
11 6 
132 
153 
31 2H 
32A
n42/<
3A 
24/H 
33/H 
34/D 
10/A 
25/B 
21/H 
22/H 
1/E 
32 6H
329 
21 
1A
329+50
330
330+50
331
331+50
332
lobe F
n
u
tt
tt
tt
t
ft
Ch.321H 
Oh. 325/0 
Oh.325/0
tt
Oh.327 Trial 
Embankment
Oh.327/0 
Trial Smban±
t
tt
tt
t
t
t
»
Oh.326H 
Ch.329/0
tt
Oh.329+50/0
ft
Oh.33O+OO/O 
Oh.330+50/0 
Oh. 331+00/0 
Ch.331+50/0 
Ch.332 /O
449*
44O*
432* 
420* 
407* 
400* 
390* 
378f 
350* 
448* 
417* 
402* 
396*
392*
414*
413*
399*
394*
387*
385*
384*
395*
390*
383*
392*
386*
383*
376*
372*
383;
332+50 Ch.352+50/0 - - 377*
33 Ch 333+00/0 - - 374*
34/B " /0 - 395*
333+50 Ch.333+50/0 - - 380*
34/A Ch.334+50/0 - - 408*
36/B Ch. 348 /O - - 350*
B26A Ch.353+50/0 - - 324*
B27 ” - - 325*
37A Ch.354+50/0 - - 330*
37B Ch.355+00/0 - - 326*
B29 Ch.357+50/0 - 306*
B28 1 /O - - 298*
Table 1.2
Discontinuities in Rotary Cored Boreholes 
(Borehole Locations shovm- in Big. 3.2)
Level of
Borehole slickensided Level of Level of 
Ho. and red-brown clay Hythe/ slip
ground seams in Hythe Atherfield surfaces
level Beds junction in
Atherfield 
clay
Level of 
Atherfield 
clay-silt 
junction
G .T . 1 -
555.0
G.T.74 ~
552.0
G-.T.75
574.45
526.0
522.5
G.T.76
585.8
559.0
529.0
525.0
515.0
G.T.77
6O3.5
590
587.5
584.5
557.5
G.T.87
660.1
655.0
618.0 
608.0 
598o0
G.T.88
680.1 640.0554.0
* glass-like s
1 continuous I
511 .0
514.0
517.0 
511 .0
516.0
518.0
522.0
510.9
498.0
507.9*
504.5
494.5
500.0
508.0*
496.0
499.0
505.0
492.0
505.51 497.0
498
cla37- for testing*
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CHAPTER 1* SEVENOAKS BYPASS - RAINFALL AND 
. POREWATER PRESSURE VARIATIONS.
*4-.1 Porev/ater Pressures - Methods of Recording
The porev/ater pressure data that is discussed in the 
ensuing chapter was obtained from * open-tube1, Casagrande- 
type piezometers placed in the Hythe Beds Escarpment, the 
solifluction lobes and in the older solifluction sheets to 
the south. The piezometers were formed from, f in. internal 
diameter alkathene tubing with a porous ceramic tip attached 
to the lower end. Upon completion of a borehole, the depth 
was decided at which the piezometer tip should be placed. In 
the event of the tip depth being less than the borehole depth, 
the borehole was backfilled with a betonite-sand mix to a 
level 9 in. below the tip. 6 in, of sand was then placed, 
followed by the tip with tube attached! the. tip was then 
surrounded with sand and covered by a 6 in. layer of sand.
The sand and tip were then sealed with a 9 in. pad of 
bentonite paste before the hole was backfilled to ground level 
the alxathene pipe extending at least 6 in. above. By these, 
measures the tip was sealed from above and below and the 
water level in the alkathene tube reflected the porev/ater 
pressure of the clay surrounding the tip.
The level of the water in each piezometer v/as measured 
by means of a transistorised dip-meter. This was carried out 
at least twice a v/eek for as long as the piezometers v/ere
undamaged or until the end of 19&8, The data was plotted for 
each piezometer and the graphs of some are included with this 
chapter.
Rainfall records v/ere obtained from a recording station 
at Fallowfield, Letter Box Lane, Sevenoaks (TQ 534 527), some 
400 yards north of the escarpment edge between Hubbards Hill 
and River Hill. The plot of this data is shown in Fig. 4.1 a 
to enable comparisons to be made betv/een the piezometer 
responses and the rainfall quantities.
4.2 Porev/ater Pressure Variations in the
Hvthe Beds Escarpment
During the period of the investigations a total of
26 No. piezometers were installed in those boreholes north of 
the valley bulged ridge of Weald Clay, which were in the area 
from Weald Bridge to the Solifluction Lobe B. In each case 
the borehole penetrated the Hythe Beds and the piezometer tip 
was located in either the bottom of the Hythe Beds, the 
Atherfield clay, the Atherfield silt or the top of the Weald 
Clay. The majority were positioned in the Atherfield clay at 
the point where the principal slip surface was found.,
To assist in this assessment of the Escarpment porev/ater 
pressure variations, the data has been used from a further
27 No. piezometers installed in. boreholes which were located 
up to 300 ft. south of the V/eald Clay 1 bulge*. This data,
together with that from the 26 No* piezometers referred to 
previously, is detailed in Table 4*1. The borehole positions 
may be seen in plan on Fig. 3*2., whilst the positions of the 
piezometer tips relative to the stratigraphy is illustrated 
by the 6 No. sections (Figs® 4*2 to 4*7)* Figs. 4.8a to 8h 
are the data plots for the piezometers shown on Section Line 
2A (Fig. 4.6), six of which are located within the Atherfield 
clay under the Hythe Beds blocks. Figs. 4.9a to 9d are the 
similar data for the Lobe B (Fig. 4.7) piezometers which are 
located in the solifluction material to the south of the'Weald 
Clay bulge® Together, these two sets of data provide, a 
continuous sequence of typical results through the Hythe Beds 
Escarpment over the Weald Clay bulge and to a point on a 
solifluction lobe some 200 ft. south of the bulge.
Referring to Fig. 4*8 it may be seen that the amplitude 
of the porewater pressure fluctuation is quite small and the 
greatest difference between maximum and minimum is the 3 ft. 
found in Borehole 82 (Fig. 4.8f) and Borehole 76 (Fig. 4.8c). 
The peak which ocurred in Borehole 76 during September 1968 
has been considered a false reading associated with the 
exceptional rainfall at that time (see Fig. 4.1).
The fluctuation in porewater pressure takes place 
gradually as the seasons change. In general, for the period 
monitored, there is a slight rise during September-October, 
minor variations until January-February, then gradually 
falling to a static level from May until September. Boreholes 
87, 82 and 72 (Figs. 4.8a, 8f and 8h) are the best examples
of this behaviour on Section Line 2A; the other piezometers 
on the line show minor departures from this pattern. These 
idiosyncrasies are largely due to the earthworks being 
carried out in the area at the time which caused the 
eventual destruction of three- of the piezometers.
Fig. 4.9* provides a contrast v/ith the data of Fig. 4«8. 
In Borehole 250, (Fig. 4.9a) the piezometer is located in 
the Atherfield silt below the solifluction material, and it 
shows a porev/ater pressure variation consistent v/ith Borehole 
72 (Fig.4.8h) where the piezometer was sited - also below the 
solifluction material but in the Weald Clay. Boreholes 248, 
247 and 246 (Figs. 4®9b, c and d) however, have their 
piezometers within the solifluction material and their data 
plots show considerably larger differences between the 
maximum and minimum porewater pressures than those found in 
Fig. 4.8. i.e. 8.5ft., 9.0ft., ana 9.5ft. respectively..
The Fig. 4.9® data provides a consistent pattern related 
to the change in seasons, upon which is superimposed quite 
dramatic variation due to the almost immediate response of 
the porewater pressures to rainfall. This effect is 
considered in more detail in this chapter under Section 4.3®
The maximum porewater pressures for each piezometer have 
been plotted on the six sections (Figs. 4.2 to 4®7) and 
Table 4®2 summarises the important data from these sections.
From the summary it may be seen that the general level 
of the water table in the Hythe Beds, (measured by piezometer 
in the underlying Atherfield clay) varies only marginally
from 516 to 520 ft. O.D. At the Weald Clay bulge the v/ater 
table varies by 18 ft® from 500 ft® O.D. at Section 2A to 
518 ft. 0oD® at the Hubbards Hill Ridge® There is however 
only a 4 ft® variation from 8 ft. to 12 ft. in the height of 
the water table above the bulge. The v/ater table being 
perched relative to the Weald Cl'ay and controlled by the 
bulge has resulted in the layer of material above the bulge 
having a water table whose depth below ground level is 
dependant upon this layer’s thickness i.e. the thicker the 
layer the lower the v/ater table and the more stable the 
situation. This is confirmed by the last column of Table 4.2 
where the height of the water table above the bulge (k) has 
been expressed as a percentage of the total thickness of the . 
layer above the bulge (H) - the higher the value then the 
lov/er the stability. Stable zones Section 2A, Ridge and 
Hubbards Hill have values of 38$ and below-whilst the other 
section which lie at the heads of unstable lobes have values 
of 55% and greater, Section 4A rising as high as 92$;
4.3 Porewater Pressure Variations in the
Solifluction Lobes and Sheets
Piezometers were placed in nearly all the boreholes made 
below the escarpment but as the investigation proceeded the
detailed work concentrated on Lobes D, E and F*
!■ ’
Lobe D was used fo’r a monitored drainage trial and the 
results from the trial 'are discussed in Section 4*4® Lobes 
E and F had not been significantly interfered v/ith by
construction work and down the axes of these lobes piezometers 
were placed at approximately 50 ft. centres. The piezometer 
tips were placed alternatively, at approximately 14 ft. below 
ground level and .at the interface between the solifluction 
material and the underlying Weald Clay. The borehole 
positions may be seen in plan on Fig. 3®2, whilst the position 
of the piezometer tips relative to the stratigraphy is 
illustrated by the sections through Lobes E and F, Figs. 4*10 
and 11 respectively®
The shallow piezometer tips are seen to lie at the base 
of the solifluction lobe material whilst the deeper tips are 
at the base of the solifluction sheet.
Continuous records of porewater pressures were kept from 
late 1966 to the early part of 1968 and the continuous 
profiles for each of the piezometers in Lobes E and F are to 
be found in Figs. 4*12A to 12T and 4*13A to 13S.
The similarities in response to seasonal and rainfall 
changes between the piezometric profiles for Lobes E and F 
have allowed the data for these lobes to be combined. To 
assist in the processing of the data the two lobes have been 
divided into segments A to F. Segment A is 250 ft. long and 
starts 100 ft. north of the Weald Clay bulge and Segments B to 
F are each 200 ft. long.
The data has been further subdivided into the piezometers 
with their tips between 10 ft* and 15 ft. below ground level, 
i.e., in the lobe material, and those with their tips at depths 
greater than 15 ft., i.e., in the older sheet. Table 4*3 is
the abstract of highest and lowest recorded piezometric water 
levels taken from Pigs* 4«12 and 13 for 20 No. piezometers 
between 10 ft. and 15 ft. in both Lobes E and P. Por each 
segment, the averages of the highest and the lowest water 
levels have been calculated and with the actual highest and 
lowest values, they have been plotted on Pig. 4*14. Table 4.4 
is a similar abstract for 19 No. piezometers at depths greater 
than 15 ft. and as previously the information is recorded 
graphically on Pig. 4©14.
From Fig. 4*14 it may be seen that the lobe piezometers 
have recorded much higher maximum and minimum water levels 
than the sheet piezometers, also the average difference of 
3 ft. 8 in. between the average maximum and minimum lines of 
the lobe is significantly greater than the difference of 
2 ft* 7 In© for the sheet©
The average maximum water levels for the overall length 
of lobe and the underlying sheet were 4 ft. 2 in. and 9 ft.
7 in. respectively. It is significant that a series of 5 ft. 
deep open holes made down the length of the lobe frequently 
recorded water levels at ground level during the winter.
The figures referred to above, which have been obtained 
from Pig. 4.1 4 indicate that there is a perched water-table 
condition in the lobes, above the zone of the principal slip 
surface. Referring to piezometric profiles in Pig. 4©12 and 
13 for those piezometers listed in Table 4.3 it may be seen 
that the perched table responds rapidly to rainfall, whatever 
the season.
For the piezometers listed in Table 4.4, which are 
positioned below the slip surface and in the underlying sheet, 
the profiles show little response to rainfall and only a 
gradual rise and fall as the seasons change.
These variations are similar in nature to those 
previously discussed for the Hythe Beds under Section 4.2 and 
it seems probable that the fluctuations are related more to 
the flow from the Bythe Beds than to rainfall on the slope.
From Fig. 4.14 it may also be seen that there is a 
marked trend for the water level below ground, in the 
piezometers at depths greater than 15 ft., to fall from 
Segments A and B to Segment C and for it then to rise in D, 
remain constant through E and rise at the toe of the lobe.
The shallower piezometers reflect this, but to a lesser degree 
and in Segment F the water level remains constant. The 
falling water level from Segments B to C coincides with the 
steep 10° slope between the sheet material and the under-lying 
Weald Clay, whilst the rising water level occurs in Segments D 
and E where this same interface reduces to 5°. The downslope 
ground water flow is apparently affected quite markedly by 
this changing interface slope. With the interface 
approximately 22 ft, below ground level, the distance from the 
water level to the interface is 5s> ft. for Segment C and 
11 ft. 3 in. for Segment D. If Darcy’s Law, (1856), i.e.
Q ss A.k.i., is applied to this situation then justification 
for this water level change is obtained as 1q . IIq = 
i.e. 5^ ft. tan 10° = 11 ft. tan 5°.
3 Noa additional piezometers were positioned to the 
south of the Lobe E at the Route H centre line, Chainage 316* 
Two of these piezometers had their tips located in the 
solifluction sheet and the third in the unweathered Weald 
Clay below. The piezometric profiles for these boreholes are 
detailed in Figs. 4©15a to 13c*
Table 4*5 is a summary of data abstracted from Fig. 4*13 
which shows that the water level, in both the 8 ft. 6 in. and 
12 ft. 6 in. deep tips, responds immediately to rainfall in 
a manner similar to the lobe piezometers. 316B, at 12 ft.
6 in. depth, has highest and lowest water levels similar to 
most of the piezometers at the same depth in Lobes E and F 
and listed in Table 4*3*
The rise in water level of the deeper piezometers of 
Segment F of Lobes E and F (see Fig., 4.14) is quite reasonable 
as it took place as the sheet emerged from below the lobes* 
cover and the water level was rising to the 316A and B values.
Piezometer 316A at a depth of 29 ft. 5 in. has a water 
level profile almost identical with those obtained "for 
piezometers 161 and 121, in Lobes E and F respectively, whose 
tips were at a similar depth.
It is concluded that the pore pressures in and below the 
sheet to the south of the lobes are not regular and that they 
are perched relative to the slip surfaces between the 
solifluction mantle and the underlying intact Weald Clay. The 
pore pressures within the Weald. Clay show no response to rain­
fall and only a slight (response to seasonal change*
bob Porewater Pressure Variations in a
Solifluction Lobe with Counterfort Drains
As it was impossible to re-locate the road without some 
earthworks being constructed on the solifluction lobes, it 
became important to improve the stability of these lobes* To 
this end a fully instrumented drainage trial was carried out 
in Lobe D, immediately to the east of Hubbards Hill (see Pig* 
3*2)* The object of the trial was to assess the likely pore­
water pressure reduction that could be expected from stone 
filled counterfort drains, 3 ft* wide and 15 ft* deep when 
constructed 60 ft. apart.
Two such counterfort drains, each 900 ft. long, were 
formed down the axis of Lobe D, with a cut-off connecting the 
heads and an outfall common to both at their toes. The 
location and the configuration of these drains are shown in. 
Pig. J+*16.
The construction of the drains proved at first to be 
quite hazardous. Immediate movements occurred along the slip 
surfaces and it was not a practical proposition to fix sheeting 
in such a dangerous situation. The problem was resolved by 
digging the trenches with a Kymac backactor and making sure 
that the stone filling to the trenches was always following 
right up to the bucket* This then left quite a small full 
depth triangle of trench unsupported which only collapsed at 
infrequent intervals. Ho pipes.were placed in the trenches 
and the stone filling cbnsisted of 5 in. down crushed rag­
stone obtained from local quarries which for this trial only, 
had a grading of
Sieve Size % passing
The trenches were sealed from run-off water by at least .
a 9 in* clay seal at the top*
Before constructing the trial drains, piezometers were 
installed in Lobes D, E and F* The piezometers in Lobe D 
were to monitor the effects of the trial drains whilst those 
in Lobes E and F (previously discussed in Section 4.3) were 
the control piezometers to show the porewater pressure 
fluctuations in lobes without counterfort drains over the 
same period*
In Lobe D, a row of piezometers Y/as placed on the centre
line betv/een the two proposed drains and these were
supplemented by three transverse groups of piezometers at the 
positions indicated by Fig* 4.16.
The centre line piezometer tips were located to alternate 
betv/een the Upper Lobe material and the junction separating 
the Lov/er Sheet from the underlying Weald Clay* These 
positions relative to the stratigraphy are illustrated by the 
Section through Lobe D, Fig, 4*17*
90
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32
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63/16 in. 
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The transverse groups were placed to pick up the drawn- 
down pattern induced between the counterforts and the arrange­
ment consisted of six piezometers, three placed with their 
tips approximately 15 ft* below ground level and 15 ft* apart 
at quarter point spacings between the two counterforts. The 
other three piezometers were similarly spaced but with their 
tips at approximately 7 ft* 6 in* below ground level. Fig.
4*18 illustrates the layout for Group 3 which was similar to 
Groups 1 and 2.
After sufficient time had elapsed to enable the piezometers 
to stabilise themselves the counterfort drains were constructed 
during November and December, 1965* Continuous records of the 
porewater pressures were maintained until 1968* The centre 
line piezometer profiles are detailed in Figs. 4.19A to 19U 
and the group profiles in Figs, 4.20A to 20R*
To allow for direct comparison of the resulting data with 
that obtained from Lobes E and F, Lobe D has also been 
segmentalised. Similarly the relevant information has been 
abstracted from the profiles in Figs. 4*19 and 4.20 and listed 
in Tables 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8, for piezometer tips located between 
7 ft. and 10 ft., 10 ft. and 15 ft., and at depths greater than 
15 ft. below ground level, respectively. In these tables there 
is a column which indicates whether or not the piezometer lies 
within the perimeter of drains constructed (see Fig. 4.18).
This tabulated data from the centre line piezometers has 
been used to plot Fig. 4.21. In Fig. 4.21 the maximum and 
minimum envelopes and the averages of the maximums and minimums
are plotted for the piezometer tips greater than 15 ft. within 
Segments B to E. The results from Segments A and F are outside 
the drains limits* The 7 ft. to 10 ft. and 10 ft. to 15 ft. 
piezometers are plotted on the same graph. The 7 ft. to 10 ft, 
piezometers have only one piezometer in each of Segments A, B,
C and D and, therefore, only the maximum and minimum values can 
be plotted. The 10 ft. to 15 ft. piezometers are represented in 
Segments A, B, C, D and E. Those in Segments A and E are two 
single piezometers, outside the drain limits, for which the 
maximum and minimum values have been plotted. The data for the 
piezometers in. Segments B, C and D indicated a maximum 
difference of only 6 in. between the maximum and minimum values 
and in this instance only one line is plotted which covers these 
maximum and minimum values.
Fig. 4.21^ when compared with Fig. 4.14* the Lobes E and 
F plot, clearly shows that within the lobe, froja 10 ft. to 
15 ft. depth, the piezometer water levels have been stabilised 
at the much reduced average level of 10 ft. 10 in. below ground 
level. This level, in the piezometers, showed only a very 
slight fluctuation resulting from either rainfall or seasonal 
changes. This is well illustrated by Fig. 4.22 which shows the 
profiles for a 12 ft. deep piezometer from Segment B of Lobes 
F, E and D. The piezometers at the more shallov/ depths, 7 ft. 
to 10 ft. below ground level, still responded to rainfall (see 
Figs. 4.20E, 20K and 20Q) but with a reduced average maximum 
v/ater level of 4 ft. 9 in. It is also noticable that, for 
both the sets of data discussed, the water levels v/ere almost
constant through the length of the trial drain enclosure.
For the piezometers below the lobe, the water levels, 
whilst showing no significant reduction in the average water 
level over the length of the lobe, do indicate that the 
seasonal fluctuations have been reduced and the segmental 
variations of Fig. 4*14 almost eliminated. Fig. 4*23 again 
illustrates the difference between the piezometer readings in 
Lobes E, F and D for a tip depth of 10 ft. in Segment B. The 
piezometers placed outside the limits of the trial drains 
reacted in a similar manner to those piezometers in the same 
segments of Lobes E and F.
The three transverse groups of piezometers were located 
in Segments B, C and D. The piezometric profiles are detailed 
in Fig. 4*20 and, from these, data has been abstracted to give 
Table 4*9> from which Fig. 4*24 has been drawn. This latter 
figure details the draw-down pattern for both the shallov/ and 
deep piezometers and compares them with the average maximum 
water levels found in the relevant segments of Lobes E and F.
The important data is that relating to the 15 ft. deep 
piezometers and it shov/s that for Segment B the counterfort • 
drains have reduced the maximum water level, as found in Lobes 
E and F, from 2 ft. 6 in. below ground level to an average 
depth of 11 ft. 5 in. for the 60 ft. width between the drains. 
This is a reduction of 8 ft. 11 in. where the average water 
level now stands 3 ft. 7 in. above the floor of the 15 ft. 
deep drain. i
Similarly for Segments C and D the figures were obtained.
The details for the three groups are tabulated below under 
their segment headings.
B C D
(a) maximum levels extrapolated 2ft 6in 7ft""6in 4ft"*1in
from E and F.
(b) reduced average water level 11ft 5in 12ft10in 11ft11in 
across the section.
(c) actual reduction 8ft11in 5ft 4in 7ft10in
(d) average water level above 3ft 7in 2ft 2in 3ft 1in
drain floor..
If the data under (a) and (d) are plotted (see Fig. 4*25) 
it is found that for the conditions prevailing on this site, 
the points lie on a straight line which, when extrapolated, 
gives a maximum average water level above the drain floor of 
4 ft. 3 in® if the original water level is at ground level,
i.e., a maximum possible average reduction of 10 ft* 9 in..
For the average maximum water level of 4 ft. 2 in. below 
ground level, in Lobes E and F, using the graph, the average 
reduced water level across the section, v/ould be 15 ft. minus 
3 ft. 3 in., i.e. 11 ft. 9 in® which is a reduction of 7 ft. ■
8 in.
Conclusions
1. Hythe Beds
(a) The Water Table within the 1100 ft. length of Hythe Beds
Escarpment considered, fluctuated seasonally by a maximum
of 3 ft. and the maximum level varied only from 516 ft. 
to 520 ft. O.D.
(b) The Water Table at the very edge of the Escarpment is 
perched relative to the underlying Weald Clay and its 
level at that point is controlled largely by the height 
of the Weald Clay bulge.
2. Solifluction Lobes and Sheets without Drainage
(a) In the lobes there is a perched water-table condition, 
above the zone of the main slip surface, which responds 
rapidly to rainfall, whatever the season.
(b) The perched water table in the lobes is not regular over
the depth of the lobe. Shallow (5 ft. deep) open tubes
recorded the water table frequently at ground level; the 
10 ft. to 15 ft. deep piezometers did not, and their 
average maximum value for the lobes is k ft. 2 in. 
below ground level.
(c) In the sheet underlying the lobe slip zone there is 
little response to, rainfall but a more gradual rise and 
fall of the pore water pressure occurs as the seasons
change© It seems probable that these variations relate 
more to fluctuations in flow from the Hythe Beds escarp­
ment water-table than to direct rainfall on the slope.
The general level of the water table also varies according 
to the slope of the contact with the underlying Weald Clay,
(d) South of the lobes, the sheet piezometers respond in a 
similar manner to those situated within the lobes.
3. Solifluction Lobes with Drainage
The construction of 15 ft. deep counterfort drains at 
60 ft. centres was effective in reducing?
(a) the water-level fluctuations in all piezometers at depths 
of 10 ft. and greater;
(b) the pore water pressure at the depth of the slip surface 
..(10-15 ft.) by an average of 6 ft. 8 in. over the length
of the trial drains, when measured at the midpoint of the 
drains. When account is taken of the average effect on 
the section from drain to drain, the average reduction 
is 7 ft. 8 in®
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CHAPTER 5 SEVEN0AK3 BYPASS 
LABORATORY GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES
5.1 Sampling and Testing
Undisturbed and disturbed samples for testing were
obtained from, either borings or trial pits. Consistency limits 
were carried out initially on many disturbed samples of the 
different materials involved. Latterly limits were performed 
only on those materials being subjected to shear and consoli— 
dation tests with a few selected undisturbed samples being 
tested when, a visual inspection in the laboratory indicated 
that there was some lithological variation from that normally 
expected for the material.
The technique of investigation evolved consisted of 
continuous U.I4- in. sampling through all cohesive materials.. 
These samples were extruded in the laboratory, the contaminated
and deformed perimeter zone of each U.i| was trimmed off and a
careful inspection made to determine the presence or not of 
structural or stratigraphie discontinuities. If such discon­
tinuities were present then thu sample was divided in halves 
along its length, the cut being made down the dip of the dis­
continuity. The two halves were then available for detailed 
inspection and sampling for test as required. Pig. 5*1. is the 
original laboratory borehole record for part of Borehole No.
U8 and Plates 5.1 and 5*2 are photographs taken at the same 
time to illustrate the depositional structures seen in the 
unweathered Weald Clay.
f*
Plat e 5*1
U.4 sample of Weald 
0lay from 3.K . Mo.48, 
12 ft. 10 in. 
to
14 ft. 4 in.
Plat e 5.2
U.4 sample, of 
Weald Olay from 
Borehole Mo. 48.
14 ft. 4 in.
to
15 ft. 10 in.
usually obtained from trial pits but for the test on 
Ch. 340 H the slip surface found in a IT.4 was trimmed 
quite satisfactorily.
Triaxial test specimens of the slip surfacedat 
Sevenoaks were obtained only from trial pits. For the 
residual test it is necessary to orientate U. 14* in. sample 
tube so that in the sample taken the plane of the surface 
is at an angle of 45 - 0 !r with the axis of the IT. 1-3* in. 
sample tube. 0 fr was aslumed to be 14° and the angle used 
was 38 •
A special series of residual triaxial tests were also 
carried out on U.14* in. samples recovered from the rotary 
cored Borehole Ho. GT 76. In this case the U.1t in. samples 
were taken as the core barrel sample was pneumatically 
extruded. As no slip surface existed within these samples 
they were extruded from the tubes (in the Laboratory) and 
a brass former and wire-saw were used to prepare a plane at 
an angle of approximately 50° through the samp3,e. The sur­
faces of the plane were polished with a glass plate, in the 
direction of shearing to be used in the test. A further 
technique was exploited in the testing of the thin seams of 
clay from Trial Pit 283. For this a specimen about i in. 
thick , containing a clay seam, was placed between specially 
prepared end pieces of carborundum shaped with a surface 
inclinedat 50° to the horizontal. After the strength had 
reached a constant value with increasing displacement the 
consolidation pressure was changed and the test then con-
tinned, in order to obtain more results, the amount of 
material available for testing being very limited.
With the exception of those samples tested at the 
Road Research Laboratory the triaxial and shear box tests 
to obtain the residual parameters were carried out according 
to the methods suggested by Petley (1966). The tests were 
carried out in standard (6 cm.) shear boxes or in the 
triaxial apparatus (specimens 1? in. x 3 in.) using ball 
bearings on the top cap and rotating bushes to reduce piston 
friction. The specimens were consolidated for 2 days and 
sheared in a period of at least 3 to 5 days, except for 
reversals in the shear box tests, each of which was accomplish­
ed'in 3 days. All the clays were fully saturated in their 
natural state and in the laboratory tests . In the triaxial 
test the results were evaluated by calculating the normal 
and tangential stresses on the failure plane. Corrections 
were made for changes in area of the failure plane of the 
specimen during test and to allow for the strength of the 
rubber envelope.
The bulk of the residual testing was carried out by
Dr. D. Petley at Imperial College with some of the shear box
testing being carried out by the Cementation Company Limited
and the Rent County Council Highways Laboratory. A limited
amount of triaxial testing (using cells without rotating
bushes) was carried out by the Road Research Laboratory.
• !
A large part of tjie remaining testing was carried out by 
the K.C.C. Laboratory,! assistance having been received from 
the Cementation Co. Ltd. for some drained triaxial tests
and Harpies Ridgeway Ltd. for some consistency limit tests.
The data obtained from the testing programme outlined 
above has been listed in Tables 5*1 to 5*6. Table 5*1 is 
a summary of consistency limits for each material met with 
over the whole site whilst Table 5-2 refers to samples from 
Pit F.2 alone, Tables 5*3» 5*4 and 5.5 are the summaries 
of total, effective stress and residual, shear parameters 
respectively. These results are again grouped according 
to material, type. Table 5*6 is concerned only with the 
3 consolidation characteristics of the solifluction 
material and the soliflucted Ueald Clay.
Moisture content and limit profileshave been plotted 
for all boreholes where there was sufficient data available 
and these are seen in Figs. 5*2 to Fig. 5«31A#
The data contained within the above tables is discussed 
in the ensuing sections of this Chapter,
'5*2 Laboratory Geotechnicsal Properties
( a) Hythe Beds
In considering the stability of the Hythe Beds the 
investigations have concentrated on the sandy silt seams 
separating the ragstone layers, the basal clay layer and 
the slickensided red-brown clay found separating land- 
slipped Hythe Beds blocks,.
(*0 Sandy Silt between the P.agstone
With a liquid limit of 31 and plasticity index of 7 
the visual classification of the material was 
confirmed as ML - a low plasticity sandy silt. The 
liquidity index was - ,71 for the sample in Borehole 
MR,U which was taken from a level some 7 ft, above 
the highest recorded water level of 520 ft. O.D,
(see Chapter i+).
Quick undrained triaxial tests gave Cu = 8 lb/in, 
and j6n = 20° whilst remoulded material was tested 
under drained conditions for which c?d = Ij. lb/in. 
and $ ?d = 3U°.
(2) Clay Basal Layer
From Table 5*1 it may be seen that the material from 
the top of the basal layer in Borehole lylR.i-t was 
classified as MH. whilst material from the bottom 
2+ ft. of the layer in Boreholes 17 and 25 was found 
to be CE. The bottom layer has a lower plasticity
than the Atherfield clay below." The liquidity index 
was positive and generally the-whole of the basal 
layer is below the general water level of the Hythe 
Beds.
From the limits tests the basal layer may be 
undoubtedly classified as a clay but when visual 
identifications were carried out in the trial pits 
and the laboratory this layer was described 
consistently as silt and sandy silt (see Figs. 3*3 
and'3•‘12)* It was found that when the material, 
which was very glauconitic, was moulded for a short 
time between the fingers it altered from the silt 
condition to a plastic material. With the remoulding 
activities associated with the limit tests it is 
this altered material that is tested.
The shear parameters obtained for this material 
were Cu = 10 to 13 lb/in.*v where <0u = 18° to 10° 
and C'd = k lb/in.2 with jeS*d = 30°.
Slickensided red-brown clay
The maximum recorded thickness of this material was 
the £ in, found in the northern end of Pit 283*
Small block samples for shear box testing were taken 
from this pit at the point shown in Fig. 3 *2U where 
the clay was only i in. thick. The blocks were cut 
from the comparatively soft hassock with the red- 
brown clay located midway for easy alignment in the 
shear boxes. One set was tested at Imperial College
and another set at the K.C.C. laboratory. In 
addition Imperial College carried out triaxial 
tests on smears of the clay pasted onto shaped 
carborundum blocks. Both sets of tests indicated 
that the difference between the peak and residual 
strengths (denoted ^  s) was very small and a 
typical stress-strain curve is detailed in Pig. 
5.32.
Table 5.5 shows the complete test data for this 
material which proved to be a highly plastic clay 
with residual shear parameters Cfr = 0; 0* = 19° to
20°0 Detailed in Pig. 5.33 are the strength 
envelopes for the two sets of tests carried out.
The hassock through which the clay seam passed was 
also tested for limits and the results were 
Liquid limit = 39
Plastic limit = 2 3
Plasticity Index = 1 6  
Clay fraction = 20 per cent.
These results are quite close to those previously 
quoted for the sandy silt between the ragstone 
layers.
b) Atherfield clay
The stability of the Hythe Beds escarpment is largely 
related to the presence of the underlying Atherfield clay. 
Every trial pit and borehole made into the Atherfield clay 
proved the existence of at least one principal slip surface 
and the aim of the testing was to obtain the residual shear 
parameters of these surfaces. The quick undrained and peak 
stress parameters were of little significance to the design 
work.
Moisture content profiles for the Atherfield clay are 
detailed in Pigs. 5*6 to 5*IS. Boreholes 0.6 (Pig','5.6) .aiid-' 
GT.88 (Pig. 5.14) were made through the Hythe Beds 350 ft. 
and 700 ft. back from the escarpment and their profiles 
indicate a moisture content between 20% and 30;^ . The other 
profiles for boreholes at the escarpment edge show moisture 
contents frequently in excess of 30% and sometimes in excess 
of 40/£ (see Pigs. 5*11* 5 <*15, 5*17? and 5* 16) at the top of 
the clay layer where the main movements have occurred.
The limits justified the visual identification of a 
more silty fascies towards the top of the Atherfield clay in 
Trial Pit WB.2 and Boreholes 17, 43 (see Pig. 5*8) and G.T.76. 
The data for the silty fascies has been separated in Table
5.1 as have also the limits for the intact and sheared clay.
The Atherfield clay, intact and sheared, is a very 
plastic clay with liquid limits up to 100 per cent., whilst 
the silty fascies had liquid limits up to 69 per cent.
significantly higher in the sheared compared with the 
intact for both the clay and the silty fascies.
Quick undrained triaxial results in Table 5*2 are 
limited but the G-.T.74 (silty fascies) results gave 
Cu = 5 lb/in.^, 0u = 15° whilst the M.R.4 test results for
O A
the clay were Cu = 22 lb/in, , 0u = 0 .
.Similarly, .significant differences were obtained for 
the peak parameters listed in Table 5*4; the two clay
results for Borehole^ and Trial Pit WB.1 averaging C*d -
2 0 lb/in. and 0 fd = 17 s whilst the silty material from
Trial .Pit. WB.2 gave 5 lb/in.^ and 24° respectively.
Four quite separate sets of tests were carried out at
Imperial College to determine the residual shear parameters
of the Atherfield clay. One set consisted of both shear
box and triaxial tests on clay recovered from Trial Pit
WB.1 (see Fig. 3*14)* The &  s values in these tests were
very small or zero. The resulting strength envelope for
these results is detailed in Fig. 5*34 and whilst C fr = 0
o 2and 0'r = 12 satisfies up to a normal stress of 30 lb/in.
the envelope becomes slightly curved above that stress to 
give, if C*r is kept zero, 0*r = 9.0° when CX’n is 90 lb/in.' 
0 fr = 7*5° when CTfn is 160 lb/in,^
The second set of tests was carried out on the silty 
Atherfield clay from Trial Pit WB.2 (for the location see 
Fig. 3*15) and a similarly curved strength envelope resulted 
but the parameters were significantly different (see Fig. 
5*35). Up to CT’n of 30 lb/in.2 C'r is sercj 0'r = 15°, if 
C*r is again kept at zero then 0 fr varies as ^*n varies
from the 15° quoted to 12t ° when CT?n is 901b/in.^
The results of both these sets indicated that when 
a higher effective normal stress is applied the shear 
resistance does not increase proportionately but particularly 
at the high stress range the resistance is markedly reduced 
- from W.B.1 the shear resistance when CT*n ~ 160 lb/in.4* 
is only tan 7*5°/tan 12°, i.e., 0.65 of that if the strength 
envelope continued linearly in excess of a normal stress of 
30 lb/in. » Inspection of cores recovered from the Atherfield 
clay beneath 160 ft. of Hythe Beds (i.e., 135 l b / i n . h a d  
revealed perfectly planar slip surfaces. If these slip 
surfaces found under high normal stress conditions had 
lower residual strength parameters there was a possibility 
that their envelope would be linear (at the low value) 
throughout the stress range. This was significant at the 
edge of the escarpment where the slip surfaces had been 
originally formed under a high stress cambering mantle of 
Hythe Beds which has now been largely wasted away'by 
denudation.
A special series of cut-plane tests were carried out 
at Imperial College on samples obtained from Borehole GrT.76. 
The tests involved a two-stage shearing process. The sample 
was consolidated and sheared until the residual value was * 
reached, the test was then stopped, the sample reconsolidated 
at a reduced cell pressure and the sample sheared again at 
this reduced stress level. Fig. 5«36 is a typical stress
strain curve for this two-stage test * Unfortunately the serie 
was not carried out in the manner foreseen and whilst the 
results still give a curved envelope it is not a complete 
rejection of the previous hypothesis. To prove or disprove 
the point all the samples should have been consolidated
o
at the highest possible ceil pressure, say 140 lb/in. ,
and stressed until residual values had been reached* Bach
sample would then have contained a slip surface formed
under high normal stress conditions* If then the samples
had been consolidated and sheared at regular cell pressure
?increments of 20 lb/in. a conclusive envelope would have 
resulted. However, in Fig. 5*37, which is a plot of the 
strength envelope obtained from the test series, the second 
stage shear strength point does not lie on the line from 
the origin to the first stage shear strength point. This* 
therefore, does tentatively indicate that the envelope is 
truly curved for a slip surface whatever the normal stress 
at the time of formation. The points T& and 8b, the second 
stage shears -with the highest normal stress first stage, are 
both slightly below the envelope drawn which hints at a 
lesser curvature the higher the initial stress.
Plotting the first stage shear values then'up to 
CT *n = 30 l b / i n . C fr ~ 0 and 0*r = 12° and at 90 lb/in«^ 
and 160 lbs/in.^ with Gfr zero, then J^ ’r is 10° and 8.5°* 
These values are close to the WB.1 results.
The final set of residual tests on Atherfield clay 
were carried otit in the triaxial apparatus on ssmples 
recovered from the Trial Pit Ch.283H (see Fig. 3*11 )•
Five samples taken from the slip surface were tested and in
two of these exceptionally high values of ^ .s(1*3 and 1.5
o
lb/in. ) were observed, and in addition, the residual 
strength envelope (Fig. 5.38) shows an extraordinarily 
high cohesion intercept. The best linear fit gives 
C'r = 1.3 lb/in.2 ; 0'r = 14.°
This result is quite unique and whether it is due to. 
poor samples is not known. The high ^  s values are for
the two highest CTfn values and may signify the degree of 
improvement to the surface caused by the higher stress
levels. These two higher points do lie on a straight line
which passes through the origin such that C’r = 0-5 
0'r = 1 5t°. (see Fig.'5.38).
As previously discussed in Chapter i there is a 
sudden change in lithology of the Atherfield Clay at its mid­
point where the fissured clay changes to a structureless 
sandy silt. The limits and moisture contents pick up this 
difference (see Pigs. 5«25 4* 7? 9 to 13, 16 and 17); the 
liquid lira its drop from the 80* s to the 30 !s with a P.I. 
and moisture content of around 20. Quick undrained triaxial 
tests gave Cu = 15 lb/in/'* and 0u ~ 18C and consolidated 
drained tests C*d ~ 0 and = 30°* A
No slip surfaces were recorded within the Atherfield 
silt and no residual parameter tests were carried out*
d) Weald Cloy
During the investigations three quite distinct lit bi­
ologies' were recognised in the borehole and trial pit 
samp3.es. They were laminated grey clayey silt with silt 
laminae, laminated grey clay with silt laminae and a 
fissured grey clay. In Table 5*1 it may be seen that the 
clayey silt has liquid limits in the 40* s and plasticity 
indices in the 20ss whilst the .laminated clay has values in 
the ranges 52 to 74 and 29 to 48. The fissured clay in turn 
had ranges of 58 to 96 and 36 to 77. The different lithol- 
ogies were seldom greater than 3 ft. thick. The unweathered 
Weald Clay which contained slip surfaces and the weathered 
and soliflucted Weald Clay consisted of any of the three
lithological types mentioned. The quick undrained 
triaxial test results listed in Table 5*3 do not 
differentiate between the different materials and the
results are, therefore, erratic. For 0u = 0°, Cu varies
2 2 from 9 lb/in. to 31 lb/in. and the highest 0u value was
o  p
21 with a Cu of 14 lb/in.-".
For the soliflucted and weathered Weald Clay Cu was
<■> o
never more than 10 lb/in/', although /u was as high as 14 •
The. effective stress parameters in Table 5«4 do
differentiate between the twp types of Weald Clay with silt
2
laminae; the silty clay with laminae gave 0*1 = 6 lb/in.
and 0 M  = 27° whilst the clay with laminae gave C M  =
2y lt>/ia.2 and = 23't°. .
A test carried out on samples of remoulded Weald Clay
p
used in an embankment indicated values of C M  = 2 lb/in.
and 0*d = 27°. The results of two sets of samples of the
soliflucted Weald Clay were C M  = 3 and 7 lb/in.^ and 0 M  =
14° and 20° respectively.
Residual triaxial tests were carried out on slip surface
samples taken from Trial Pits 300H (Fig. 3«7) and 317H
(Fig. 3*6). For both these sets ^  s was very small;
0.18 lb/in.^ for 300H and 0.07 lb/in.^ for 317H, showing
the slip surface material to be very close to its residual
value, The strength envelopes were curved (see Figs. 5*39
and 5*40) giving, in the range of of normal stress of 0 to 
o
20 lb/in* the residual parameters of
300 H —  0'r = Ot 0'r = 16.5°
317 H —  0'r = 0; 0'r = 15.5°
2At a normal stress of 70 lb/in* with 0 ;r again at
O 0
aero then the 0*r values were 15*5 and 13*5 respectively.
The lower values of 317H correspond to a higher clay 
fraction of 71$ compared with 50$ for 300H.
Two series of consolidation tests were carried out 
in an oedometer, using a 3 in* diameter sample. These 
tests were performed on samples of soliflucted and intact 
Weald Olay from beneath the solifluction sheet at Ch,309H 
and from between Lobes F and G- at Ch*327 on the old route. 
Borehole 309H was sited beneath a proposed 50 ft. high 
embankment and Borehole 327 was the site of a trial embank­
ment .
Table 5«6 lists the results of those tests from which 
may be seen the difference in G ? s obtained for the silt
V ■
and the clay fascies of the YJeald Olay.
For the fissured grey clay from the two boreholes the 
Cv ranged from 12 to 33 ft. /jr. whilst the grey clay with 
silt laminae varied from 81 to 720 ftc /yr. Two samples 
from 15 ft. and 15 ft. 6 in* depth in Borehole 327/1 were 
obtained with the axis of the sample at 90° to the TJ.4 
sample which made the sub horizontal silt laminae vertical, 
in the samples. The Cvfs from 15 ft® showed significantly 
increased values over the lower stress ranges when compared 
with the similar material which had been tested in the con­
ventional manner. Similarly the 15 ft. 6 in. deep sample 
with many laminae had an average Cv higher than the 15 ft. 
sample.
e) Solifliuction Lobe and Sheet Material
The most detailed profile through both a lobe and its 
underlying sheet was that obtained from Pit F.2 in Lobe F. 
This pit was illustrated in Chapter 3 (See Fig. 3*4) and 
Table 5*2 is the complete limits* moisture content and clay 
fraction data obtained from the pit samples. The data 
indicates that the main body of material in both the sheet 
and the lobe is similar in nature (C.I.) and they are 
separated by a thin seam of highly plastic clay containing 
the principal slip surface. The two layers of colluvium 
are also very similar. V,rith but two exceptions the soli­
flucted material had a positive liquidity index.
The variability of material, as shorn by Pit F.2, is 
confirmed by the limits and moisture content plots for the 
line of boreholes made down the axis of Lobe F (see Figs.
5«21 to 5*28). Figs. 5*29 to 5*31A similarly illustrate the 
situation for the sheet remote from the cover of the lobes.
A series of quick undrained tests were made on samples
of splifluction material from Boreholes KR.2, 309H and 316H
2(see Table 5*3)* The cohesion Cu never exceeded 9 lb/in.
2
when 0u was zero, the highest parameters were 10 lb/in. and 
10° from the top of 309H.
Effective Stress parameters were almost identical for 
undisturbed and remoulded samples (see Table.5*4)* They 
averaged C*d 6.5 lb/in.^ and 0 !d 17° for the undisturbed and 
C*d 7 lb./in.^ and 0 ’d 15*5^'rfor the remoulded.
Residual shear parameters were obtained on quite a large 
number of samples from Ldbes F and G and one sample from
Borehole 340H.
From Pit F.2 inclined 1t in. diameter triaxial samples 
andbHock samples were taken of the principal slip stirfaces 
contained in the Gouge Clay ff f at the position shown in .
Fig. 3*4* Further block samples were taken from the 
secondary slip surfaces 6 ft. below ground level in Pit F.3 
and at various depths from the large excavation that was 
made into Lobe G . The samples were tested at the laboratories 
listed with Table 5.5* The Road Research Laboratory tests 
•were carried out in triaxial cells without rotating bushes 
which may have helped to produce the results with such 
unusually high cohesion intercepts. These results have been 
published by the PweR*La-Symons (4 969) but no experimental 
curves were shorn and it has also proved impossible to 
receive such data from the laboratory. Wo considered opinion 
can be given and the results must be discounted.
Those samples tested at Imperial College, Cementation 
Co. Ltd., and the K.C.C. laboratory are now considered.
The $it samples, tested triaxially, gave a linear 
strength envelope (see Fig. 5*41) with parameter of C*r = 0 
and 0 fr = 16° - only slight peak values were measured, the 
average value of ^  s being 0.12 lb/in.2 .
Similar material was also tested in ,a reversing shear 
box and again only slight peaks were present and the strength 
envelope (Fig. 5*42) gives C ’r = 0; 0*r = 14t  ? The F.3 
shear box samples were difficult to align because of their 
secondary nature (see Plate 3*9) and quite large peak values 
were obtained. The residual values were also quite erratic
and the best linear pit strength envelope giving G ‘r - 0 
had 0 ’r = 14° (see Fig. 5*43)*
Samples from Lobe G- at depths of 5 ft* and 24 ft. 
were tested in shear boxes’with only slight peak valties 
being found.
The best straight line strength envelope (Fig. 5*44)
for the 5 ft* deep sample gave the following unusually
low parameters C*r = 0; 0 5r = 8t°.
For the sample at 24 ft. depth (see Fig. 5*45) the
parameters were C ’r = 0 and 0 9r = 11 {-°.
The final set of tests for residual parameters ware
carried out on shear box samples taken from the TJ.4*s of
Borehole 340 H at 5 ft. depth. With good slip surface
alignment only slight peaks were obtained and the three
points give a straight line strength envelope (Fig. 5*46)
with parameters of 0 sr = 0; 0*r = 14t°*
A consdidation test was also performed on a sample of
sheet material from a depth of 6 ft. in Borehole 309 H and
the results listed in 'Table 5*6 give CV varying from 20 to 
^  2 , _
From all the previous data the following shear parameters 
were used for design*
Hythe Beds
Landslipped Hythe Beds
Remoulded (embankment) 
Hythe Beds
C* = 0; j&' = 30$;
X = 120 lb/ft.3.
C'x* =• 0; 0'p = 20°; 
V  =1 2 0  lb/ft.3.
CJ = 0; /■' = 30°;
£ = 120 lb/ft.3
Atherfield c3,ay
Atherfield silt
Soliflucted Weald Clay and 
Lobe & Sheet slip surfaces
Remoulded (embankment) 
Weald Clay
Weald Clay
curved residual strength 
envelope Fig* Ho* 5*37.
C ’ = 0; = 30°:
X = 130 lb/ft.3
C’r = 0; = ll|°;
V = 123 lb/ft.3
C' = 2 lb/in.? ; 0* = 18°; 
X = 1 2 0  Xb/ft.3
C' = 2 lb/in.-; #',= 2U ; 
^  = 123 lb/ft» „
Fly Ash was also used in embankment construction and a 
set of drained tests on this material indicated parameters
n ^
of C* = 2 lb/in* % j6i = 32 o For design purposes this was 
taken as C* = 0; = 30° with &  = 100 lb/ft
Hat er ial Lo cat ion ' Dent h H . L P.I». P.I. 1.1.
Hythe Beds 3.H. 52’ 0” 19' 5.1 24 7 -.71
between Rag- 
stone layers)
Hythe Beds 
(Besal Be ds) I-! .R. 4 60* 0” 41. 66 59 27 + .07
" B.H.17 15f 9 t 59 76 55 45 + .14
n n 25 18' 4" 29 75 20 55 + .16
u n n 21 1 5" 28 64 24 40 + .10
Hythe Beds 
(slip surfaces)
Pit 285 56 95 41 54 -c09
Atherfield B.H. 2
,.olay , »(intact)
»t
41 '
45:
48'
Q tt 
3 ft
9*'
56
50
27
97
91
88
54 '
55 
26
65
58
62
+ .05
+ o05
+ c02
B.H. 5 15* 6» - 85 24 61 -
B.H.17 25' 911 29 89 28 61 + o02
B.H.25 22' 2" 51. 84 26 58 + .09
» 25’ 5" 57 92 17 75 + .27
It 24' 9" 55 80 52 48 + .02
I! 50' 3 tt 25 84 19 65 + .06
B.H.43 1 5 1 5» - 71 40 51 -
ft 18' 5" - 80 52 48 -
Atherfield B.H.17 
clay-silty 
fascies(intact) °
tt
18'
15*
16*
9 ,
0"
11"
29 65 
57
66
55 
58 
51.
• 52 
19 
55
-.15
O 
CH
Atherfield 
clay - slip 
surfaces
Pit
18 7 6” 35 83 .35 40 0
24 4 Ots 41 85 . 26 59 + .25
it 5 Qn '42 74 28 46 + .30
25 26 6M 31 92 21 71 + .14
M 28 3M 26 85 21 64 + • 08
26 ' 2 10” 41 100 26 74 + .20
t 3 7» 33 82 19 63 + .22
.27 21 Cpt 41 90 27 63 + .2
V/»B .
1 . - - 36 75 29 46 +. 1 5
288 - - 36 77; 33 44; + .07
Atherfield Pit W.B
2lay - silty 
ascies - slip 
surfaces.
Atherfield B.H. 2 
silt
30 69 29 40 + .03
*T.76 885 0" — 65 28 37
.H 55* 9" 21 31 21 10 0
3A 301 0" 18 38 16 22 + .09
a 32’ 9» 19 38 21 17 -.12
r 27f 0" - 36 19 A e~ii /
17 30* 0" 1 9 39 18 . 21 + .05
25 32’ 911 18 32 13 19 +  .26
n 341 0 19 32 21 11 ■-.18
it 371 A 15vy 22 34 17 17 4. "Q • * s ^
il 42’ 0" 17 38 11 26 +  e 23
tt 451 0” 18 37 13 24 + .21
26 8* 6" 21 34 * 16 18 + .28
tt o» 3" 19 34 9 25 ' + .40
It 1 2! 0" 19 35 13 22 + .27
II 16* 6" 19 40 14 .26 +  .19
II 18* 3” 18 59 12 27 + .22
II 1 9 * 6" 16 43 13 30 +  . 1 0
II 21 * 0” 16 32 12 20 + .20
T.74 56* 0 " - 40 23 17 -  .
R- .  5 60’ 0” 19 36 21 15 --13
Atherfield ~ B H 2 ' 55’ Q ft 21 51 21 1“ 0
silt 3A 30* 0” 18 3 8 16 22 + .09
Tt 52* 9” 19 38 21 17 -.12
5 27’ 0" “ 56 19 17 -
17 30’ 0” 19 59 18 21 + .05
25 321 9” 18 52 13 19 + *26
t 34! 0" 19 52 21 11 = .18
t 371 0" 22 54 - 17 17 +. 30
t 421 0” 17 58 11 26 + .23
»t 45' 0” 18 57 13 24 + .21
26 8{ 6 " 21 54 16 . 18' + .28
it 9* 5” 19 34 9 25 +. 4O
t 12’ 0" 19 35 13 22 + .27
n 16' 6" 19 40 14 26 + .19
t 18* 5" 18 39 12 27 + .22
t 19* 6n 16 43 13’ 30 + .10
t 21 ' 0” 16 32 12 20 + .20
a .T .74. 561 0" - 40 . 23 17 -
K .R. 5 601 0" 19 36 21 15 -.13
Weald Olay - B .H • 3A 43* 3„ 20 38 21 17 -.05
grey clayey 24 9* 3” 50 45 15 30 + .50
silt with 
silt laminae
t 11 * 6" - 47 16 31 -
25 49' 9t 21 43 • 17 26 + .15
26 24* 6ft- 24 47 23 24 + .04
27 8f 6" 26 42 18 24 + .33
t 1 2* 2" 24 .47 16 ‘ 31 +. 26
48 14’ 2" 22 50 31 19 -.47
t 14’ 6" 24 44 22 22 + .09
« t 14’ 10" 27 37 28 9 -.11
15’ 1 »t 26 48 27 21
Lf\O»1
t 1 61 2” 25 49 19 . 30 + .20
t i 18* 1 ” 22 44 24 .20 - . 1 0
m 
O'
q
v/eald Clay - 3.E.17 
grey clay with . 
silt laminae
25
55
6
51
5»t
rz M
0”
22
.32
22
65
53
57
23
20
16
42
33
41
-.02
+ .36 
+ .15
r? 54 6" 22 53 17 56 + .14
it 59 4»» 24 64 18 46 + .13
2 6 28 ■ 0” 28 62 21 41 + .07
H 29 0” 26 63 25 38 +. 03
!» 30 9,. 22 60 18 42 + .09
I 55 3M 23 67 17 50 + .12
27 6 0” 34 63 •20 43 + .33
ii 7 32 66 18 48 + .29
n . 9 3” 22 53 20 33 + .06
n 22 8« 23 62 19 43 + .09
55 23 4-r 62 21 41 -
n 28 1111 - 65 23 40 -
n 29 5,1 - 74 32 • 42 -
36A 12 6” - 63 22 41 -
48 15 6” 25 64 32 32 -o22
?! 15 10” 27 61 25 36 +. 06
It 14 8” 26 55 26 29 0
• I 15 51, 27 55 21 . 34 + .18
i? 16 4” 28 62 33 29 -.17
n 16 7” 28 58 29 29 -.03
tt 16 10” 28 70 36 34 -.24
17 2” 24 60 30 30 -.20
B.H.500H 2-9 91? 28 59 21 38 + .18
51 6H 19 0” — 52 17 55 ~ ■
Weald Clay-g 
- grey clay
• 5A 
24
38’
8’
1 "
11 »
30
39
58
63
.22
23
36
'40
+ .22 
+ • 40
m 9.’ 91? 37 67 19 - -48 + .38
u 10’ 9.1 29 81 20 61 + .15
25 57* 31, 20 63 26 37 -.16
26 23* 91, 22 59 11 48 + .23
IT 34* O’V 23 96 19 •77 + .05
27 1 6f 6" 25 71 15 56 .+.18
48 13* 1 ” 26 63 28 35 — • 06
B.H.48 1 61 0” 28 71 29 42 -.02
tr 18* CjU 23 68 27 41 -.05
ti 26' 0” . 26 66 27 39 -.03
jooh 175 . 0" 24 71 20 51 + ,03
30911 15’ 3" . 26 77 31 46 -.11
316. 11 ’ 6” 29 63 18 45 + .24
1 201 0" 24 70 21 49 + .06
Weald Olay ■ 24 6' 11 M 32 68 15 53 + .32
slip surfaces, u 
including 7 ’ 9” 38 64 19 45 + .42
soliflucted 2.5 52’ On 23 65 ' 22 43 + .02
Weald Clay B.H.309H 12' 6" 23 46 24. 22 + .05
Pit 300H- - - 24 62 26 36 -.06
" 317H - - 27 . 69 27 42 0
Solifluction 
Material . H,R’ 2 V 6m 31 88 25 • 63 + .‘10
B.H. 3A 25' 0 " 37 88 20 68 + .25
n 261 9 »t 31 89 32 57 -o02
it 28* 3" 36 70 23 47 +. 28
24 1 ’ Qft-/ 4b 95 27 68 + .28
u 3* 3 ft 32 62 16- 46 + .35
30® 1 ’ 3” 34 59 20 39 + .36
it 3* n 33 63 25 38 + .21
n 4 ’ 0" 27 67 24 43 + .03
r 316H 2 1 9, 28 55 19 36 +. 25
It 41' 6” 78 48 18 30 + .30
If 7' 6" 26 49 24 25 + .08
Lobe P 124 2 1 6m 24 37 20 17 + .24
6 * 6” 49 65 38 27 + .40
8* 0» 39 85 31 54 + .15
123 21 6: 20 47 17 . 30 +.10
6* 6" , 21 36 18 18 + .17
- 7f 6" 31 64 26 38 + .13
9' 0" 30 66 27 39 + .08
- 11 1 6” 24 62 25 .37
0•1
13’ On. 36 72 29 43 + .16
17,-’ 6” 38 54 22 32 + .50
2 ’ 6'* 41 65 35 30 + .20
4 r o'* 53- 76 41 35 + .34
6* 6” 35 79 27 52 + .15
7 , 65 33 75 32 43 + .14
11 ? 6” 32 70 26 44 + .14
15' O’* 19 36 18 18 + .06
19’ 6” 19 32 17 15 + .13
20* 6” 28 58 22 36 + .17
21 ' 6" 21 37 21 1 6 0
261 0” 19 33 16 32 + .14
27f 0” 25 62 18 44 + . 16
2’ 6” 27 68 28 40 i ♦ o
5' . 6” 22 57 23 34 -.03.
8* O’* *3 9 73 25 48 + .15
11 1 0” 37 31 25 56' + .21
12' O’* 32 84 27 57 + ,09
13f 6" 27 67 24 43 JL • o
18* 0” 28 72 25 47 + .06
23’ O’* 32 62 o&c- T 38 + .21
26* 6” 30 85 27 58 + .03
291 6” 31 67 25 42 + .14
2 1 6” 36 90 32 58 + .07
7f O’* 44 72 27 45 + .38
12» O’* 39 76 35 41 + .10
14* 0* 43 82 26 56 . + . 30
20' O’* 25 34 21 13 + .31
221 0” 31 44 32 22 + .41
25' 6” 31 43 22 21 + .43
28’ 6” 33 64 22 42 . +.26
21 0” 49 72 45 29 + .21
V 0" 44 78 52 46 + *26
15* O’1 58 88 55 55 +. 06
14* 6” 50 41 25 18 + .59
1 61 6«r 25 46 21 25 + .08
1 8* 6" 26 55 22 15 + .51
21 ’ 6?J 27 56 25 + <,06
22' 6” 52 80 50 50 + ,04
21 0«« 55 55 26 27 + .26
7* oM 47 70 55 55 + .54
8* 0” 45 68 55 55 + .,50
11 1 6n 54 94 55 59 -.02
17* 6” 58 85 29 56 + .16
1 91 0” 55 84 51 55 + .08
21 1 0” 28 58 22 16 + .57
2! 6** 59 92 51 61 + .15
5! O'* 50 78 54 44 +. 56
10* 0” 57 64 25. 59 + .51
15* 6" 55 58 25 55 + .29
■14* 6" 54 49 25 26 + .42
17' 0” 42 47 25 24 + .79
18* 0” 22 £2 22 20 0
20* 6" 41 74 29 45 + .27
Table 5.2
Consistency Limits for Pit F*2 samples (see ? ip;.3.4) 
Sample Ident ification
(Pig. 3.4) L.L, P.L. P.I. 1.1. C.P
“6 36 65 24 41 + .29 50
33 61 22 39 + .28 44
Sr 27 43 24 19 + .16 18
H
28 44- 24 20 X « 20 24
s2 20 41 - 24 17 + .13 18
gi 28 43 26 17 + .12 14
gi 17 40 26 14 -.65 18
f . 3b 82 30 52 + .12 60
e 42 63 32 31 + .32 43
H
36 63 30 33 + .18 ‘ 41
d2 38 75 32 43 + .14 55
' d1.
29 40 23 17 + .35 20
•
28 51 25 26 +. 12 44
C1 28 45 21 24 + .29 14
27 51 23 . 27 + . 1 5 44
1
28 67 27 40 + .03 57
a4 31 81 30 51 + .02 71
23 67 26 41 -.07 23
p 23 45 20 25 + .12 28
Summary of Qu ick Undr a ine cl T r iaxial Results
Materia}. Location Berth or &L.
Ttwy<r/ Bulk Bensit
(lb/in?) (lb/ft.5) :■
Hythe Beds
(sandy silt 3.H.MR.4 52 * 0” 8 20 19 117
between
Ragstone
layers)
Hythe Beds " MR. 4 60* 0” 13 10 41 . 110
(Basal)
MR .• 5 421 'o» 10 1 8 34 106
Atherfield B.H. MR. 4 79' 0” 22 0 24 123
clay
" G-1.74 401 0” 5 15 24 •—
" OT.74 41 ' 9” 4 ’ • 15 32 -
Atherfield B.H.MR. 5 60' 0" 15 18 19 1 30
.silt
Weald Olay B.H.!®. 1 26' 0'» 9 0 26 122
B.H.500H 29* Qu 14 21 28 -
309H 14* 9" 10 0 26 -
309H 16 * 6" 15 0 23 ■-
30 9H 17’ 6" 32 0 20 126.
309H 18* 3” 1 6 7 20 -
309H 20' 0" 42 16 16
309H 21 ’ 9" 21 0 19 -
" 316H 11 ’ 6" 7 7 29 123
31 6H 1 3! 0” 8 4 29 123
31 oH 16' 9" 7 5. 29 123
31 6H 171 9" 31 0 22 1 30
31 oH 20' 0» 7 8 24 123
Soliflucted 
','eald Clay
Soliflucted
Haterial
109H 11 1 3" r',Vo 14 21
309H 12’ 6" 1 o 3 25 1 29
309H 13’ 0" 8 0 OQu. -
31611 7* 6" 10 3 25 126
31 6H 7’ 6m 8 0 26 124
HR . 2 3’ 6" *71 0 31 -
3Q9H 1 »i 0" 10 10 31
309H 2* 6” 7 0 28 . -
309H 4' 3" 6 0 31 -
30 9E 61 0” 8 R 28' 124
309H 6’ 0" 9 0 26 -
309H 7 ’ 6" 8 ks 28 121
309H 8*. 0” 0 0 30 -
31 6H 5’ 6” 4 2 28 124
31 6H 5* 6” 7 8 36 117
31 6E 5* 6" 5 10 26 - 127
Table 5*4
Ef f ect fve Itress Peak 3hear ^Parameters1 ■yj.iwi
Material Location Tv :>th C f(lb/in^) t
Hythe Beds 
(Basal)
B.H. 7 5» 0” 4 30
Remoulded 
Hythe Beds
Oak Lane 
Stockpile 4 34
Atherfield
Clay
B.H. 3 
Pit W.B.1 
" W.B.2
13* 6” 4
.5
1 6 
18 
24
Atherfield
silt
B.H. 5 271 0” 0 30
Weald ‘Clay 
a)Unweathered 
with silt 
laminae.
B.H.1s 30OH 
& 317H to
300H
18*
29’
27*
0")
0”)
0."
2 23
24
b) Unwe at he re d 
silty clay 
with laminae
B.H.309H 18* 9.1 6 27
c)Remoulded Embankment 
at Ch.325
2 19
Soliflucted 
Weald Clay
B.H. 36A 
B.H.309H
12’ 
11 f
6n
.9”
3
7
1 4* 
20
Solifluction
Material
B.K.309H
B.H.309H
4’
8*
9”
5n
8
5
18
16
Remoulded
Solifluction
Material
B.H.309K
B.H.316H
2’
4*
9U 6
8
■15
16
P p o
p
p
0
H
rO
ro
Eh
m
P
0
P0
Ucti
PH
P
c3
0(H
r~1
05
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0
0
cd
Pi o o 1 O O P p O -J.-- o o
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C on solidation Oharact er1st ics 
a) Borehole 509K
Depth Material Stress Range 
(ton/ft.2)
El
(ft5/in)
Cv 
(ft?/yr
K
6 ft. Solifluciion .25 - .50 .052 26 .025
Material .50 - 1.0 .024 22 .015
(soft mottled brown 1.0 - 2.0 .016 26 .012
and grey clay) 2.0 - '4.0 .012 20 .00?
10 ft. Soliflucted .25 -- .50 .053 32 • .029
Weald Clay. .50 -- 1 .0 .024 30 .020
(mottled brown & 1 .0 -- 2.0 .015 27 .011
grey silty clay) 2.0 -- 4*0 .010 33 .009
15 ft. Weald Clay . .25 — . 50 .035 21 .021
(yellow brown .50 1 .0 .023 25 .016
and grey clay) 1 .0 - 2.0 .018 25 .013
2.0 - 4.0 .012 19 .006
19 ft. Weald Clay .25 - .50 .026 28 .020
(grey silty clay) .50 - 1.0 .020 30 .016
1.0 - 2.0 .014 29 .012
2.0 - 4.0 .008 31 .007
b) Borehole 327/1
Depth Faterial Stress Range Mv Cv K
(ton/ft.^) (ft?/tn) (ft?/yr.)(ft./yr)
13 ft. Weald Olay .125 - .50 .Q36 310 ,316
(grey silt) .50 - 1.0 .070 140 ,121
1.0 - 2.0 .014 120 .048
2.0 -4-0 .004 81 .008
15 ft.■ Weald Clay .125 - .50 .011 . 720 .225
(grey clay .50 - 1.0 .010 630 .181
with some silt 1.0 - 2.0 .010 560 .141
laminae) 2.0 - 4.0 .009 540 .137
15 ft. Weald Clay .25 
(Vertical (grey clay with
oin•l .013 1330 .496
sample)-. some silt .50 - 1 .o .013 970 .342
laminae) 1.0 - 2.0 .011 386 .116
2.0 - 4.0 .002 373 .061
15 ft. 6. in. Weald .25 - .50 .016 716 .314
(Vertical Olay. • .50 - 1 .0 .009 ' 810 .206
■ sample) (grey silty 1 .0 - 2.0 .007 701 .141
clay with 2.0 - 4.0 .004 787 .092
many silt 
laminae)
17 ft. Weald Olay .25 - .50 .020 307 .167
(grey silt .50 - 1 .0 .024 255 .171
with blue 1 .0 - 2.0 .013 197 .073
clay seam) 2.0 - 4.0 .014 165 .063
20 ft. Weald Clay .375 - .75 .015 19 .008
(grey silty .75 - 1 .0 .015 15 .006
clay) 1 oO - 2.0 *014 16 .006
2 cO - 4.0 .010 12 .003
4 in. Undisturbed Sample
Standard Penetration Test
Ground W ater Level
Date started    Date finished.
Scheme ^  %
Location ^ ^ 4 ^ ...  ^ f . .  ..!.?......
Borehole N o  \f.. y............... Ground Level.
Sample No(s) .....................
(O.D.
Sample
No. Type Depth ft. ins.
Section
Depth 
about O .D .
or below 
Ground Level
Thickness 
of Stratum
ft. ins.
Description of Soil
Penetration Test cr 
Undisturbed Sampling
Pen’t ’n. Blows Rods 
ins. No. W t.— lbs.
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CHAPTER 6 ISEVBNQAKS BYPASS
i .
IN-SITU SHEAR PARAMETERS, PRE AND POST 
CONSTRUCTION. STABILITY
6.1 Slope Stability Theory and the Methods of Analysis Used
It is general practice to assess slope stability problems 
by means of limit equilibrium methods. In such methods either 
the geometry of an existing slip surface is known or .one is 
assumed and an estimate is made of the factor of safety of the 
slope in a two dimensional analysis. This factor of safety is 
defined as the ratio of the available shear strength of the 
soil to that required to maintain, equilibrium (Bishop 1955)? 
and Kenney (1956) has shown that the error due to applying a 
two dimensional analysis to a three dimensional problem will 
be unlikely to exceed 10^ and this error will be on the safe 
side.
Analysis may be carried out using either Total, Stress or 
Effective Stress methods. Total Stress analysis tising shear 
parameters obtained from quick undrained tests is only 
appropriate to slope stability problems in saturated clays 
where insufficient time has elapsed for a change in water 
content to occur since the slope Was formed* In all other 
situations, which includes Sevenoaks, the Effective Stress 
analysis should be used. This involves the principle 
originally stated by Tersaghi (1936) that the effective stress 
O’* within an element of saturated soil is srf = CT - U.
Where CT is the total stress.
and U is the porewater pressure in the element *
The pore water pressure for saturated soils below the
water table such as at Sevenoaks may be obtained from
hydraulic piezometers of the type previously described in 
Chapter The piezometric pressure U = h where h is-
the piezometric head and the density of water.
In terms of effective stress the shear strength mobilised 
under conditions of limiting equilibrium is
S = grv +  (0^ - u) tan
and for situations where the residual parameters are operative 
then
S = (<r* -n) t a n ^ r
F
In considering the problem of the.stability of a long slope
with regular ground water conditions and seepage parallel to
ground surface Skempton and Delory (1957) showed that
p ~ Q t ^ ( $. Z  . -.o)-\-cux
If. Z . p  , Cs>& p  .
when C* = 0 and -  0 *  r
then F = ( 2 . - u ) <Pr
2: . s ^ p . c & s p  . 
where F is the factor of safety against sliding;
If is the density of the soil;
z is the depth of the slip surface below ground level;
u is the pore water pressure at depth z;
p  is the slope angle;
j6 *v is the residual angle of shearing resistancee
In the situation in which the ground water table
coincides with the ground surface then
U  =  . Z  . cos x (3
where is the density of water
and F = ( y-y«o) . t±lj£r
If p
but  ^ ) is approximately 0*5 and thus the angle of
A slope at which stability is oust maintained, i*e* where F = 1,
is tan p ~  tan 1 ^  .
Therefore in the range of values of p and
encountered in many slopes, the ultimate angle of slope against
landsliding is ^  f t* .
P -  “2"
This result had a limited application at Sevenoaks to the r 
solifluetion lobes although it should only have been used if 
it could be shown that the lobes had failed by moving along 
their entire length at any one time® For the general 
stability calculations at Sevenoaks analyses have been used 
which involve the method of slices*
At Sevenoaks the stability of all the existing natural 
slopes and of the proposed earthworks was dictated by the 
presence of extensive planar principal slip surfaces with 
their resistances to shearing being at their residual values 
as defined by Skempton (i9&!-)*
Where planar surfaces are present the use of the slip 
circle stability analysis is clearly inappropriate. The 
methods of analysis used at this site were those developed by 
Janbu, Bjjerrura and Kjaernsli (1956) and Morgenstern and Price 
( 1 9 6 5 ) .
Both these methods are developments on the basis circular 
arc work by Bishop (1955) who used the method of slices and 
the details of which are outlined below.
The equilibrium of a slice (see the Pig. overleaf) is
considered and
are the resultant total horizontal forces on 
Section n and n*1 respectively.
are the vertical shear forces, 
total slice weight.
total normal force acting on the base.
total shear force acting on the-base*
angle to the horizontal of the slice base.
the horizontal distance of the slice from the 
centre of rotation.
The factor of safety (P) is defined as the ratio of the 
available shear strength of the soil to that required to 
maintain equilibrium.
n* n+1 
V  Xn+1
w;
p
s
©4
X
aForces on a Slice.
W
F o rc e  D io g r o m .
the shear strength mobilised,
  0)
F
r*“  pand for the slice considered s —  .
t
/, S s i  f -*• ( £ - u)*nsun $>'] 
p  £» >
Taking moments about 0 then W . x  ■» C  S.t.6,
. \  P « ^  [c^l J . . - •• ' f a )
^W.x. *-
Resolving the forces normal to the slip surface 
P  - ( W  1* X w * ^ » i + i ^ , ^ d S o I  •** ( E n  “ ^h+i). °l-
© *CT • e £
The simplest type of analysis assumes that 
^  |j(^h—Kk+5 — CCH-^ n^ -r)
may be neglected, in which case a
3? » J> . £ fc’l -v fWco5cL-*ut)‘k^^,J . . * * ' * * ' (O
^LW.x
using this equation leads to conservative design® Referring 
back to Equation (2), if P is obtained by resolving the forces 
vertically then 
p x [vV "<• (x"nn*() “■ ^ ' So*\*Lj . Jl
CoScL
Now S - it = -^ "* OP— u 1 0 J
• p s r
C o S  Oi, ( I
F
Substituting in Equation (2) and putting 
i s .^L  a **d 3c ~ S. .
then
F = _ l _  . ^  { sik. 4 l^ - ^  -  b^ c'-  u-w / )  J _ ± b _ ) w i - f
£y4.S<**&. g^.TcA V ^  YgU\ Cl . ^ GC*i>&>)
p
Equation (4) may be resolved by selecting appropriate 
values for (Xn ) to equal zero* A first approximation
may be obtained by assuming that Xn - = 0 and if W = P
then 1
■ ^ t c 1 J / | + - W 3° l )  /C)
Jv •  run II I 1 n — III. , nmi. .11 .... ...........
P
Equation (5) is clearly applicable also to equal slice 
widths with a non~circular basal slip surface but there is an
increase in the shear forces between slices which causes
greater error if - is ignored* The Janbu method
however, uses Equation (5) with an additional factor ff0*
which largely accounts for the shape of the failing mass"*. The
Janbu expression for equal width slices is then
j? L  Cg-'-*- j i__
p.hZ 'y* h£
where (j + )
— --- ------ g — .
( | )
for which graphs have been prepared, and where f is obtained
from a further graph and is dependant upon soil shear 
parameters and the shape factor*
The tabular method associated with this analysis was used 
and examples of its use are shown in Section 6*2.
The Morgenstern and Price computer programme sets out to 
solve all conditions for equilibrium. The problem is 
statically indeterminate because of the unknown relationship 
between the X and E forces, however in this problem the authors 
assume then. X = A.f(x)E where f(x) is chosen intuitively by th 
user of the programme on the basis of the ratio of shear forces 
horizontal forces will be greater at points of higher slip . 
surface curvature and lower at areas of high pore water 
pressure*
The paper concludes that the Janbu method can overestimate: 
the factor of safety by 3% or less*
Extensive use was made of this programme during the period 
of earthworks design and the results are discussed in Section : 
6*3*
6*2 Site Failures and In-situ Shear Parameters
(a) Embankment Failure Ch. 281+50
The initial earthworks failure on the site occurred during 
April 1965 when an embankment slipped after reaching only 
15 ft* of its intended U5 ft* height (see Plate 6*1)*
This took place at Ch* 281+50 at the head of Lobe B* 
Following this failure, slip indicators were introduced
Embankment failure at CJh.281 + 50 ■- 
showing the headslcpe after the induced 
fai lure.
into the boreholesjMR. 1, 2, 3 and 3A at the position 
shown in Fig. 6.1 and a pattern of pegs was driven into 
the area of the toe of the slip.
Daring May 1965 failed section was loaded with an 
additional increment of 2 ft. of material until failure 
was again induced. Detailed level and slip indicator 
records were kept of the movements which enabled the 
sections in Fig. 6.2 to be plotted with the position of 
the principal slip surface which was in the Atherfield . 
clasf. It was interesting to note that movements were 
recorded in B.H. M.R. 3, which was to the north of the 
failed embankment headslope. It was therefore established 
that the failure was not oust a localised event.
Analyses have been carried out using Janbu-s method in 
an endeavour to assess the in™situ shear parameters* The 
first calculations were carried out on the failed profile 
that existed a month after the first movement. The 
assumed pore water pressures equivalent to ground water 
level at 3 ft. 6 in. below ground level are based on the 
highest recorded values for April - May from the nearby 
Lobe B piezometers (see Chapter b )
The b  weeks delay between the time of placing the fill 
and the taking of levels on the section is thought to 
have been, sufficient to allow the construction pore water 
pressures to have dissipated into the drainage layer at 
the base of the embankment. The embankment material was 
obtained from, the Hythe Beds for which Cf = 0 and ~ 30
The analysis (Fig. 6.2A) indicated that for the above 
conditions the slip surface material needed residual 
parameters of C!r = 0 and 0 * = 11.75° for a factor of
safety of 1.0. This result compares well with the 
laboratory values of 0 and 12° obtained from samples of 
Atherfield clay from the trial pit W.B.1 (see Table 5*5) 
and further underlines the anomalous values from Trial 
Pit 288.
A  second set of calculations (see Fig. 6.2B) was carried 
out on the slipped profile after the movements induced 
by additional loading. The parameters used were the 
same as those in the first calculations, with the 
exception of the pore water pressures. In this instance 
the pore presstires were increased due to the leading on 
the assumption that B = 1. With these conditions the 
factor of safety was again 1.0 which confirmed the 
previous conclusions.
Failed Ton Soil Tin — Lobe D. Ch. 300H
During the period of the investigations an 18 ft. high 
top soil tip failed. It v/as located near Route H 
Ghainage 300 and on the Lobe D (see Fig. No. 6.3}* The 
failed profile of the tip is shown on Fig. 6 . b  with the 
slip surface at a depth of 9 ft. This depth was based 
upon nearby Borehole No. 19 and this appears quite 
reasonable on the profile. The non-circular nature of
the failure surface is easily recognised from the graben 
formations (indicative of high shear stresses) that 
developed at the head of the slipped mass.
For the purposes of the analysis, the pore water pressures 
were assumed to be similar to those recorded in similar 
locations in Lobe E and F i.e. equivalent to ground 
water level 2 ft. below ground level. The top soil 
which was very silty and stoney was given parameters of 
C1 = 0 and 0 ' = 30°. From Fig. 6.J4A  it may be seen that 
for a factor of safety of unity the required slip surface 
residual parameters were C ’^  = 0 and 0 ' = *12.6°. This
value is 85% of the average residual parameters CT = 0 
and 0 X ^ = 11}..75° for shallow slip surfaces in solifluction 
material (see Table 5*5)*
Excavation Failure - Lobe G-
During September 1965 an extensive trial v/as undertaken to 
to excavate and replace the entire depth of unstable 
material at Lobe G. The excavation passed.through, a 
spring line at 18 ft. now thought to be the junction, 
between the lobe and the lower sheet and finally passed 
into what appeared to be unweathered blue Y/eald Clay at 
28 ft. below ground level. This clay v/as seen to be 
extensively sheared. It v/as the aim of the site staff to 
carry this excavation some 5 ft. into the Weald Clay, but 
upon talcing the depth of the excavation below 30 ft* the
entire north face of the excavation started moving on a 
slip surface at the 30 ft. depth in the Weald Clay. The 
movement grew to k  ft. per day and over the fourteen days 
that the movement continued it was estimated that the 
face of the excavation moved approximately I4.0 ft. Head 
slopes and graben formations appeared at intervals in the 
field to the north of the excavation and the furthest 
crack was 500 ft. from the excavation. A section of the 
failure is shown in Fig. 6.3 and this has been analysed 
using the segmental piezometric data for Lobes E and F 
from Chapter A. The slip surface was at the base of the 
lower sheet and therefore the results for piezometers at 
depths greater than 15 ft. were used. Although the 
maximum piesometric levels are not usually reached until 
the end of October, the average maximum values were used 
in the calculations and for a Factor of Safety of 1.0 the 
residual parameters for the slip surface in the Weald Clay 
are C*r = 0 and 0 Xr = 10^°. With a more pessimistic view 
of the piezometer data and using the actual individual 
maximum values then C !r = 0  and 0 X = 11^°.
There are no results for tests on comparable material; the 
samples from the series of Trial Pits 300H etc. whilst 
taken from slip surfaces in the Weald Clay below the lower 
sheet were in weathered clay. Table 5.5 however indicated 
values of C’^ = 0 and 0 X ^ = 15.5° for this material.
The movement was seen to occur at the base of the lower 
sheet but it can be assumed that the lobe itself must
also have been in ajcritical state of equilibrium. An 
analysis has been carried out using the average minimum 
piezometric heads from Lobes E and F for the 10 ft© to 
15 ft. piezometers for which the necessary residual shear 
parameter for a factor of safety of 1,0 are C* = 0 and 
f6*r = 11°. The average laboratory residual values for 
the two acceptable tests from Pit P.2 were C*' = 0 and
t ' r  = 154°.
The analyses of this failure indicate that the in~situ 
parameters are only some 66 to 72 per cent of the 
laboratory parameters.
Too Soil Tip Failure - Lobe P
An 8 ftc high topsoil tip which was situated within 
Segment C of Lobe P (Pig. 3©33) failed during the same 
period as the tip in. 6.2(b). It is not realistic to 
analyse this failure in an endeavour to obtain in-situ 
parameters because for such an insignificant structure 
the failure zone is unlikely to have been deeper than 6 ft 
below ground Level. The failure has therefore occurred 
on secondary thrust surfaces whose geometry is quite 
unknown (see Plates 3.6 and 9) and not on the principal 
slip surface which was located during the investigations
at approximately 13 ft. below ground level. This failure 
leads to the conclusion that the secondary surfaces as 
seen in Pit P.3 may be quite readily mobilised.
Pre Construction Assessment of Stability
Landsliuped edge of the Hythe Beds Bsearnmenf
The one area where landslipping of the Hythe Beds was 
seen to have occurred at the edge of the escarpment was 
just east of Hubbard Hill where the series of W.B. Trial 
pits were made. It was considered necessary to check 
that the laboratory shear parameters arrived at during 
the investigation would provide a factor of safety of 
unity with pore water pressures higher than those record: 
on the site. The pressures assumed were equivalent to a 
ground water level at* 52i4-.0 in the escarpment (an increae 
in level of 5 ft. over the maximum recorded) running out 
to ground level at the Y/eald Clay bulge and continuing at 
the ground surface down the entire slope of Lobe D, as 
shown in Pig. 6.3© The shear parameter used were - 0j-
and = 30° for the Hythe Beds and C1^ a 0 and ^ = i t -  
for all slip surfaces in the Atherfield Clay and 
solifluction material.
By Janbu* s method the minimum factor of safety obtained 
was 1.01 and on the basis of this preliminary v/ork the
bulk of the earthworks v/as designed using these same shear 
parameters.
Using the maximum pore water pressures recorded to date 
on this section the factor of safety becomes 1.39.
Solifluction Lobes and Sheets
During the investigations the piezometer data for the 
lobes was scanty and apparently erratic and it seemed 
impossible to assess correctly the stability of the lobes. 
Open-tube shallow holes recorded the ground water level 
at ground level and it was on the basis of these observaHc 
and the assumption that regular wa$er table conditions 
existed that the calculations were carried out.
The average ground slopes of the five lobes surveyed
A
were: Lobe B 7.6
Lobe C 7.2°
Lobe D 7.if°
Lobe E 6.5°
Lobe F 7.25°
If the water table is at ground level9 with regular
conditions then for the slope to be oust stable must
be at least twice the slope angle (see Section 6.1) l ce&
for the five lobes it was assumed that they were Just
stable then the necessary J0* would.'be between 13° &nd
15.2°.
Lobe F f which v/as investigated is such detail has an 
average laboratory $ fr value from two sets of tests of
15*25°© This corresponded well v/ith the required value 
of* 1ii45° indicated that the overall stability of Lobe
F was tan ) / tan 7©25° i.e. 1c06:c
The sheet to the south of the lobes had a ground slope of 
only I}.0 and was therefore relatively stable with a factor 
of safety of tan 7©625/ tan I4.0 = 1 ©92©
For all earthworks designs involving the lobes and sheets 
the residual parameters used were C* = 0 ;  j6* ^ = 1h°.
The sheet did cause complications to the construction of 
the 30 ft© high embankment at Ch© 309H, the details of 
which are given in Chapter 7©
Proposed Earthworks Cru 28OH to Ch.*, 300H
^Analyses of the proposed earthworks in the area of the 
escarpment were carried out for many of the section lines 
shown on Fig© 3*2.
This work was carried, out on the basis of the then known 
geometry of the different beds9 the incomplete data 
available on the effects of counterforts on ground water 
lowering and the rather generalised shear parameter data 
referred to in 6»3&© The analyses were done at the City 
University using the Morgenstern and Price computer 
programme with assistance from Dr. Price©
In the first instance Section Line 5B was analysed to 
obtain the geometry of the he ad slope through the Kythe 
Beds v/hich gave the minimum, factor of safety* This angle
proved to be b 3 z ° horizontal and this value v/as
used in all future analyses involving the Hythe Beds©
For the large number of sections and therefore analyses, 
the programme proved to be of great assistance in speeding 
up the design0 The results of these analyses are listed 
in Table 6©1 from which it may be seen that the lowest 
factor of safety was 1*173 at Section U where an 18 ft© 
high flyash embankment was to be constructed with 1 on b  
side slopes©
At Hubbards Hill the Bypass route was to be in cutting 
some 20 ft. below the then existing Hubbards Hill 1Ridge'. 
This meant that comparatively high pore water pressures 
were present within the ridge which did not allow its 
removal in one excavation manouvre. Analyses carried out, 
using the actual pore pressures measured at that time (tFul* 
1967) indicated that the excavation could be made to full 
depth at Sections 5A (factor of safety 1.18) and Che295*62 
(F.0.3© 1©20) whilst between these sections the depth was 
restricted to 516.0 ft. O.D. at Section 293 (factor of 
safety 1*05) and 51U.0 ft. O.D© at Section 50 (Fo0.S. 1.05 
Upon completion of this first stage excavation counterfort 
drains v/ere installed at 60 ft. centres to a depth of 15 f 
below the excavated level and piezometers were sited to 
measure the drainage affects© By September 1967 the pore 
water pressures had been reduced to a level that allowed 
the completion of the excavation (F.O.S©. 1 ©10) and the 
installation of the final counterfort drains to make a
pattern through this area at 30 ft. centres. Half had 
their inverts at a lesser depth because they had been 
installed after the first stage cuts The counterforts 
were arranged to be at an angle which bisected the slope 
direction of the natural ground and that of the cutting*
6*h Post-Construction Assessment of Stability
During the construction of the drainage and earthworks the 
geometry of the revealed strata was plotted (see Chapter 3) and 
both concurrently and subsequently additional piesometric data 
has been recorded and assessed (see Chapter b )• This extra 
detail has enabled the site failures to be analysed to obtain 
the in-situ parameter (see 6*2) and a reassessment to be made 
of the more critical areas as revealed by the design work*
(a) Earthworks Ch-> 280H to Ch. 3Q0H
From Table 6.1 it may be seen that the two most critical 
sections v/ere Section 5A where the floor of the cutting 
was expected to be entirely in Atherfield clay and Section 
U where an 18 ft. high flyash embankment v/as to be 
constructed on the head of Lobe C 9 Section 283H was also 
analysed following the discovery of discontinuities in 
the Hythe Beds (see Figs. 3.21+ and 3.25).
The details of this Section are shown in. Fig* 6.6 
which indicates the geometry of the beds, the pore 
water pressures measured and the shape of the slip 
surface which now give a minimum factor of safety 
of 1*30. The calculations for this are given in 
Fig. 6.6A and it should be noted that 11§° was used 
as the residual value of the Atherfield clay and 
30° for the Hythe Beds* The increase in the factor 
of safety has been caused entirely by the level of 
the Hythe Beds being some ten feet lower than, had 
been anticipated on this section.
Section U
No revision was made to the strata geometry which 
is shown in Fig. 6.7 but the section has been 
re-analysed xising the ’in-situfparameter* of 1lf°«
The minimum factor of safety calculated (see Fig. 
6.7A) was 1.07 using the maximum post-construction 
pore water pressure readings. This compares badly 
with the design value of 1.173* However in neither 
of these calculations was any account made of the 
effect of having the counterfort drains in this area. 
These were constructed 3 ft. wide at 30 ft. centres 
with material having a 0 *  r  of at least 30°. The 
average 0 ' value was therefore (27 x 11| + 3 x 30)/ 
30 i.e. 13»5°. Using this value (Fig. 6.7A) the 
factor of safety rose to 1.23*
(3) Section 283.H
For the analysis of this section in. the first 
instance the parameters used were the curved envelope 
for the Atherfield clay (Fig. 5*37) from G-.T. 76 
v/hich lies in Section 283H, and C ! = 0; 0 X — 30° 
for the Hjrthe Beds. The details of the Section, are 
shown in Fig. 6.8 and include the maximum pore water 
pressure line for January 1969 and the slip surface 
for v/hich the minimum value for the factor of safety 
was obtained. Calculations were carried out for both 
the original and the revised ground profiles and the 
results were factors of safety of 1.105 and 1.170 
respectively, i.e. the post construction geometry was 
safer than the original ground profile.
(b) Iiythe Beds Escarpment
In analysing Section 283H a further series of calculation 
v/as undertaken to establish Hythe Beds parameters with 
which the original ground profile had a factor of safety 
of unity when the pore water pressure line v/as increased 
generally by ij. ft.
With Cf ■=* 0; 0 * =s 27° the factor was 1 .050.
The correct assessment of the Hythe Beds parameters is an 
impossible task as a slip surface can involve the faces 
of fissured Ragstqne and Hassock blocks, the sandy silt 
of the softer laydrs and the slickensided red-brown clay
seams found on Section 283H. The lowest shear resistance 
is provided by the red-brown clay for which laboratory
The highest resistance is provided by the Ragstone and 
Hassock seams for which the value for 0' could be 30° 
with a very high C1 * The use of 0 X = 27° is likely to be 
pessimistic but however it does provide comparative results 
There is a large house (Weaid Place) which is sited on. 
Section 5 (see Pig. 6.9) some 350 ft. from the top of the 
new cutting and the discovery of the slickensided clay 
seams in the Hythe Beds called for a reappraisal of the 
stability in this section. Analyses were carried out 
using the 283H derived parameters and the pore water 
pressures k ft. higher than the maximums that have been 
recorded*
On Pig. 6.9 four of the failure surfaces v/hich were 
analysed are shown and the results for the first three 
were as follows
The true mode of movement that has occurred at some 
period has been related to the development of the 
vertical fissures and the attendent horizontal displace­
ment towards the south of the large blocks of Hythe Beds* 
Analysis of failure surface No. b indicated that under 
the maximum recorded pore water pressures the block to
tests indicated shear parameters of C fr = 0  and 0* v = 20°.
Analysis No. Factor of Safety•
1
2
3
1 *2i|.0 
1 .210  
1*165
the south has a factor of safety of i+.OU against sliding. 
With the assumed h ft. higher pore water pressure, this 
factor reduces to 3063 and with the pressures equivalent 
to ground water level at the ground surface the minimum 
possible value becomes 0.81. The cause of the reduction 
in the factor of safety is largely due to the large 
hydrostatic force within the fissure. However further 
back into the escarpment the thickness of the beds is not 
increasing at a sufficient rate to offset the increase in 
shear resistance along the base and an analysis involving 
a fissure U20 ft. to the north of Analysis No. b gives a 
factor of safety of 1.075» iae. under what is an: impossibly 
extreme condition for the Hythe Beds of having the ground 
water level at ground surface no movement would have 
occurred further back than 660 ft. from the edge of the 
escerpment.
Lobe F
Referring back to Chapter 3> Section 3 mention, v/as made of 
the turbulance of the topography of Lobe F, particularly 
as the toe is approached. These marked undulations occur 
over the lengths of Segments E and F (see Fig. 3«33) and 
indicate tliat quite recent movements must have occurred 
here to maintain these features. A series of calculations 
has been carried out using the average maximum pore
it
pressure data (seel Chapter k) for each segment. It v/as
found the most unstable section of the lobe is the toe 
section v/hich runs from the toe to mid-way up Segment E 
i.e. the zone of turbulance.
The calculations were then repeated to find the shear 
parameters over this marginally stable toe which gives 
v/orst condition that have existed during this period of 
detailed records. This analysis indicated that in-situ 
parameters of C 1^  = 0 and 0 1 = 11° give a factor of
safety of 1.01 over the least stable length. Using these 
parameters the factor of safety for the whole of Segments 
E and F was 1.09, whilst the over-all factor for the 
whole lobe was 1.05. It is considered that the above 
method used to derive the parameters v/as reasonable and.. 
what is more the results of this analysis are the same 
as those obtained for the excavation failure in Lobe G.
Conclusions 
Stability of the Escarpment
Landslipping of the escarpments’ edge has occurred where 
the proportion of blocky Hythe Beds material is very small 
compared to the thickness of the basal clayey silt layer. 
Such movements must be expected to continue in those areas 
where erosional processes are allowed to proceed unchecked
and steepening of the profile occurs.
The large scale movements which are associated with the 
fissures, i.e. the slip surfaces in the top of the 
Atherfield clay immediately beneath the Hythe Beds and 
the 1bow wave1 of Atherfield clay in front of the Hythe 
Beds ’thrust block1, could not have occurred under 
contemporary conditions. Even with ground water at 
ground level in the escarpment no movement would have 
taken place further north than 700 ft. from the 
escarpment edge. It has been mentioned in Chapter 3 
that total horizontal movement up to 300 ft. have been 
recognised and that open fissures have been seen 1500 ft. 
from the edge of the escarpment.
To induce the movement of such an area of Hythe Beds 
required a force so large that it can only have been 
provided by the formation of ice wedges to the full 
depth of the 160 ft. deep fissures.
Stability of the Lobes
The lobes are only marginally stable and periodically 
fail over their lower sections during times of marginally 
higher pore water pressures than were recorded during the 
investigation.
Shear Parameters
The analysis of the site failures and the assessment of 
the lobes does indicate the likelihood that the laboratory 
shear parameters are higher than the actual site 
parameters. Work at Imperial College (discussion with 
Professor Skempton) and at Manchester University (personal 
communication Professor Rowe) where ring shear apparatus 
have been used to subject the samples to very large 
strains show that residual values are obtained that are 
considerably less than those given in the reversible 
shear box and the triaxial test.
Pre-Construction Stability Analyses
Computer or
Ground Section Earthworks Janbu Factor of Safety
Natural Slope NIL J 1.0
298*1ij. (High p.w.p.)
, 1.39.
(existing
CH. 28i|H Fly Ash 
Embankment
C 1 *29
Cutting & 
Embankment
C 1 .475
Section, b Fly Ash 
Embankment
J 1*173
Section l\A Fly Ash 
Embankment
C 1 *224.9
Section bA Cutting and 
Embankment
C 1 .368
Section 5A Cutting C 1.230
Section 58 Cutting C 1.290
Section 5C Cutting C 1 .268
Section 6 Cutting C 1 .378
Weald Bridge Cutting C 1 »5<\b
Skew Section Cutting C 1.290
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CHAPTER 7 SEVENOAKS BYPASS
IN-SITU c o n s o l i d a t i o n: CHARACTERISTICS 
AND THE EFFECTS OF SAND DRAINS
7*1 Consolidation and Sand Drain Theory
During the ensuing sections of this chapter the 
dissipation of pore water pressure recorded by piezometers
beneath a trial embankment is compared with the dissipation 
(or consolidation) data obtained from standard oedoneter 
tests on samples recovered from the same area. The factor 
by which these two sets of data varied was then applied to
consolidation characteristics to be used in the design of a 
sand-drain installation beneath a 50 ft, high embankment-.
The evaluation of the consolidation characteristics from 
both the oedometer tests and the in-situ piezometer data 
were carried out on the basis of the theory of one-dimensional 
consolidation developed by Terzaghi (*1936), The oedometer 
sample is subjected to the condition of constant initial 
hydrostatic excess pressure. Although this same condition . 
does not strictly apply to the in-situ case it has been 
assumed to be so, as the results are only to be used on a 
comparative basis.
In the case of constant initial hydrostatic excess the 
-consolidation ratio (ui) at a point within a homogeneous'
the oedometer ' results from a different area to give
w
where M  - Ji
This expression has been used by Taylor (19I4.8) to give 
his Fig* 10*9 p* 235 which' shows the consolidation ratio as 
a function of depth and the time factor T (= )*
Taylors* graph has been used in processing the in-situ data*
For the oedometer test the average degree of consolidation 
over the depth of the Stratum (U) developed from (1) above, 
is used
77 _ I —  ^  .zL . . > •
“Tp-fa - o *
The design of the sand drain installation was carried out 
on the basis of a report by Skempton and Henkel. (1950)* This 
report is based upon the average consolidation due to vertical 
drainage (Uy ) where Uy = U in Equation (2) above; average 
consolidation due to horizontal radial drainage (tf^ ) solved 
by Rendulic (1935) where U, = 1 - exp* f~ - 8 • Cy. T 1
L V .F W  J •
where ¥ (y\) s
0\A\d n  =
l)w
where Dg = effective diameter of zone of influence of one drain 
Dyy =t diameter of drain*
Carillo (19U2) combined the two solutions above to give the 
total degree of consolidation (Uv jj) due to both vertical and 
horizontal consolidation
I -  U v h  = ( l - U v ) f l -  U m )
’ U v h  x  (dv -Uh)
This problem for the homogeneous material has been stated 
previously by both Ter-zaghi (1924-3) and Baron ("1924-8).
7.2 Consolidation Characteristics derived from a
Trial Embankment ~ Ch. 3274-00«
In the early stages of the investigation (Nobember 19&5) 
a trial embankment was constructed at the request of the Road 
Research Laboratory at Ch.327 on the original route and lying 
between Lobes E and F (see Fig* 7.1 )• The foundation material 
was instrumented with 50 No. closed circuit manometer 
piezometers which were used to monitor the rise in pore water 
pressure during the placing of the 7 ft. 3 in. of fill and the 
gradual dissipation during the subsequent steady state. The 
layout of the piezometers which is shown in Fig. 7.2 consisted 
of four groups within the fill area placed at depths down to 
28 ft* below ground level and two groups placed to the north 
and south of the trial embankment to a depth of 22 *ft. 6 in.
Borehole No. 327/1 was made in the Group A piezometers 
and it indicated that the soliflucted material was some 1li ft* 
thick above 12 ft. of Weathered V/eald Clay v/ith unweathered 
Weald Clay at 26 ft* below ground level. Table 7.1 lists the 
Index properties, moisture contents and sample descriptions 
for this borehole'*
The piezometers consisted of ceramic porous pots complete 
with two brass connections to which were fixed two double
walled polythese tubes. The piezometer tips were placed in 
separate boreholes at the required depths and sealed below 
and above in the manner detailed in Chapter b for the open 
tube piezometers. The polythene tubes were placed in shallow 
sand filled trenches and run back to the piezometer hut (see 
Pig. 7.2) where each tube was connected to a mercury manometer 
which was in turn connected to a constant head tank. The 
system was filled with de-aired water and regular readings of 
the manometers were made, from which the pore water pressure 
at the piezometer tip could be calculated (see Fig. 7.3).
Table 7.2 lists all the piezometers installed and the data 
that was abstracted from their readings taken both during the 
placing of the embankment and subsequently. The degree of 
consolidation has been restricted to the time of 9 days from 
the finish of the filling because of heavy rainfall which 
affected the readings of all the piezometers both inside and 
outside the fill areas. Consolidation - J  time graphs have 
been drawn (see Figs. 7.Aa to f) for all the working 
piezometers from Groups E, A, D and C. Fig. No. 7.5 shows 
the rise in pore water pressure recorded by each piezometer - 
following the placing of the embankment fill. It is notable 
that no piezometer in the soliflucted material showed any 
rise greater than 2 ft. head of water.
When the consolidation data for nine days after loading 
(taken from Table 7.2) is plotted against depth a best near 
line may be plotted curving from zero consolidation at 32 ft. 
depth to 100$ at 6 ft. 'depth as shown in Fig. No. 7.6. From
this Fig. the consolidation characteristics of the in-situ 
material have been calculated using the Taylorfe Graph mentioned 
under Section 7.1#
H = 32-6 = 26 ft.
z = (depth below datum level for each point considered) 
i.e. depth below ground minus 6 ft.
t = 9  days.
Table 7.3 lists the calculated in-situ coefficients of 
consolidation and if these are compared with the oedometer 
results then the average Cv from the laboratory between 13 ft. 
and 20 ft. below ground for the pressure range considered was 
(from Table 5.6) 260 ft.^/yr whilst the in-situ values for the 
same range of depth are 3220 ft. /yr. The factor for 
in-situ Cv/laboratory Cv = 3220/260 = 12.2*.
In placing the embankment fill the amounts detailed in 
Table 7*2 were completed in eight days at the end of October - 
beginning of November, This was then followed by rain before a 
final 6 in. was placed over a period of two days some two and 
a half weeks later. Figures 7.7 is the plot of B for each 
piezometer in Group D for the first 5 ft. 9 in. of fill and 
the later 6 in. It is apparant that B has increased 
dramatically between the two periods and is no doubt due to 
the affects of the first loading and the higher water table 
causing the clay to be nearer a saturated state.
7*3 Sand Drain Design and Performance! for 50 ft* Embankment
CH„ 509 H
m m m — w M  m i r i i u u c t » ■ —
For the new route H it was essential to lift the vertical 
alignment at the critical cut section at Hubbards Hill, This 
made it necessary to construct an embankment which at its 
shoulder rose to a height of 50 ft. above the ground level at 
Ch. 309H (see Fig..7*1)• in this area slip surfaces had been 
proved at the interface between the solifluction material and 
the weathered Weald Clay and also within the weathered Weald 
Clay (see Chapter 3)« These surfaces were found to a depth,
of 12 ft. below ground level.
For the contract it was imperative that the construction 
of the 309H embankment be completed within U  months during 
1967. Calculations were carried out on the basis that:
(1) the slip surfaces existed to depths of 15 ft. 
below ground level*
(2) the shear parameters were C 1^  = 0;-$f = 114.°.
(3) the minimum factor of safety during construction 
should not be less than 1.1.
(i+) the pore water pressure line rose geometrically 
similar to the shape of the rising embankment.
From these calculations it was found that 52 ft. head of 
water was the maximum permissible pore water pressure at a
depth of 15 ft. below original ground level under the completed
embankment!s shoulder* i.e. the increase in pore water pressure 
should not exceed 37 ft.
From Table 5.6 the average laboratory value of Cy for
o
the anticipated pressured range was 26 ft. /yr. The results 
from the trial embankment had indicated that the in-situ 
value be much larger than the laboratory and the assumption 
was made that the correction factor would have the same value 
of 12./+ in the soliflucted Weald Clay at Ch. 309H as at Ch. 
327. The in-situ Cy v/as taken to be 12./+x26 = 322 ft.2/yr.
The likely porewater pressure increase was assessed on 
the basis that
(a) the in-situ Cy was 322 ft.2/yr.
(b) B v/as unity - the work was expected to start as 
soon as earthworks were possible at the end of the 
winter when the water table would still be high.
(c) the consolidation was one dimensional, taking place 
vertically - the correction factor of 12./+ taking 
account of the horizontal and vertical affects of 
the silt laminae and fissures.
The results of the calculations for a point 15 ft. below
ground surface under the 50 ft. high shoulder constructed at
at a constant increase in height over /+ months are shown in
Table 7*/+« The average Uy value of 0./+8 indicates that an
excess p.w. pressure of 52 ft. will be developed at the end
of the b months period v/hilst to keep the maximum excess down
to 37 ft. the construction period would need to be extended to
7 months causing a complete disruption to the construction
programme. It was also borne in mind that the assumed in-situ
C !s were liable to be in error and it v/as therefore decided v
to construct a system of sand.drains.
Using 18 in* diameter 20 ft, long drains on a triangular 
pattern with 12 ft. between drain centres, calculations (see 
Table 7 *k) indicated that at the end of the h months 
construction, the maximum excess would be 2i+ ft* of water* 
This design was accepted and used under all areas where the 
embankment was to be greater than 20 ft* high.
The sand drains were installed by means of rotary flight 
auger rigs and back filled with sharp washed sand complying 
v/ith Zone 3 of Table 2, B.S-.882:1965* Upon completion of the 
drains a system of control piezometers was installed similar 
to these used at Ch. 327* Five groups of three piezometers 
each were placed at depths of 3 ft., 8 ft. and 15 ft. in the 
section v/here the embankment was to be at its maximum height 
as shown in Fig. 7#8. The boreholes for the piezometers were 
positioned to be equidistant from any of three sand drains 
making the triangular pattern. The group A piezometers were 
placed outside the limits of the sand drain installation. 
Prior to placing the fill an 18 in. stone blanket was placed 
which conformed in grading to Type 1 sub-base of the Ministry 
of Transport Specification for Road and Bridgeworks.
A complete series of curves was obtained by calculation 
to cover the maximum permissible pore Y/ater pressure at each' 
piezometer for each level of the embankment and these are 
shown in Fig. 7.9a- to 9e. On these graphs v/ere plotted the 
pore pressures measured during construction v/hich enabled a 
tight monitoring to be maintained. Filling was only halted 
at one time early on in the construction because the fill was
was being placed too quickly and 6 of the piezometers were 
above their critical values. Otherwise nothing untoward 
occurred and the work was completed on time.
The piezometer readings were continued for nine months 
after the completion of the embankment, Figs. 7*1OA and 10B 
show the plotted data: for both Groups A and E. The curves 
for the other three groups were similar and from all the sets 
of data consolidation curves have been drawn to make Figs.
7.11A to 11E.
The effect of the sand drains should be to cause the 
consolidation/J time curve to have an increased slope and the 
results justify this expectation. In considering the 15 ft. 
deep piezometers, A.3 (outside the sand drain area) has a slope 
of l+.7z1 whilst B.6 and E.15 have slopes of 7.2 and 7.0:1 
respectively, D.12 slopes at only 1+.1:1 but its overall 
behavious was erratic and should possibly be discounted.
Assuming that 1+.7 is the general result then the in-situ
o 2
Cy value is .26 cm /min or 11+6 ft. /yr. A  set of calculations 
has been made similar to those detailed in Table 7.1+ with the 
revised Cv and this lias allowed the expected consolidation 
curves to be plotted in Fig. 7.12. With no sand drains the 
line slope is 1+.7 but when sand drains are installed, upon 
completion of 55% of consolidation the slope of the line is 
6.7;1* At the end of 1+ months construction 60% of the maximum 
possible pore water pressure should be dissipated i.e. the 
consolidation should be proceeding according to the 6*7:1 slope. 
The average for piezometers B.6 and E.15 is 7.1*1 which
compiles well with the expected value*
Similar sets of calculations have been carried out for 
the 8 ft. depth piezometers. The in-situ Cv from Group A is
o p
0.13 cm /min or 73 ft. /yr. and the resulting slope to the 
sand drain consolidation curve shown in Pig. 7.12 is 8.8:1. 
The average slope for the four 8 ft. piezometers is 9*0:1; 
again a good correlation.
At a depth of 3 ft. the sand drains have no influence 
upon rates of consolidation and the range of slopes from 
6.9t1 to 12.9:1 indicate the variability of the solifluction 
material.
Whilst it is very difficult to separate the influence 
of dissipation from the pore water pressure rise graph, four 
steps of sudden loading have been analysed for each of the 
three piezometers in Group S. These piezometers indicate 
that the average value for B was:-
3 ft. deep piezometer B is 0.32.
8 ft. deep piezometer B is 0.U6.
15 ft. deep piezometer B is 0.51.
The design assumed a value of unity and it was fortunate 
that the in-situ B value was as low as 0.5 because this 
compensated for the in-situ Cv being only k5% of the design 
value.
Conclusions
In-situ Coefficient of Consolidation
The piezometers under the trial embankment at Ch. 327 
indicated that the in-situ Cv values were at least 12 time 
those obtained from the laboratory tests on this slightly 
weathered and soliflucted Weald Clay. In the case of the 
main embankment at Ch. 309H the factor was approximately 
6 at 15 ft. below ground level and only 3 at 8 ft. In 
this case the material was much more weathered and 
remoulded. These results confirm the work: by Rowe (1968) 
that in-situ values are higher than oedometer results 
where the material concerned has any degree of 
stratification with possibly silt laminae providing 
drainage paths. The remoulded area of 309H was clearly 
much less influenced as at this point the structure of 
the clay had been largely destroyed.
Sand Drains r
The affects of the sand drains were clearly demonstrated 
when the piezometer data was compared between the areas 
with and without sand drains. The analysis showed that 
these results compared well with the theory used in the 
design of the installation.
The extrapolation of the trial embankment data to the 
main embankment site was not strictly correct as the Cv 
factors were not the same as mentioned previously also 
the factor 3 was never greater than 0.5. Because of 
this last point it is likely that the bank could have 
been constructed without the sand drains. Calculations 
based on the complete data available after construction 
show that for the average condition the excess pore water 
pressure at 15 ft. depth would have been 36 ft. only at 
the end of construction. The maximum permissible was 
37 ft., however local higher values would have been 
obtained and would possibly have placed the embankment 
at risk.
This problem has been met subsequently on other sites 
where the time factor was not so important. The remedy 
that has been evolved consists of the excavation of the 
slip surface material below the side slopes of the 
proposed embankment and either its replacement with a 
granular material or the return of the original material 
in a remoulded state.
KENT COUNTY COUNCIL
BOREHOLE No, 327-1'
SEVENOAKS BY-PASS
Natural • 
Moisture
Content
<sf/°
Index Properties
Depth L.L.
%
P.L.
/°
P. I.
Description of Sample
2*0" 23 68 28 40
Fissured "brown sandy CLAY with 
pockets of sand and fragments of 
sandstone
5*0" 43 68 38 30
Mcttlod "brown and grey sandy CLAY
with fragments of sandstone’
8*6" 28 49 23 27
Mottled brcm and grey sandy CLAY 
with fragments of sandstone
10*0" 37 72 41 31
Blue-grey and brown silty CLAY with 
fragments of sandstone
1316n 43 78
CM 46
Blue-grey and brown silty CLAY with 
fragments of sandstone
13*6" 26 73 29 44 Mottled brown and grey silty CLAY
18*6" 23 45 22
CM
!
Brown and grey sandy CIAY with 
fragments of sandstone
20 !0" 23 36 24 12 Blue-grey and brown silty CLAY
24*6” 20 60 24 36 Fissured grey-broin silty CLAY
I
25’ 6" 29 67 27 40 Fissured grey-brown silty CLAY ;
!
2 6 *6” 17 53 19
j
3t |
i
i
Fissured blue-grey CLAY with partings | 
of silt j
31 >0” 18 57 22 3JJD  !i(
Fissured blue-grey CLAY with partings 
of silt
36*0" 20 44
i
20
i
24 |
Fissured blue-.grey CLAY with partings 
of silt
TABLE 7,2
G-rotrp and 
Depth of 
Fill
E
7ft.31n.
A
7ft.3in.
Trial Embankment - Piezometer Data
Piezo*
No*
Depth 
below 
original 
Gr »Xj *
P.W.P.
Rise
Consolid­
ation at 
9 days fi
-j $ 2'-.6" -
2 5*-0U 1.0 73
3 7* -6" 2.0 63
k* ' 10'-0" -
5 •I 2'-6" 2. mb 35
6 15'-0” 7.5 214.
7 17'-6" 8.k 1*4-
8 20*-0" 7.0 22
9 22*-6" 7.9 13
10* V-o" mm
•
11 6'-0" 0.8 100
12
0100 0.7 79
13 10*-o" 0.7 72
11}. 12’-0" 2.0 58
13
01T 0.8 58
16 10'-0" 2.0 55
17 1S* —0“ 3.9 U1
18 20’-0" 5.6 -29
19
O1J*CVJ 7.0 21|
20
01ODC\J 8.It 8
Material
Solifluetion 
Solifluction 
Solifluetion 
Solifluction 
Weald Clay 
Weald Clay 
Weald Clay 
V/eald Clay 
Weald Clay
Solifluetion 
Solifluction 
Solifluction 
Solifluction 
Solifluction 
Solifluction 
V/eald Clay 
Weald Clay 
V/eald Clay 
Weald Clay 
Weald Clay
H 21* 13* ~6tf - Solifluction
22 131 —0tf- - - Solifluction
NIL 23 11f -6BI - - Solifluction
2b 12*-0" e» - Solifluction
E 25 2* -6U -  ' - Solifluction
26 5*-0!l - • - Solifluction
NIL 27 7*-6lf - - Solifluction
28 . 10*-0,} - - Solifluction
29 12* -611 - - Solifluction
30 151 -0,f - Weald Clay
. 31 17f-6" - mm Weald Clay
32
01oCM - mm Weald Clay
33*
VO1CMCM - - Weald Clay
D 3b
OI**>LA 0.3 100. Solifluction
- 35 V  -6" o.U 100 Solifluction
5ft#9in# 36 10'-o" 1.1 76 Solifluction
37 12*-6" 1.5 72 Solifluction
38 15'-0" 2.7 53 V/eald Clay
39 17’-6" b*b 37 Weald Clay
bo
01aCM 7.0 23 Weald Clay
22t*-6" 8.5 23 V/eald Clay
c I42* 2' - 6"
243* 5'-o"
7 ft.3 in . 2j4 T - 6 "
45 10' - 0"
• 46 12' - 6"
47 15’ - 0"
46 17' - 6"
49 20’- 0"
50 . 22' - 6 "
-  -  S o l i f l u c t i o n
~ - Solifluction
0*k 70 Solifluction
0*i» 69 Solifluction
0.7 67 Solifluction
1.9 hi Weald Clay
5*3 16 Weald Clay
5*0 21 Weald Clay
5*0 33 Weald Clay
* denotes unsatisfactory Piezometers.
s m s j L M i
In-situ Consolidation Characteristics
Depth below
ground level P
'(ft.)' g/H Uz T Cv (ft./yr)
( H L s )
t
8 • 08 84 0.10 2750
10 .15 73 0.10 2750
12 .23 63 0.11 3020
14 •31 54 • 13 3570
16 . 00 44 .13 3570
18 •46 37 .13 3570
20 ♦54 30 .13 3570
22 .61 23 .13 3570
24 .69 17 .12 3300
26 .77 12 .12 3300
28 .84 7 .10 2750
TABLE 7.4 
50 ft* Embankment at Cho 309H 
Anticipated Pore Water Pressure Dissipation at 15 ft. depth
?ime (Months) 
T
Cv.T U
V
Ov.T
Dvi*
UH
(a) (b)
< w
(a-b)
UVH
0 * ”* 0 0 - - 0
1
IS .00126 .26 .126 .20 e2^ 6 .05 .41
1 .00252 .38 .252 ♦52 ♦97 .22 o75
'2 .00378 ♦47 •378 •72 1.19 .34 ♦85
2 .00502,. ♦55 •504 .83 1.38 ♦46 ♦92
4 .00630 .61 .630 .89 1*50 o54 <>96
3 .00756 *66 .756 .93 *U59 .62 ♦97
4 r .00382 *70 .882 .96 1.66 ♦67 ♦99
4 .01008 *74 1.008 .100 1.74 ♦74 1.00
9)4.37 9)6*85
.48 ♦76
Sand Drains: Triangular grid with 12 ft* spacings*
D*, ~ 12 = 12*6 ft.
33 07952
= 1.5 ft. (drain diameter)
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CHAPTER 8 LANDSLIPS AT BAYLEY1S HILL 
AND IDE HILL 1967 - 1969
8*1 Extent of the Landslips
Bayley’s Hill (TQ 515 518) is the next north-south 
crossing of the Lower G-reensand escarpment to the west of 
Hubbards Hill on the Sevenoaks Bypass* During 196? 
investigations were requested into the reasons for the failure 
of Bayleyfs Hill at a point where it crosses the footslope to 
the south of the Escarpment (see Pig* 8*1)* Two thirds of the 
road width was failing and moving in a south-easterly direction : 
on a very undulating lobe* This rather minor failure was 
followed in January-Pebruary 1969 by a larger scale landslip, 
which caused a 12 in* step in the road* This later movement 
occurred at the Escarpment and involved almost the width of 
the Bayley*s Hill road, two houses beneath the road, Wickhurst 
Road which serves the houses and the entire area of land shown, 
in Pig* 8*1v Further signs, of instability were found in the 
grounds of High Marley, involving the steep bank to the north of 
the main slip* Plates 8.1 & 2 show the head and toe of the slips*
At the same time as the Bayley*s Hill failure in. 1969
several landslips also occurred at Ide Hill which is again on
the Lower Greens and Escarpment but two miles to the west of
Bayleyf Hill* In this instance the entire width of the road
subsided 18 in* at the Escarpment and involved the area of
i. ' t
land to the south east as delineated by ’Slip No* 1* in Pig.8*2*
Plate 8,1
Bayley’s Hill
Headslope crack is 
visible and the ’High 
Marley1 steep bank is 
to the North,
Phte 8,2
Bayley’s Hill - toe of failure overriding the solifluction 
mantle, ’Nestlewocd* to the left of the picture is on the 
slipping mass.
The road also showed signs of severe stress near Cox’s Fields* 
In addition to these two failures involving the road, two 
additional landslips occurred, one at Croach’s (see Fig* 8,2) 
and the other Gayshaws slip ;just south-east of Hanging Bank. 
The slip at Hanging Bank displaced an entire field by some 
ten feet whilst that at Croach’s destroyed the Garage and 
Gardener’s House and undermined the corner of the main house* 
This spate of landslips occurred following quite exceptional 
weather conditions during 1968/1969 observations are made 
concerning them in 8*h*
8*2 ' Bayley’s Hill Landslips
(a) Landslip No. 1 - 1967
From a visit to the site it became apparent that this 
landslip had been creeping over the years, causing a 
gradual widening to the road and a dislocation to the 
south-eastern hedge line. It was also noted that the 
Cottages dated 1901 to the north were held together with 
tie bars*
The investigation consisted of two trial pits excavated 
at the locations shown in Fig. 8*1* Trial Pit No. 1 to 
the south-east showed solifluction material extending to 
a depth of 6 ft* and separated from the underlying 
weathered Weald Clay by a principal slip surface. Further
slip surfaces were found within the Y/eald Clay. The 
solifluction material consisted of mottled greeny grey 
and tan sandy silty clay with many pieces of chert and 
borderstone up to 7 in. size*
Trial Pit No. 2 was excavated to the north-west of the 
slipping road and this showed alternating lenses of 
Atherfield clay and silt with some chert extending to a 
depth of six feet below ground level and separated from 
the Y/eald Clay below by a slip surface. The two trial 
pits enabled the section, Fig. No. 8.3* to be drawn 
which shows the failure to have occurred near the head of 
a solifluction lobe similar to those found at Sevenoaks* 
No testing was carried out but analyses were done from 
which the in-situ was 12f° when the piezometric 
line was assumed to be at b  ft. below ground level*
The failure was stabilised by constructing three 3 £t* 
wide and 15 ft. deep counterfort drains for 50 ft* to the 
north-west of the road and 100 ft. to the south-east.
Landslip No,, 2 - 1969
Due to the serious nature of this landslip a full 
investigation was undertaken and it consisted of two 
rotary cored holes and four holes made with a percussion, 
rig. The rotary cored holes were made through the entire; 
thickness of Hythe Beds and penetrated into the Y/eald Clay
i •
to provide a complete core of material for examination*
The percussion rigs provided continuous U.1+ samples and 
piezometers were installed in all boreholes (rotary and 
percussion) with the ceramic tip placed at the level of 
the slip surface. Slip surfaces were found in the 
Atherfield clay in each of the Boreholes 1 to 5 and in 
the top few feet of the Y/eald Clay in Boreholes 3 to 6.
The information from the boreholes has enabled the section, 
Fig. 8.J4., to be drawn complete with the piezometric line 
for the piezometers in the Atherfield clay.
Quite remarkable is the 39 ft. rise in level of the 
Atherfield and Weald Clays under the Hythe Beds Escarpment 
between Boreholes i and 2. The Atherfield clay thins from 
27 ft. to 13 ft. between the same two holes and continues 
to diminish to only 7 ft. in Borehole No. 5. In contrast, 
the Atherfield silt was recorded as being 8 or 9 ft. thick 
in all the holes except No. 6 where it had been removed by 
solifluction. At the toe of the slip the slipped material 
is completely overriding the soliflucted mantle to the 
south. The piezometric line was also interesting in that 
it dipped sharply to the north under the Escarpment and it 
stayed parallel with- the top of the Atherfield clay. In 
the slip area on the face of the Escarpment the piezometric 
line was almost flat only dipping with the ground surface 
to the south of Wickhurst Road.
No laboratory shear parameter testing was carried put for 
this investigation although some was carried out for the 
Ide Hill landslip. It was considered that the slip
surface geometry was so well defined by the surface 
expressions and the borings, and the piezometric data was 
sufficiently accurate that such testing would not be 
necessary* Reference was made to local inhabitants from 
whom it was discovered that the road had been failing for 
many years ’with the likelihood that there had been a 
total movement of several feet before this sudden episode 
in 1969* Borehole 2 indicated that the Hythe Beds 
consisted of 12 ft* of Hassock, 25 ft. of silt and sands, 
22 ft. of medium strong sandstone with red-clay smeared 
steeply inclined fissures, and finally 2 ft. of silty 
clay above the Atherfield clay. Because of the lack of a 
coherent bed, the presence of the red-brown clay (similar 
to Sevenoaks) and the considerable displacement over the 
years, it was considered that true residual parameters 
must apply to the Hythe Beds as well as to the Atherfield 
clay. The red-brown clay at Sevenoaks gave parameters of 
C* = 0 and'^* = 20°.
Calculations were carried out using both 20 and 30 in
the Hythe Beds and for a factor of safety of 1 the 
Atherfield clay required parameters of only 12% ° and 10° 
respectively*
The crack to the north of the road slip has only shown a 
1 in* vertical displacement and for this reason it is 
unlikely that the residual parameters apply yet to this 
next stage of the landslip. Analysis using 30 only for 
the Hythe Beds and 10° for the Atherfield clay indicated 
a factor of safety of 0.91 whilst 30° and 12-J° gave 0.98.
8*3 Ide Hill Landslips
These landslips which are shown on. Fig* 8.1 predated the 
Bayley*s Hill No. 2 slip by a few days only in January 1969*
The slips numbered 1 and 2 were affecting the Ide Hill road 
and consequently they were investigated in some detail. Rotary 
cored boreholes were made through the Hythe Beds and 
continuously U.lj. sampled holes through the material in front of 
the Escarpment. A  Piezometer was placed in each borehole at 
the level of the Atherfield clay. Croach’s landslip which 
involved only the mantle of solifluction material was 
investigated by means of a trial pit, handbores and probes.
(a) Landslip No^ 1
The limits of this landslip were readily recognised from 
the headslope crack in the road, the side tear cracks and 
toe in the fields below. The line of boreholes, suffix 1, 
were made down the axis of the slip in the positions 
indicated on the plan (Pig. 8.2). Slip surfaces were 
found in the Atherfield clay in every borehole that 
penetrated this stratum. The information of the strata 
obtained from the boreholes has allowed the section, Pig. 
No. 8.5# to be drawn. The piezometric line is also 
detailed for the maximum levels recorded to date. At 
boreholes 1/2 and 1 / k  the Atherfield clay is 20 ft. and 
22 ft. thick- respectively whilst at 1/3A to the north the
clay is only i 1+ ft* thick. For the only occasion during the 
site investigations recorded in this thesis a red-brown 
clayey silt up to h ft, thick (B,H,1/U) was found in 
Boreholes l/h* 1/1# 1/6; 1/7* 1/8 and 1/11+ forming the 
basal layer of the Atherfield clay and in contact with the 
underlying Atherfield silt. The top surface of the Weald 
Clay is remarkably flat except for a 3 ft, rise at Borehole 
1/7 relative to the levels found in i/6 and 1/8*
Some laboratory testing was carried out for this site and 
the results are listed in Table 8,1, The two sets of 
residual shear parameters for slip surfaces in the. 
Atherfield clay both gave C*r = 0 whilst was 14° and
Stability analysis carried out using the slip surface and 
piezometric line geometry determined by the investigation 
indicated that for a factor of safety of unity the 
Atherfield clay parameters v/ere = 12^° and = 0 if 
the Hythe Beds values were taken as j6 ' = 20° and C fr = 0,
landslip No» 2
This landslip’ was not defined by a detached moving mass
but appeared to consist of almost the entire field No,
71+20 (see Fig, 8,2), This field slips intermittently 
down - slope and causes failures of the road surface over
some 500 ft, of length, Five boreholes v/ere made in the
positions indicated on Fig, 8*2 and the section (Fig, 8,6)
was drawn from the details observed in the cores and 
U.1+1 a® At Boreholes 2/1 and 2/2 the Atherfield clay and 
silt were but 5 ft, and 2 ft. thick respectively whilst 
in 2/3 they were 9 ft, and 16 ft. thick. The differences 
in thickness and level have led to the conjectural detail 
shown on the section which is quite reasonable when 
compared with Fig. 3*U0» In Borehole 2/3 the solifluction 
material consisted of *7 ft. 9 in. of fragments of 
ragstone and hassock in brown silty sand whilst at 2/1+ 
there was only U ft. of similar material separated from 
11 ft, of very sheared soliflucted Weald Clay by a thin 
peat band. In Borehole 2 /5  the 2 b ft. thick upper 
solifluction material was largely made up of layers of 
Atherfield silt and Weald Clay. At its base there was a 
striated principal slip surface separating it from a 6 in. 
peaty band. The lower solifluction material considered 
almost entirely of chert and ragstone fragments in grey, 
brown and green silts and sands. The junction with the 
unweathered Weald Clay was unfort+mately not recovered in 
a U.1+.
Stability analyses show that for the prevailing conditions 
the residual parameters for a factor of safety of unity 
are C*r = 0 and f i ' v = 12£°.
Landslip at Croach1s
This landslip which destroyed the garage and gardener *s 
house and undermined the main house during January and 
February 1969 was investigated by means of trial pits and 
probes. By this means, the geometry of the slip surfaces 
were obtained ana they are shown on the section (Fig. 8.6). 
The landslip consisted of two parts, the main part 
involved the whole of the 530 ft. long 7° slope lobe 
whilst the secondary failure occurred at the steep 12° 
slope section where the area in front of the house over­
rode the already mobile lobe. No piezometric data was 
available for this failure and as a cut-off drain has 
been installed across the head of the failure no relevant 
data can now be obtained for analysis purposes♦
Conclusions 
Reasons for the Failures
The recent failures at Bayley?s Hill and Ide Kill occurred 
because of the existence of principal slip surfaces and 
because of the exceptional weather conditions during 1968 
to 1969*
Three of the.landslips involved the movement of only the 
soliflucted mantl^ on the slopes in front of the
Escarpment. These were almost identical in their 
features with the lobes encountered at the Sevenoaks 
Bypass and Slip No. 2 at Ide Hill was complete with an 
underlying solifluction sheet on which was found a peat 
layer. Slip surfaces v/ere found separating the tv/o 
phases of solifluction and at the base of the entire 
solifluction mantle. The upper layers of the underlying 
Weald Clay were also sheared with slip surfaces extending 
to a depth of at least 3 ft.
The two major landslips consisted of Hythe Beds moving on 
slip surfaces within the unweathered Atherfield clay. In 
both these cases the slip was not related to the 
solifluction mantles and in fact the toes of the slips 
were overriding the solifluction lobes to the south*
The reasons for the large number of landslips during 
January -February 1969 is without doubt due to the 
v/eather conditions proceeding this period. Rainfall 
records maintained by the Meteorological Office at the 
Bayley’s Kill Reservoir showed U0.9U in. for 1968-1969 
compared with the average value of 30.78 in. for 1952 
to 1968. (see Table 8.2).
No direct piezometric readings were available at these ' 
two sites at the exact time of the failure but records 
still being kept for the Sevenoaks Bypass indicated a 
rise of only 12 in. in the piezometric pressure at the 
Excarpment. If this value is a true measure of the rise 
at Bayley’s Hill and Ide Hill that resulted in the 1969
movements then the 1 normal* winter factor of safety for 
the two slips involving the Hythe Beds is only 1.02 whilst 
for a 10mft. thick lobe it is 1.07*
Another significant feature of the Croach’s landslip was 
the removal five years ago of the large trees that formed 
Croach’s Wood (see Fig. 8.2) and the replanting with an 
evergreen plantation of small trees. At this landslip 
the 12° slope in front of the house depends entirely for 
its stability upon the stability of the 7° slope lobe 
below. It is interesting to see again at this site the 
overriding of the main lobe by a further failure* In 
such a situation as this the secondary failure can be the 
mobilisation, of the secondary surfaces (as recognised in 
Chapter 6)and brought about by the dramatic pore water 
response to rainfall at shallow depths (see Chapter !{.),
Superficial Structures
At Bayley’s Hill there is a rise of 39 ft. in the level 
of the Y/eald Clay between Boreholes 1 and 2. In the 
light of the Sevenoaks Bypass evidence (see Chapter 3) it 
is very likely that a large proportion of this rise is 
due to valley bulging of the Y/eald Clay*
Fig. 3.J+0 showed that the 25 ft. rise at Sevenoaks 
occurred under the Hythe Beds at the edge of the 
Escarpment. The remainder of the We aid Clay rise is due 
to the natural northerly dip of the strata - unlike
Sevenoaks where the cambering of the Hythe Beds had 
turned the northerly dip into an apparant southerly dip. 
The justification for this last comment may be found in 
the difference between the piezometric lines between 
Bayley’s Kill and Sevenoaks. At Sevenoaks the piezometric 
line sloped to the south (see Chapter i+) in spite of the 
valley bulged Y/eald Clay but at Bayley’s Hill it dips 
steeply to the north and appears to indicate a down dip 
drainage unaffected by cambering*
Although cambering to the extent of dip reversal cannot 
be recognised, horizontal movements as at Sevenoaks are 
surely indicated by the wasting of the Atherfield clay 
(from a thickness of 27 ft. to 13 ft.) between Boreholes 
1 and 2. During this thrusting movement the slip surfaces 
were induced in the Atherfield clay and it is on these 
surfaces that the landslip has subsequently taken place. 
Ide Hill provides two quite different conditions.
Landslip No. 1 (Fig, 8.5) shows no significant undulations 
in the Y/eald Clay and only a thinning of the‘Atherfield 
clay at Borehole 1/3A which is the furthest hole from the 
Escarpment edge. Slip surfaces however were found in the 
top of the Atherfield clay in all boreholes and therefore 
some horizontal movement of the Hythe Beds must have 
occurred albeit slight. As at Bayley1s Hill, the land­
slip has subsequently taken place on these surfaces and 
overridden the solifluction mantle to the south.
In complete contract, at Landslip Ho. 2 (Fig. 8.6) both 
the Atherfield clay and silt have almost disappeared from 
beneath the Hythe Beds. The clay has been reduced to 
1+ ft. thickness and the silt to 1 ft. with the base level 
of the Hythe Beds at 512 ft. O.D. compared with 5U8 ft. 
O.D. at a point 500 ft. away on Ho. 1 slip. This spur 
of land, on the side of which runs the road, is therefore 
an extreme case of a thrusted block of Hythe Beds as found 
at Hubbards Hill on the Bypass (see Fig. 3e*4-0)« The 
limits of the thrusted block have been recognised from the 
topography at the site and the block is indicated in 
Fig. 8.2. The boundary between Cox’s Fields and field 
No. 6025 is marked by a steep bank, the south face of the 
block, whilst field 6025 gives a marked impression of 
bulging upwards with an Atherfield clay and silt * bow 
wave’ and a Y/eald Clay ’bulge* beneath, (see Plate 8.3) 
The considerable quantities of Y/eald Clay found in the 
upper solifluction material at Borehole 2/5 lead one to 
believe that this material has been derived from a valley 
bulge in the Weald Clay between Boreholes 2/3 and 2/1+.
It is proposed now to suggest reasons for the difference 
between the slip 1 and 2 sections. Referring to Fig. No. 
8.2, Ide Hill is seen to run alongside the thrust block on 
which Cox’s Fields sits and along the west face of a cwm 
like re-entrant in the Escarpment. On the eastern side 
of the cwm a service lane leads to Grayshaws Orchards in 
front of which is small hill consisting of a completely
Plate 8.3
Ide Hill - Cox’s Fields viewed from Hanging Bank. 
The Slip Ho.2 is at the middle left with the bulge 
below Cox’s Fields at the left horizon.
Plate 8.U
Ide Hill - G-rayshaw’s Orchard viewed across the re-entrant 
from the head of Slip No.2. The tumbled ground of Slip 
No.2 may be seen in the foreground and the displaced Hythe 
Beds block is visible immediately in front of Grayshaw’s 
with the Grayshaw’s Slip filling the field to the south.
detached Hythe Beds block (see Plate 8.4) which has been 
thrust further forward even than that at Cox’s Fields. 
Here therefore are two areas of extreme ice wedging 
activity forming the portals to a cwm-like formation 
(see Plate 8.5) in which very little evidence of west to 
east movement into the cwm was found - the thinning 
of Atherfield clay in Borehole Ho. 1/3A- is most likely 
to be associated with the north-south movements of the 
Cox’s Fields block*
There are two possible explanations:
(1) If the re-entrant was formed before or during the
Wolstonian Glaciation and if it was filled with an
embryo glacier then this would make movement into 
the valley impossible at the exact time that the iee 
v/edging was most active.
(2) The valley could quite reasonably have been formed
during the Ipswichian Stage which was when the down
cutting of the valleys to the south of Sevenoaks 
occurred leaving the angular chert rubble perched 
on isolated hill tops (see Chapter 3*6). If this 
is the case then the re-entrant is providing a 
section of Wolstonian activity at right angles to 
the escarpment face.
Plate 8.5
Ide Hill - Cwm-like re-entrant viewed from 
the Slip No.2 to the south.
In«-situ Shear Parameters
The derived values for the residual shear parameters of 
the Atherfield clay were C 1^  = 0 and = 10° to 12j-° 
depending upon the value used for the Hythe Beds. The 
laboratory values were C 1^  = 0 and j6* = 11}°. The in-situ
derived values were therefore between 71 and 89 per cent 
of the laboratory values.
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CHAPTER 9 PRINCIPAL OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
9 .i The Escarpment
The investigations have shown that the Hythe Beds are 
extensively cambered and landslipped and that the underlying 
Weald Clay is bulged at the edge of the escarpment.
The cambering has been induced during the Wolstonian 
Glaciation by ice wedging in the large scale sub-vertical 
fissures that run parallel to the Hythe Beds escarpment. At 
Sevenoaks, the thrusting action of the ice wedges has pushed 
some of the Hythe Beds blocks at least 300 ft. towards the 
south. This movement has caused the formation of slip surfaces 
in the Atherfield clay beneath the blocks and in some instances 
the formation of a fbow wave* of Atherfield clay in front of 
the blocks. Y/here the latter phenomenon has occurred then 
the top layers of the Atherfield clay have been removed over 
considerable areas and in two instances, at Ide Hill and 
Sevenoaks the Atherfield silt has been largely gouged out 
also. Associated with the thrusting the Hythe Beds have 
been forced into dipped and faulted structures within the 
separate blocks and these movements have provided shattered 
material which could be easily soliflucted down-slope.
The landslipping of the Hj/the Beds, which has been 
occurring since the first instance of exposure of the
Atherfield clay, is very much related to their lithology.
I
At Sevenoaks the landsliipping was within, the clayey silt basal
beds at the edge of the escarpment* Immediately above these 
v/as up to 6i+ ft. of ragstone and hassock layers which inhibited 
any landslipping further back into the scarp. At Bayley’s Hill 
and Ide Hill the ragstone has almost disappeared and only 
lightly cemented hassock bands and silty sands are found with, 
a capping of chert. The chert cap has caused a steeper 
escarpment to be formed which, as there is the generally softer 
material below, has resulted in large scale landslips taking 
place. Further landslips are to be expected where similar 
conditions prevail to the west of Bayley’s Hill,
Proceeding eastwards from Sevenoaks the incidence of 
ragstone increases and landslips involving the Hythe Beds 
occur only in the basal beds and are therefore small scale 
failures. At Boughton Malherbe, where the total bed thickness 
is only 70 ft. thick and consists almost entirely of ragstone 
and hassock, landslips have involved the complete thickness 
of Hythe Beds present at the escarpment. All the landslips 
surveyed will have utilised the slip surfaces formed during 
cambering and a considerable regression of the escarpment will 
be needed before an area is reached where such- surfaces are 
no longer present.
The term ’valley bulge’ is not strictly applicable to 
this situation because the ice heaving processes must have 
applied to the whole of the clay vale to the south and not just 
at the escarpment edge. Fig. 3«U0 illustrated that at the 
escarpment edge there v/as a rapid rise in the level of the 
top of the Weald Clay which was followed by an irregular but
comparatively flat profile which continued until it was 
modified by the solifluction material to a southerly dipping 
slope. At the section shown in Fig. 3*2+1 only a remnant peak 
remained following removal of the bulged clay in an area of 
very active solifluction where the bulge was not protected 
by a large Hythe Beds thrust block as in Fig. 3*^ -0.
The steepness of the rise in level of the Weald Clay at 
Sevenoaks is an interesting feature in that if the bulging is 
an ice heave phenomenon then its rate of growth at the edge of 
the escarpment, must be related to the thickness of the 
protective Hythe Beds. It follows then that at the time of 
this activity the escarpment must have been much steeper than, 
it is at present. This is feasible since at the time of the 
Wolstonian Glaciation when the bulging took place, the top of 
the Hythe Beds consisted of the very resistant and protective 
chert. This top layer subsequently formed the angular chert 
solifluction sheet that swept across the Weald and is now only 
found on local high spots.
The ’stable’ ridges which have been used by north-south 
routes are more stable than the surrounding areas because they 
consist of a thrusted block of Hythe Beds which has come to 
rest at a much lower level following the gouging out of the 
Atherfield Clay. This has formed a ’bow wave’ in front of 
the block’s southern face. The height of the bulging in the 
Weald Clay has a very significant effect upon the flow of 
water within the slope to the south - the higher the bulge 
the smaller the flow and certainly the Hubbards Hill ridge
at Sevenoaks coincided with the highest bulge. The *bow wave* 
of remoulded clay will also interrupt the flow of water and 
together these two structures will have caused a greater flow 
of water to each side of such a ridge with the consequential 
increased solifluction activity and instability of these flanks 
Hubbards Hill and Ide Hill both justify those conclusions 
although the bulge to the south of the Cox’s Field thrust 
block has not been proved by borings*
9©2 Clay Slopes below the Escarpment
Possibly without exception the clay slopes below the 
Escarpment along its entire length are mantled by at least 
one layer of soliflucted material. It was found that the 
solifluction mantle on these natural inland slopes of stiff 
fissured clay that had not been subjected to appreciable post 
glacial erosion has determined their present slope form and 
behaviour. The solifluction mantle v/as found to consist of 
two distinct layers. The upper layer of structureless sand, . 
silt and clay with fragments of chert, ragstone and hassock 
v/as clearly largely derived from the Hythe Beds. The lower 
laj'er consisted entirely of material from the weathered zone of 
the underlying stiff fissured and laminated ?*eald Clay which 
retained some of the structure of the intact clay. The upper 
layer was separated from the lower by a principal slip surface
i
and the lower contained several slip surfaces, the deepest of
which marked the base of the solifluction mantle. The maximum 
natural slope-angle is clearly dictated by the presence of 
these slip surfaces which were formed during a periglacial 
environment* Slip surfaces have been found to be planar for
value which have been investigated at other sites remote from 
the escarpment irregular slip surfaces have been found. The 
mode of formation has been suggested in Chapter 3 as being 
due to ice heaving and thrusting of polygonal basins of the 
top layers of the clay. The clay bulge at the escarpment is 
indicative of the scale of the heaving movements that can 
occur in clay although the bulge is attributed to the severe 
V/olstonian whilst the slope turbations are considered to have 
occurred during the Devensian.
The slopes with planar surfaces have been dictated by the
residual shear parameters of the surfaces, the piezometric
pressures at the slip surface and the prevailing slope angle.
Any erosion causing a steepening of the slope or an increase
in the piezometric pressures can in many instances-cause a
reactivation of movement along the slip surface. Such events
are continually occurring along the slopes below the Lower
G-reensand Escarpment where the survey in Chapter 2 indicated
that the majority of the slopes are standing steeper than the
in-situ $ fr/2 5^°* Sevenoaks Bypass showed that only quite
minor construction work on the soliflucted deposits can lead
to considerable movements.
i .
In many areas the — n 4 ^ luction mantle that covers the
slopes as slack as U° but for slopes with angles below this
slopes to the south has been overlain with more recent and 
active lobes of soliflucted material which are separated from 
the older material by a thin layer of clay containing a 
principal slip surface. Organic samples were recovered at 
Sevenoaks and Ide Kill from the interface between the under­
lying sheet and the more recent lobes and a C.lii test on the 
Sevenoaks material indicated a date of 12,200 B.P. This 
corresponds to the Allex^d Interstadial which places the 
lobe activity within Zone III of the late Glacial. The 
underlying sheet activity may be inferred as Main Devensian 
whilst the angular chert capping the hilltops is Wclstonian.
It is not known whether there are slip surfaces below this 
very old material but it would appear to be very likely.
9.3 Dating of the Events
Wolstonian Stage
Valley bulge in Weald Cla?/, cambering and gulling.
Ice wedge thrust in fissures - bow wave of Atherfield Clay.
Hythe Beds dip and fault 
structures.
Solifluction - large angular chert sheet across the Weald.
rpswichian Stage .
Denudation and erosion causing downcutting of valleys 
below the Wolstonian vale - including Ide Hill re-entrant.
Stable ridges outstanding.
Devensian Stage
Small scale valley bulging - ice heave forming surfaces 
in slopes and flat ground.
No ice wedging.
Solifluction sheet extending for J mile into the valleys 
emanating from the escarpment.
Peaty organic remains formed during Aller/d Interstadial. 
Zone III Solifluction lobes formed on the steeper foot 
slopes to the escarpment*
9.1+ Ground Water Table Variations
(a) Hythe Beds
The piezometric data indicated that at Sevenoaks,
Bayley’s Hill and Ide Hill the water table fluctuated 
seasonally by no more than 3 ft. within the Hythe Beds.
At the edge of the escarpment the water table 'was found 
to be perched relative to the underlying Weald Clay and 
its level is largely controlled by the height of the 
Weald Clay bulge.
Solifluction Lobes and Sheets
Piezometers installed in several of the lobes and the 
underlying sheet at Sevenoaks indicated that:- 
d )  In the lobes there is a perched water-table
condition, above the zone of the main slip surface, 
which responds rapidly to rainfall, whatever the 
season*
(2) The perched water table in the lobes is not regular 
over the depth of the lobe. Shallow (5 ft. deep) 
open tubes recorded the water table frequently at 
ground level; the 10 ft. to 13 ft. deep piezometers 
did not, and their average maximum value for the 
lobes was k ft. 2 in. beloW ground level*
(3) In the sheet underlying the lobe slip zone there is 
little response to rainfall but a more gradual rise 
and fall of the pore water pressure occurs as the 
seasons change. It seems probable that these 
variations relate more to fluctuations in flow from 
the Hythe Beds escarpment v/ater-table than to direct 
rainfall on the slopes. The general level of the 
water table also varies according to the slope of 
the contact with the underlying Weald Clay*
(U) South of the lobes, the sheet piezometers respond 
in a similar manner to those situated within the 
lobes.
9.5 The Effects of Drainage Measures at Sevenoaks
(a) Counterfort Drains
15 ft. deep counterfort drains were constructed at 60 ft* 
centres in. a solifluction lobe at Sevenoaks which had 
been instrumented with piezometers. The drains were 
effective in reducing
(1) the water-level fluctuations in all piezometers at 
depths of 10 ft. and greater.
(2) the pore water pressure at the depth of the slip 
surface (10 - 15 ft.) by an average of 6 ft. 8 in. 
over the length of the trial drains, when measured 
at the midpoint of the drains. When account is 
taken of the average effect on the section from 
drain to drain, the average reduction is 7 ft. 8 in.
(b) Sand Drains
The acceleration of the dissipation of construction pore 
v/ater pressures was clearly demonstrated when the 
piezometer data was compared between the areas with and 
without sand drains. The analysis showed that these 
results compared well with the theory used in the design 
of the installation.
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Geotechnical Properties 
Residual Shear Parameters
The analysis of the failures at Sevenoaks, Bayley’s Hill 
and Ide Hill indicated that the In-situ Residual Shear 
Parameters of the materials involved v/ere frequently less 
than those values obtained by the laboratory triaxial and 
shear box tests. The reduction on the laboratory values 
was as large as 35 per cent in some instances.
Coefficients of Consolidation
The values of the in-situ coefficient of consolidation 
derived from the monitoring of embankment construction 
at Sevenoaks were consistently higher than those obtained 
from the standard 3 in. laboratory oedometer test. For 
the largely unweathered laminated Weald Clay the in-situ 
values were 12 times greater whilst for slightly 
remoulded, soliflucted Weald Clay they were betv/een 3 and 
8 times greater than the laboratory values.
9 . 7 FutureRe search
It is essential that further work be carried out on the 
apparent disparity between the laboratory and the in-situ 
derived geotechnieal properties. This is particularly 
important for the residual shear parameters because 
piezometers are being installed in increasing numbers to 
record the actual piezometric pressures and if these values 
are used with incorrect (higher) shear parameters then 
failures will occur*
Another point which requires clarification concerns the 
significance of the flat ground slip surface phenomenon on the 
stability.of embankment construction* The shear resistance 
of the surfaces can be measured but their geometry is 
unpredictable and therefore their influence is also unknown 
unless monitored construction to failure is carried out*
Luring the sifting of data for this thesis it v/as found 
that peaty material was present below the lower solifluction 
sheet under the Sevenoaks Lobe F (see Fig* ^*11)* 'It is 
hoped to recover some of this material‘for C*1i|.* dating in air' 
endeavour to justify the date ascribed to the lower sheet.
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